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I. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER 

Estera Gradinaru, appellant below, asks this Court to accept review 

of the Court of Appeals decision terminating review designated in Part II 

of this petition. 

II. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION 

Estera Gradinaru requests review of the decision of the Court of 

Appeals, Division I, in Gradinaru v. State of Washington Department of 

Social and Health Services, filed March 24, 2014, No. 70138-0-1, 

affirming the Department of Social and Health Services' finding that she 

financially exploited a vulnerable adult in violation ofRCW 74.34.020(6). 

III. ISSUES PRESENTED 

A. Whether this Court should grant review because the Court 
of Appeals' construction of RCW 74.34.020(6) conflicts 
with this Court's statutory construction precedents? 

B. Whether this Court should grant review because the Court 
of Appeals' construction of the Abuse of Vulnerable Adults 
Act presents a question of substantial public interest? 

IV. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. Procedural History 

On May 2, 2011, the Department of Social and Health Services 

("DSHS" or "Department"), Respondent, issued a Notice of Preliminary 

Findings advising Estera Gradinaru, Petitioner, that a DSHS investigation 
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had resulted in a "substantiated finding" of financial exploitation against 

her. See Certified Administrative Record ("CR") at 103. 1 

Ms. Gradinaru timely requested an administrative hearing. A 

hearing was held before Administrative Law Judge ("ALJ") Carolyn 

Pinkett on August 24, 2011. See Transcript ("TR") at 1. On October 26, 

2011, Judge Pinkett issued an initial order reversing the Department's 

substantiated finding and dismissed the case against Ms. Gradinaru. See 

CRat 37. 

The Department appealed to the Board of Appeals ("BOA" or 

"Board"). The BOA reversed Judge Pinkett's initial order and issued a 

final order reinstating the substantiated finding against Ms. Gradinaru after 

concluding that she engaged in financial exploitation of a vulnerable adult 

in violation of RCW 74.34.200(2). See CR at 1. Ms. Gradinaru sought 

review of the Board's order in the King County Superior Court. On 

March 1, 2013, the Superior Court, the Honorable Bruce Heller presiding, 

issued a decision affirming the Board's order. 

Ms. Gradinaru subsequently appealed to Division I of the Court of 

Appeals. On March 24, 2014, the Court of Appeals issued a decision 

dismissing Ms. Gradinaru's appeal and affirming the agency's decision. 

1 The Certified Administrative Record is attached hereto as Appendix B. 
The Transcript of Proceedings is attached hereto as Appendix C. 
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The State's motion to publish the Court of Appeals decision was granted 

on May 14, 2014. Ms. Gradinaru now petitions this Court for review of 

the Court of Appeals' decision. 

B. Facts 

The formal findings of fact underlying the BOA's determination 

are not in dispute. Ms. Gradinaru was the co-owner of Bellevue Rose 

Adult Family Home. Findings of Fact ("FF") at 1. Ms. Gradinaru suffers 

from depression and has a history of suicidal ideation. See FF 4. Before 

the events leading up to the charges in this case, Ms. Gradinaru tried to 

commit suicide by ingesting her own prescription medications on two 

previous occasions. See id. Ms. Gradinaru had experienced a difficult 

divorce in 2009, and was recommended for partial-day hospitalization by 

physicians at Overlake Hospital as a result of her depression. See id. 

Unfortunately, Ms. Gradinaru could not participate in the program because 

she could not afford it. See id. 

On October 12, 2010, Ms. Gradinaru's father, who also owned an 

adult family home, asked Ms. Gradinaru to pick up some medicine for one 

of his residents. See FF 7. Ms. Gradinaru was experiencing symptoms of 

depression and stress resulting from her divorce. See id. Ms. Gradinaru 
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took Elaine's2 morphine and drove to a park-and-ride, where she 

attempted to commit suicide by ingesting one-half capful of concentrated 

morphine (approximately one cubic centimeter or 20 milligrams). See FF 

7-8. Her father later found her at the park-and-ride and she was taken to 

Overlake Hospital where she was admitted to the emergency room and 

subsequently transferred to the psychiatric ward for suicidal ideation. See 

FF 7; CR at 95. 

Katherine Ander, a DSHS investigator, testified that as a 

registered nurse, Ms. Gradinaru had the authority to possess patients' 

prescription medications and delegate duties relating to the administration 

of medications at the time the incident underlying this case occurred. See 

TR at 32. Ms. Ander explained that her investigation revealed that Ms. 

Gradinaru was in charge of medication administration in her own adult 

care home and in her father's adult care home (a common practice in adult 

care homes). See id. Ms. Ander also testified that there was no evidence 

that Ms. Gradinaru was addicted to morphine. TR at 23, 51. The 

morphine ingested by Ms. Gradinaru was prescribed to Elaine, the alleged 

victim, as part of a "comfort kit." FF 3. Testimony at the hearing 

established that Elaine did not require morphine during her stay at the 

2 Elaine was a patient at Ms. Gradinaru's adult care home. FF 3. Elaine's 
last name has been omitted in order to protect her privacy. 
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home. ld. Ms. Ander concluded that Ms. Gradinaru's use of Elaine's 

morphine was an isolated incident and did not qualify as "drug diversion," 

the practice of taking a patient's prescription medications for personal use 

or distribution. See TR at 40, 51. Ms. Ander conceded on the record that 

there would have been no objective medical benefit to Ms. Gradinaru from 

taking the medication. TR at 49. 

V. ARGUMENT WHY RELIEF SHOULD BE GRANTED 

A. The Court of Appeals' Decision Conflicts with this 
Court's Statutory Construction Precedents. 

This Court may accept a petition for review where the decision of 

the Court of Appeals is in conflict with a decision of the Washington 

Supreme Court. See RAP 13.4(b)(l). This Court should accept review of 

Ms. Gradinaru's petition because the Court of Appeals decision in this 

case conflicts with this Court's statutory construction precedents. 

1. The Court of Appeals' Construction Conflicts with this Court's 
Decisions Holding that a Statute is to be Construed in 
Accordance with its Plain Meaning. 

This Court has repeatedly held that where "a statute is clear on its 

face, its meaning [should] be derived from the language of the statute 

alone." Densley v. Dep't Ret. Sys., 162 Wn.2d 201, 219 (2007) (quoting 

Kilian v. Atkinson, 147 Wn.2d 16, 20 (2002)) (alteration in original). In 

other words, "courts should assume the Legislature means exactly what it 

says in a statute and apply it as written." ld. (internal citation and 
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quotation marks omitted). Because the Court of Appeals construction of 

RCW 74.34.020(6) is contrary to the plain language of that statute, its 

decision conflicts with this Court's decisions holding that, when a statute 

is interpreted by a court, the plain meaning of the language in the statute is 

controlling. 

The ultimate question before the Court of Appeals in this case was 

whether Ms. Gradinaru's ingestion of a vulnerable adult's morphine in an 

attempt to commit suicide rose to the level of "financial exploitation" as 

that term is defined in the Abuse of Vulnerable Adults Act. RCW 

74.34.020(6) defines the term "financial exploitation" as: 

[T]he illegal or improper use, control over, or withholding 
of the property, income, resources, or trust funds of the 
vulnerable adult by any person or entity for person's or 
entity's profit or advantage other than for the vulnerable 
adult's profit or advantage. 

RCW 73.34.020(6) (emphasis added). The Court of Appeals adopted the 

following definition of the term "advantage": "a more favorable or 

improved position or condition ... benefit, profit, or gain of any kind." 

App. A at 4. The court then went on to hold that Ms. Gradinaru gained an 

"advantage" by taking Elaine's morphine because it enabled her to carry 

out her suicide attempt. Id. 

The Court of Appeals' conclusion is unsupported by the evidence 

and contrary to the plain text of the statute. Even if one adopts the Court 
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of Appeals' definition of the term "advantage," Ms. Gradinaru's conduct 

still does not fit within the scope of RCW 74.34.020(6). It is simply not 

reasonable to construe an attempt to commit suicide as an act taken for the 

benefit, profit, or gain of the actor. In fact, it is a crime in the State of 

Washington for a person to promote a suicide attempt. See RCW 

9A.36.060. Moreover, the medical evidence before the court made clear 

that Ms. Gradinaru was not in any way advantaged by ingesting the 

morphine. Ms. Ander, the DSHS investigator, conceded on the record that 

no medical professional would classify a suicide attempt as an act carried 

out for the person's benefit. TR at 49. Because Ms. Gradinaru's suicide 

attempt did not bring about any "benefit" or "advantage" to Ms. Gradinaru 

under the plain meaning of those terms, the Court of Appeals' conclusion 

that Ms. Gradinaru committed financial exploitation is contrary to the 

plain language of RCW 74.34.020(6) and therefore contrary to the 

decisions ofthis Court. See Densley v. Dep't Ret. Sys., 162 Wn.2d at 219 

(holding that a statute must be construed in accordance with its plain 

meaning). 

2. The Court of Appeals' Decision Conflicts with this Court's 
Holidng in Dep 't of Ecology v. Campbell & Gwinn. L.L. C. 

In Dep't of Ecology v. Campbell & Gwinn, L.L.C., 146 Wn.2d 1 

(2001), this Court resolved a question of statutory construction previously 

unresolved in this state. Specifically, this Court held that the plain 
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meaning of words in a statute is derived not from the plain meaning of the 

words when viewed in isolation, but rather from the context in which the 

words are used and the statutory scheme as a whole. Id. at 11 - 12. In 

other words, the Court held that when applying the plain meaning rule, it 

is necessary to examine the "statute in which the provision at issue is 

found, as well as related statutes or other provisions of the same statute" 

and interpret the words in context. Id. In reaching its conclusion, this 

Court quoted the following passage from a leading treatise on modem 

statutory construction: 

In the past, the plain meaning rule rested on theories of 
language and meaning, now discredited, which held that 
words have inherent or fixed meanings. These theories are 
unnecessary to the plain meaning rule, however, if the rule 
is interepreted to direct a court to construe and apply words 
according to the meaning that they are ordinarily given, 
taking into account the statutory context, basic rules of 
grammar, and any special usages stated by the legislature 
on the face of the statute. In addition, background facts of 
which judicial notice can be taken are properly considered 
as part of the statute's context because presumably the 
legislature also was familiar with them when it passed the 
statute. Reference to a statute's context to determine its 
plain meaning also includes examining closely related 
statutes, because legislators enact legislation in light of 
existing statutes. 

Id. at 11 (quoting 2A Norman J. Singer, Statutes and Statutory 

Construction§ 48A: 16, at 809- 10 (6th ed. 2000)). 
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The Court of Appeals' decision in this case conflicts with this 

Court's holding in Campbell & Gwinn. Although the Court of Appeals 

claimed adherence to the plain meaning rule in reaching its decision in 

Ms. Gradinaru's case, it assigned a meaning to the term "advantage" that 

is completely inconsistent with the context in which the term is used in the 

Abuse of Vulnerable Adults Act. The Court of Appeals concluded that the 

term "advantage" as used in RCW 74.34.020(6) means "gain of any kind." 

Appendix ("App.") A (Court of Appeals Decision) at 4. This definition of 

the term "advantage" reads the term completely out of context. The term 

"advantage" in this case is being construed in the context of a statute 

aimed at preventing the financial exploitation of vulnerable adults. See 

RCW 74.34.005 (The legislature finds and declares that ... [s]ome adults 

are vulnerable and may be subjected to abuse, neglect, financial 

exploitation, or abandonment by a family member, care provider, or other 

person who has a relationship with the vulnerable adult .... "). But, the 

Court of Appeals definition of the term "advantage" reads the word 

"financial" right out ofRCW 74.34.020(6). 

The word "financial" qualifies the word "exploitation" in RCW 

74.34.020(6). The word "financial" is defined by Merriam-Webster's 

Dictionary as: "relating to finance or financiers." Merriam-Webster's 

Dictionary Online, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/financial. 
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The word finance is in turn defined as: "money or other liquid resources of 

a government, business, group, or individual." Merriam-Webster's 

Dictionary Online, http:/ /www.meriam-webster .com/ dictionary/finance. 

Thus, it is clear from the statute's text that the type of exploitation that the 

legislature sought to prevent was exploitation related to a vulnerable 

adult's finances, i.e., the vulnerable adult's liquid resources, and that the 

profit or advantage gained by the other person must be quantifiable in 

monetary terms. See RCW 74.34.020(6). In other words, in the context of 

RCW 74.34.020(6), the term "advantage" means financial advantage. 

This conclusion is supported by the examples of financial 

exploitation provided in the statute. One example of financial exploitation 

provided in the statute is "the use of deception ... by a person or entity in 

a position of trust ... to obtain or use the property, income, or trust funds 

of the vulnerable adult for the benefit of a person or entity other than the 

vulnerable adult." RCW 74.34.020(6)(a). Another is: "the breach of a 

fiduciary duty, including, but not limited to, the misuse of a power of 

attorney, trust, or guardianship appointment that results in the 

unauthorized sale, or transfer of the property, income, resources, or trust 

funds ofthe vulnerable adult." RCW 74.34.020(6)(b). It is evident from 

the foregoing examples that the individuals targeted by the statute are 
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trustees, fiduciaries, and other individuals who may pose a threat of 

misappropriating vulnerable adult's financial assets.3 

Because the Court of Appeals' construction of the term 

"advantage" in this case is inconsistent with the context in which that term 

is used in RCW 74.34.020(6) its decision conflicts with this Court's 

decision in Campbell & Gwinn holding that words in a statute are not to 

be read out of context. 146 Wn.2d at 11- 12. 

3. The Court of Appeals Decision is Inconsistent with this Court's 
Previous Applications of the Canons of Statutory Construction. 

The Court of Appeals decision also conflicts with this Court's 

previous applications of the canons of statutory construction. This Court 

has long recognized that a statute must not be interpreted in a way that 

leads to absurd results. See Hangartner v. City of Seattle, 151 Wn.2d 439, 

448 (2004) ("We will not interpret a statute in a manner that leads to an 

absurd result."); State v. J.P., 149 Wn.2d 444, 450 (2003) ("[A] reading 

that results in absurd results must be avoided because it will not be 

presumed that the legislature intended absurd results.") (internal citation 

and quotation marks omitted). The Court of Appeals' decision runs 

3 Although the examples of financial exploitation outlined in RCW 
74.34.020(6)(a) and (b) were not part of the statute at the time of Ms. 
Gradinaru's suicide attempt, but this Court has previously held that it is 
appropriate to look to subsequent legislative amendments in determining 
the meaning of a statutory provision. See State v. Barr, 99 Wn.2d 75, 78-
79 (1983). 
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contrary to the absurd results canon because the decision classifies a 

suicide attempt as an act that is taken for one's "advantage" as a matter of 

law. It is difficult to conceive of a more absurd result, especially in light 

of the fact that an attempt to help another person commit suicide would be 

a crime. See RCW 9A.36.060. 

Moreover, the Court of Appeals decision conflicts with the canon 

against superfluity. This Court has established that "[i]t is a fundamental 

principle of statutory construction that courts must not construe statutes so 

as to nullify, void or render meaningless or superfluous any section or 

words of the statute." In re Dependency of K.D.S., 176 Wn.2d 644, 656 

(2013); Taylor v. City of Redmond, 89 Wn.2d 315, 319 (1977). However, 

as discussed above, the Court of Appeals construction does exactly that by 

assigning absolutely no weight to the word "financial" as used in the 

statute and holding that the term "advantage" means more than financial 

advantage for purposes ofRCW 74.34.020(6). 

Because the decision of the Court of Appeals in this case conflicts 

with this Court's statutory construction precedents this Court should 

accept review pursuant to RAP 13.4(b)(1). 
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B. This Court Should Grant Review Because Ms. 
Gradinaru's Case Presents a Question of Substantial 
Public Interest. 

This Court should grant Ms. Gradinaru's petition for review 

pursuant to RAP 13.4(b)(4) because her case presents a question of 

substantial public interest that should be decided by this Court. This 

Court has previously held that "suspected abuse of a nursing home 

patient" is a matter of public concern. White v. State, 131 Wn.2d 1, 11 

(1997). According to the Seattle Times, there is an Adult Family Home 

in every city in Washington State. Michael J. Berens, How the Aged and 

Frail are Exploited in Washington's Adult Family Homes, Seattle Times 

(January 30, 2010). In 2010, there were 2,843 such homes in Washington 

with a total of approximately 11 ,200 residents. I d. These figures do not 

include individuals living in licensed nursing homes, hospitals, and with 

relatives. The enactment of the Abuse of Vulnerable Adults Act is in 

itself proof that the treatment of vulnerable adults is of great concern to 

the people of Washington. Since the Abuse of Vulnerable Adults Act 

was first enacted less than 20 years ago, there has been very little case 

law interpreting the Act. 

Ms. Gradinaru's case presents a question of substantial public 

interest because it is a question of first impression and defines the limits 

of a caregiver's liability under the financial exploitation provision of the 
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Abuse of Vulnerable Adult's Act. A finding of financial exploitation 

under RCW 74.34.020 will permanently preclude a person from working 

with vulnerable adults in the State of Washington. See RCW 

74.39A.056. This Court has previously provided guidance as to what 

constitutes "neglect" under RCW 74.34.020. See Raven v. Dep't of 

Social and Health Services, 177 Wn.2d 804 (2013). But, there is a dearth 

of authority on the meaning of the term "financial exploitation" under the 

Abuse Vulnerable Adults Act. The decision in this case will have a 

significant impact upon the rights vulnerable adults and caregivers alike, 

and it is therefore important for this Court to provide guidance to lower 

courts applying the financial exploitation provision of RCW 74.34.020 in 

the future. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should accept Ms. 

Gradinaru's petition for review and reverse the finding of financial 

exploitation issued by the agency. 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
DIVISION ONE 

("'") 

~ (/)0 
..... c: 

ESTERA GRADINARU, ) No. 70138-0-1 - ~~ .x::-
) ~ 1""\o 

~ c-., 
Appellant, ) 

-n -r 
I') £~F 

) .r:- v-or 
(./)f1'\( 

V. ) ~ ::X::p -r-
) - -;r.(./) - Cl .. .-(CJ 

STATE OF WASHINGTON ) ~ o--;c;..C:: 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL ) 
AND HEALTH SERVICES, ) UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

) 
Respondent. ) FILED: March 24, 2014 

VERELLEN, J. -When a caretaker uses a vulnerable adult's property to further 

the caretaker's own goal, even if self-destructive, such use constitutes financial 

exploitation as defined by former RCW 74.34.020(6) (2010). The Department of Social 

and Health Services (Department) did not err in concluding that Estera Gradinaru 

financially exploited a vulnerable adult when she used that adult's morphine in a failed 

suicide attempt. We affirm. 

FACTS 

In October 2010, Gradinaru was the co-owner of an adult family home in 

Bellevue. Elaine, one of the residents of the home, was in hospice care and had been 

prescribed "comfort medications," including liquid morphine, for end of life treatment.1 

On October 12, Gradinaru was emotionally distressed and in physical pain. She 

took Elaine's morphine with her to a park and ride and ingested one-half capful of the 

1 The parties refer to Elaine only by her first name. 
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No. 70138-0-1/2 

morphine, which made her feel sleepy. Her father arrived at the park and ride and 

Gradinaru was taken to Overtake Hospital. She was admitted to the psychiatric unit after 

she told the treating staff that she ingested the morphine in a failed suicide attempt. 

The Department investigated and made a preliminary finding that Gradinaru 

financially exploited a vulnerable adult. On appeal, an administrative law judge issued 

an initial order reversing the Department's finding. The Department petitioned the 

Board of Appeals (Board) to review the initial order. In its review decision and final 

order, the Board concluded that Gradinaru financially exploited a vulnerable adult. 

Gradinaru appealed to King County Superior Court, which affirmed the Board's review 

decision and final order. 

Gradinaru appeals. 

DISCUSSION 

Gradinaru argues that her failed suicide attempt was not "financial exploitation" of 

a vulnerable adult as that term is defined in former RCW 74.34.020(6).2 We disagree. 

2 In 2011, the statute was updated. RCW 74.34.020(6) now states: 

"Financial exploitation" means the illegal or improper use, control 
over, or withholding of the property, income, resources, or trust funds of 
the vulnerable adult by any person or entity for any person's or entity's 
profit or advantage other than for the vulnerable adult's profit or 
advantage. "Financial exploitation" includes, but is not limited to: 

(a) The use of deception, intimidation, or undue influence by a 
person or entity in a position of trust and confidence with a vulnerable 
adult to obtain or use the property, income, resources, or trust funds of the 
vulnerable adult for the benefit of a person or entity other than the 
vulnerable adult; 

(b) The breach of a fiduciary duty, including, but not limited to, the 
misuse of a power of attorney, trust, or a guardianship appointment, that 
results in the unauthorized appropriation, sale, or transfer of the property, 
income, resources, or trust funds of the vulnerable adult for the benefit of 
a person or entity other than the vulnerable adult; or 

2 
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The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) governs our review of the Board's 

decision. 3 "The burden of demonstrating the invalidity of agency action is on the party 

asserting invalidity."4 We will reverse if the Board "erroneously interpreted or applied 

the law."5 The interpretation of ''financial exploitation" raises a question of law and is 

reviewed de novo under the error of law standard.6 

The Abuse of Vulnerable Adults Act (Act) was enacted to protect vulnerable 

adults who "may be subjected to abuse, neglect, financial exploitation, or abandonment 

by a family member, care provider, or other person who has a relationship with the 

vulnerable adult."7 Former RCW 74.34.020(6) defines "financial exploitation" as "the 

illegal or improper use of the property, income, resources, or trust funds of the 

vulnerable adult by any person for any person's profit or advantage other than for the 

vulnerable adult's profit or advantage." A finding of financial exploitation prohibits an 

individual from being employed in a capacity that would allow him or her to have 

unsupervised access to vulnerable adults.8 

(c) Obtaining or using a vulnerable adult's property, income, 
resources, or trust funds without lawful authority, by a person or entity who 
knows or clearly should know that the vulnerable adult lacks the capacity 
to consent to the release or use of his or her property, income, resources, 
or trust funds. 
3 See RCW 34.05.570; Utter v. Dep't of Soc. and Health Servs., 140 Wn. App. 

293, 299, 165 P.3d 399 (2007). 
4 RCW 34.05.570(1 )(a). 
5 RCW 34.05.570(3)(d). 
6 RCW 34.05.570(3)(d); Life Care Ctrs. of Am .. Inc. v. Dep't of Soc. & Health 

Servs., 162 Wn. App. 370, 374,254 P.3d 919 (2011). 
7 RCW 74.34.005(1) (legislative findings). 
8 Former RCW 74.39A.050(8) (2011). 
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Gradinaru contends that her use of the morphine did not constitute an 

"advantage" to her because attempting suicide is not medically beneficial. 

The term "advantage" is not defined in the Act. Undefined words in a statute are 

accorded their ordinary meanings. 9 The dictionary defines "advantage" as "a more 

favorable or improved position or condition ... benefit, profit, or gain of any kind."10 In 

the context of this statute, a person engaging in the unauthorized use of a vulnerable 

adult's property receives an advantage when that use benefits or facilitates the goals of 

the person using the property, whether or not that goal is wise or healthy. 

Any attempt at suicide is troubling, but the question presented here is whether 

the use of Elaine's property benefited Gradinaru by allowing her to further her goal, 

even if self-destructive, and thus was a use prohibited under the statute. Gradinaru's 

goals were advanced by gaining access to Elaine's morphine. Gradinaru did not have 

to spend her own money or time finding some other source of morphine. And it is 

undisputed that Gradinaru's use of Elaine's morphine did not profit or advantage Elaine. 

Gradinaru argues that it is not reasonable to construe an attempt to commit 

suicide as an act taken for the benefit or gain of the actor because it results in medical 

harm. But nothing in the statute requires the court or the Department to consider 

whether the illegal or improper use of the victim's medication was helpful or harmful to 

the individual who used the medication. The focus of the statute is to protect vulnerable 

adults. Allowing an exception for using a vulnerable adult's property in a way that is 

9 State v. Standifer, 110 Wn.2d 90, 92, 750 P.2d 258 (1988) ("Words are given 
the meaning provided by the statute or, in the absence of specific definition, their 
ordinary meaning."). 

10 WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 30 (2002). 
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harmful would lead to an absurd result. 11 For example, if a drug addict steals a 

vulnerable adult's medication for his own illicit use, he should not evade a finding of 

financial exploitation because his drug use is medically harmful to him.12 

Gradinaru argues that the Board's interpretation leads to absurd results. 

Specifically, she contends that, under the Board's interpretation, any person who 

attempts to commit suicide using property stolen from a vulnerable adult (a gun, a rope, 

etcetera) will be liable for financial exploitation. But this result is consistent with the 

purpose of the statute: to protect a vulnerable adult who is unable to protect herself by 

penalizing an individual who improperly or illegally uses that vulnerable adult's property 

for her own purpose in a way that does not benefit the vulnerable adult. 

Next, Gradinaru argues that the Board's interpretation of the statute is improper 

because it does not require a "financial" benefit to the user, as implicitly required by the 

term "financial exploitation." Gradinaru argues that "financial" extends only to a 

vulnerable adult's "liquid" resources.13 But her argument ignores that "financial 

exploitation" is defined by the statute to expressly include the use of "property, income, 

resources, or trust funds." It is not limited to liquid assets. In this case, the morphine 

11 Hangartner v. City of Seattle, 151 Wn.2d 439, 448, 90 P.3d 26 (2004) ("We will 
not interpret a statute in a manner that leads to an absurd result."). 

12 Gradinaru argues that comparison to a drug addict is inappropriate because 
(1) the drug addict benefits financially because he saves money by using stolen 
medications rather than buying them, and (2) the drug addict harms the vulnerable adult 
because those medications are no longer available for the vulnerable adult's use. 
Because she arguably benefited financially by using Elaine's morphine rather than 
buying her own and because her use of the morphine potentially deprived Elaine from 
using it in the future, Gradinaru's distinction is not persuasive. 

13 Appellant's Br. at 9. 
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was Elaine's property. Whether Gradinaru chose to sell or use that property, it was to 

her own advantage rather than Elaine's advantage and constituted financial exploitation. 

Finally, Gradinaru argues that the examples of "financial exploitation" provided in 

the statute support her argument that only use of "financial assets" is prohibited.14 We 

note that the nonexclusive list of examples were not part of the statute when the 

Department determined that Gradinaru committed financial exploitation.15 Even so, the 

examples include the use of a vulnerable adult's "property, income, resources, or trust 

funds," and are not limited to "financial assets."16 Therefore, the recently added 

examples do not support a different result. 

Financial exploitation extends to the illegal or improper use of a vulnerable 

adult's property to further a goal of the person who took that property. The Department 

did not err in concluding that Gradinaru's illegal taking and use of a patient's morphine 

was an act of financial exploitation as defined by the statute. We affirm. 

WE CONCUR: 

14 Appellant's Br. at 9-10. 
15 Loeffelholz v. Univ. of Washington, 175 Wn.2d 264, 271, 285 P.3d 854 (2012) 

(courts presume that a statute applies prospectively, unless the legislature intends 
otherwise or the amendment is remedial in nature). 

16 RCW 74.34.020(6)(c). 
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In Re: 

STATE OF-WASHINGTON, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

BOARD OF APPEALS · 

) Docket No. 05-2011-L-1920 
) 

ESTERA GRANDINARU ) REVIEW DECISION AND FINAL ORDER 
) 

--~A..:~P;;.~:P::.:e:.:.:ll.;;;;an:.:.:t:...-________ ) Resident Protection Pregram {CNA) 

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

1. · Th~ Department of Social and Health Services {Department) received an 

allegation that the Appellant had financially exploited a vulnerable adult. After investigation and 

review, the D_epartment determined that the allegation of financial exploitation was 

substantiated. The Appellant requested a hearing to contest the Department's substantiated 

finding of financial exploitation. Admi~istrative Law Judge (ALJ) Carolyn Pinkett held an 

administrative hearing on August 24, 2011, and issued an Initial Order on October 26, 2011, 

wherein she reversed the Department's substantiated finding of financial exploitation. 

2. The-Department filed a Petition for Review of the Initial Order on 

November 16,. 2011. 

3. · On November 23; 2011, the Appell~nt requested additional time in which to file a 

Response to the Petition fOr Review of the Initial Order. The Appell~nt was g~nted an 

extension in the timely response filing deadline until December 7, 2011. 

4. On December 7, 2011, the Appellant filed a Response to the Departmenfs 

Petition for Review of the Initial Order. 

If. FINDrNGS OF FACT 

The undersigned has reviewed the record of the hearing, the documents admitted as 

exhibits, the Initial Order, the Petition for Review of the Initial Decision, and the Response. The 
. . . 000001· 

following necessary findings of fact were relevant and supported by substantial evidence in the 

record. 

REVIEW DECISION AND FINAL ORDER 
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1. On May 3, 2011, DSHS served the Appellant with a Notice of Preliminary Finding 

which states, in part, that DSHS "has found that you financially exploited a vulnerable adult." 

On May 16, 2011, the Appellant filed a request for hearing to contest the financial exploitation 

finding. Her request for hearing states as follows: "I took one drop of mo,rphine. It never 

happened before or after and the patient didn't suffer, wasn't taking the morphine. n 

2. The Notice of Preliminary Finding stated that the financial exploitation finding 

was based upon the following facts: 

The Incident 

You ~ere the owner of Bellevue Rose Adult Family Home. You financially 
exploited a vulnerable adult who was a resident in your home on October 9, 2010 
when, you took the resident's morphine medication for your own use. . 

3. In October 2010, the Appellant. was the co-owner of the Bellevue Rose Adult 

Family Home (Bellevue Ros~). Elaine was a resident of the home.1 She was 91 years old, she 

suffered from dementia, and she was on hospice care. Elaine began hospice care. on 

August 26, 2010. On September 26, 2010, her Negotiated Care Plan was amended, to note 

_ that her hospice nurse would now dispense her medications to her. These medications . 

included "comfort medications,· tJ:lat were prescribed for end-of-life treatment. TheY: were 

intended to address anxiety, agitation, shortness of breath, and pain. Included in the 

medication was a vial of liquid morphine. The prescribed dosage of morphine, if needed, was 

1/4 to .1/2 cubic centimeter (cc). Elaine did not need any of the comfort medications that were 
•, 

prescribed for her, because her symptoms were well-managed without them. 

4. ~e Appellant suffers tro!n·depression. In August of 2002, she was admitted to 

the psychiatric unit at Overfake 'Hospital after she tried to commit suicide by taking 23 Motrin 

tablets. She was hospitalized for one a11d a half days, and was discharged on her request. In 
- - 000002\ 

October 2009, the Appellant was in the middle of divorce proceedings. She also had financial _ 

1The full name of the residents will not be used to protect their right to confidentiality. 
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problems. And, she was very stressed because her husband had threatened to take their two 

young children from her when the divorce became final. On October 2, 2009, sne was admitted 

to the psychiatric unit of OVerlake Hospital, after sh~ reportedly tried to commit suicide by 

taking an overdose of Oxycodone. · The Appellant's treating physician encouraged her to delay 

her hospital discharge, and "strongly encouraged her to consider the partial-day hospitalization 

program." The Appellant declined, citing money concerns, and asked to be discharged on 

October 6, 2009. 

5. The Appellant was discharged on October 6, 2009, with the following diagnoses: 

Axis 1: Major depressive disorder, recurrent, severe, without psychotic features. 

Axis II: Deferred. 

Axis Ill: Status - post cholecystectomy in May 2009, recent onset of abdominal 
cramping and pain in the upper quadrants, possible fatty infiltration. 

Axis IV: Moderate s.tressors. 

Axis V: Global assessment of functioning (GAF) is 50. 

The Appellant was discharged· with the following prescriptions: Wellbutrin, Omeprazole, and 

Sertraline. Wellbutrin is an an_ti-depressant. Omeprazole is prescribed to treat . 

gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD). Sertraline or Zoloft, is prescribed to treat 

depression. 

6. On October 12, 2010, the Residential Ca~ Services (RCS), Complaint 

Resolution Unit (CRU), rec~ived an anonymous eomplaint which alleged that the Appellant took 

some of her residenfs medications in a •tailed suicide attempt."' Katherine Ander is a complaint 

investigat!Jr. On October 12, 2010, Ms. Ander was assigned to investigate the licensing 

complaint. On October 13,2010, at 8:00a.m., Ms. Ander went to the Bellevue Rose AFH to 

investigate. When ~s. Ander arrived, there were six residents in care. All of the residents 0 O O 0 0 3 : 
appeared to be well cared for, There _was only one resident, Elaine, who was prescribed a 

narcotic drug, morphine, to address end-of-life issues. Ms. Ander looked at the Vial of 

REVIEW DECISION AND FINAL ORDER 
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prescription medication for his or her own use, or, to sell to others. In this case, the Appellant 

took Efaine's morphine and eased her own physieal anel emotiona~ distress. 

9. Mary Moran is the Compla!nt Investigator who was assigned to investigate the 

Resident and Client Protection Program complaint. Ms. Moran interviewed the Appellant, her 

father, and two caregivers who lived in the home, She also interviewed the Group Health 

hospice nurse who was assigned to Elaine. Finally, she reviewed Elaine's medical records, and 

various medical records related to the Appellant Ms. Moran concluded that Elaine had been a . . 
victim of financial exploitation, when·the Appellant ingested some of Elaine's morphine, 

because Elaine did not benefit or profit from the Appellant's actipns. 

Ill. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. The Petition for Review was timely fil~ and is otheiWise proper. 2 Jurisdiction 

existed to reView the Initial O~er and to enter the final age,ncy order. 3 

2. Pursuant to WAC 388-02-0220, ALJs and Review Judges must first apply the 

Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS) rules adopted in the Washington 

Administrative Code (VVAC). If no DSHS rule applies, the ALJ or Review Judge must decide 

the issue according to the best legal authority and reasoning available, including federal and 

Washington State constitutions, staMes, regulations, and court decisions. 

3. In an adjudicative proceeding involving ~ fil)ding of financial exploitation of a 

vulnerable adult, the undersigned Review Judge has the same decision-making auth9rity as the . . 
ALJ to decide. and enter the Final Ordei, in the same way as if the undersigned had presided 

over the healing.4 This includes the authority to make cr!=!dibility determinations and to weigh 

the evidence. Because the ~LJ is directed to decide the issues de novo (as new), the 

undersigned has also decided the issues de novo. ln. reviewing 'the Findings of Fact, the-

undersigned has given due regard to t~e ALJ's opportunity to observe the witnesses, but ~a~ 0. 0 0 0 5 ' 
2 WAC 388-02-0560 through -0585. 
3 WAC 388-02-0215, -0530(2), and -0570. 
~WAC 388-02-0217(3). 
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otherwise independently decided the ~se. 5 The undersigned reviewing officer does riot have 

the same relationship to. the presiding officer as an Appellate Court J~dge has to .a Trial Court 

Judge; and the case law addressing that judicial relationship does not apply in the . . 

administrative hearings forum. 

4. The Washington Administrative Procedure Act directs Review Judges to 

personally consider the entire hearing record.6 Consequently, the undersigned has eonsidered 

the adequacy, appropriateness, and legal correctness of all initial Findings of Facts and 

Conclusions of Law, regardless of whether any party has asked that they be reviewed. 

5. It may help to explain briefly at the outset the unique characteristics and specific 

limitations ~f the administrative hearing process. An administrative hearing is held under the 

auspices of the executive branch of government and neither the ALJ nor the Review Judge enjoy 

the bro~d equitable authority of a Superior Court Judge within the judicial branch of government. 

It is well settled that administrative agencies, such as the OAH and the Board of Appeals,· are 

'Creatures of statute, without inherent or common law powers, and, consequently, they may 

exercise only those powers expressly granted in enabling statutes or necessarily implied 

therein.7 

6. Department regulations address what standard of proof is to be used in these 

types of hearings, providing .that, ''The ALJ shall decide if a preponderance of the ev~dence in 

the hearing record supports a determination that the aneg~ perpetrator committed a~ act of 

abandonment, abuse, 'l}na'ncial exploitation, or neglect of ~ wlnerable adult:8 The 

Hpreponderance of the evidence" standard is required under the regulations relevant to this 

proceeding. This standard means that it is more likely than not that something happened or 

GOOOOb· 5 WAC 388..02-0600, effective March 3, 2011. 
6 RCW 34.05.464(5). 
7 Skagit Surveyors & Eng'rs, LLC. ·v.. Friends of Skagit County, 135 Wn.2d 542, 558 {1998), and. Taylorv. Morris, 88 
Wn.2d 586, 588 (1977). see also WAC 388..()2..0216 which provides, "The authority of the AW and the review judge 
is limited to those powers conferred (granted) by statute or rule. The AW and the review judge do not have any 
inherent or common law powers: · 
8 WAC 388-71-01255{1). 
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exists.9 

7,. Chapter 74.34 of the Revised Code of Washington (RCW) is titled "Abuse of 

Vulnerable Adults.ft The Department has implemented chapter 7;4..34 RCW by adopting 

WAC chapter 388-71-0100 through- 01280, entitled "Home and Community Services and 

Programs-Adult·Protective Services." Administrative hearings conducted under these 

regulations are controlled by statutes and regulations found at RCW 34.05 and WAC 388-02, 

respectively.1° Chapter 7 4.34 RCW establishes a system for reporting instances of 

financial exploitation of a vulnerable adult. "Financial exploitation" is specifically defined as the 

illegal or improper use of a vulnerable adult's property by any person, for any profit or 

advantage other than for the vulnerable adult's profit or advantage. Financial exploitation . 
includes the use of a vulnerable adult's property without lawful authority, by a person or entity 

who knows that the vulnerable adult lacks the capacity to consent t~ the release or use of her 

property. 11 Although a duty of care is required to exist in finding abandonment or neglect of a 

vulnerable adult, it is not required in showing financial ~xploitation of a vulnerable adult. Any 

person can financially exploit a vulnerable adult, just as any person can sexually abuse a 

vulnerable adult.12 

8. The statute defines ·vulnerable adulr to include a person sixty years of age or 
. . . 

older who has the functional, mental, or physical inability to care for ~imself or herself; a person 
. . 

found incapacitated unqer RCW 11.88; a person with a developmental disability as defined 

under RCW 71A.10.020; a person admitted to any facility; a person receiving services· from a 

· home care agency licensed under RCW 70.12(; or a person receiving services from an 

indMdual provider.13 Elaine was the alleged victim in this matter. She was a resident of 

Bellevue-Rose Adult Family Home, ·she was 91 yea~ old, she suffered from dementia, '~snttJ O l ! 

9 WAC 388-02-0485. 
10 WAC 388-71-01245. 
11 RCW 74.34.020{6). 
12 See RCW 74.34.020{2) as opposed to (1) and (9). 
13 RCW 74.34.020(13). 
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was on hospice care. Therefore, it is concluded that she was a vulnerable adult during the time 

period at issue, as defined by the statute, and was entitled to the protections provided therein. 

9. As stated above, RCW 7 4.34.020(6), defines "Financial exploitation" as the illegal 

• 
or improper use of a vulnerable adult's property by any person, fo~ any profit or advantage other 

than for the vulnerable adult's profrt or advantage. Financial exploitation includes the use of a 

vulnerable adult's property without lawful authority, by a person or entity who knows that the 

vulnerable adult lacks the capacity to consent to the release or use of her property. 14 lri this 

matter, the Department has proven by a preponderance of the hearing evidence that the 

Appellant financially exploited a vulnerable adult when sh~ illegally used Elaine's morphine for 

her own advantage in a way that did not profit Elaine. Furthermore; this Appellant's actions 

clearly mirror the example listed in RCW 74.34.020{6)(c), wherein the Appellant used Elaine's 

prescription morphine without lawful authority, knowing tDat Elaine lacked the capacity to 

consent to the use of the morphine. 

10. The undersigned is not persuaded by the Appellant's argument that she did not 

financially exploit a vulnerable adult, because the illegal use of Elaine's morphine conferred no 

profit or advantage to the Appellant. As defined in initial Conclusion of Law 9, "advantage" is a 

•benefit, gain, especially benefit resulting from some course of action."' Under this definition, the 

ALJ clearly erred in initial Conclusions of Law 10, wherein she Stat~d that: "The Appellant 

ingested Elaine R. 's morphine because she was depressed, and she wanted to commit suicide. 

. This end result would not have been beneficial, or profitable, for the Appellant. · Thus, the 

financial exploitation finding should not be upheld."' The ALJ has incorrectly analyzed the 

Appellant's actions as to whether the ultimate result of those· actions would have b~en to the 

Appellant's benefit when viewed by others. The theft of the morphine is 111ore accurately 
oooon~· 

analyzed through the Appellant's mindset at the time of the theft, and wttether she anticipated 

any benefit or gain. At the time of the drug theft, the Appellant was in emotional and physical 

14 RCW 74.34.020(6)(c). 
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pain and wanted to commit suicide. By stealing Elaine·~ morphine, she gained an opportunity 

to reduce her pain and cany out her suicide decision. Because the Appellant specifically 

acquired the. morphine in order to gain this opportunity, ij: must be concluded t~at she financially 

exploited Eiaine. 

11. The undersigned has considered the lnnial Order, the Petition for Review of the 

Initial Decision, the Response to the Petition for Review of the Initial Decision. and the entire . . 

hearing record. The Initial Rndings of Fact are modified and adopted as outlined above. Initial 

Conclusions of Law 1 through 9, cited and applied the governing law correctly and they are 

adopted and incorporated as conclusions for this decision. Initial Conclusion of Law 10 

contained an error of law or was based on an erroneous Finding of Fact and is not adopted as 

part of this decision. Any arguments in the Petition for Review of the Initial Decision that are 

not specifically addressed have been duly oonsidered, but are found to have· no merit, or to not 

substantially affect a party's rights. The procedures and time limits for seeking reconsideration 

or judicial review of this decision are in the attached statement. 

{This section intentionally left blank.] 
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IV. DECISION AND ORDER 

1. The Initial Order is reversed. 

2. The Department's determination that this Appellant financially exploited a 

vulnerable adult is affirmed 

I I -rl 
Mailed on the ___ ,_tl _____ day of April, 2012. 

Attached: Reconsideration/Judicial Review Information 

Copies sent to: Estera Gradinaru, Appellant 
Tim leary, Appellant's Representative 
Angela Coats McCarthy, Departmenfs Representative, MS: 40124 
Suzanne Plaja, Program Administrator, .MS: 45600 
Robert McClintock, Program Administrator, Ms: -45600 
Carolyn Pinkett, ALJ, Seattle OAH 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEAL TA SERVh. "' 

BOARD OF APPEALS 

~f.~;. \~hington State -
<fl~ Health "Care Authority 

PETITION FOR RECONSIOERATION OF 
REVIEW DECISION 

See information on back. 

Print or type detailed answers. 

NAME(S) (PLEASE PRIND · DOCKET NUMBER CLIENT 10 OR ·o· NUMBER 

MAILING ADDRESS CITY SlATE , • ZIPCODE · 

TELEPHONE AREA CODE AND NUMBER 
., . 

' . . 
_Please expJain why .you want a reconsideration of the Review Decision. Try to be specific. For example, explain: 

• Why you think that t_he decision is wrong (why you disagree with it). 
How the decision should be changed. 

• The importance of certain facts which the Review Judge should consider. 

I want the Review Judge to reconsider the Review Decisi90 because ... 

. PRINT YOUR NAME SIGNA11JRE DATE 

MAILING AQDRESS· ' PERSONAL SERVICE LOCATION 

BOARD OF APPEAL'S DSHS I HCA Board of Appeals 
PO· BOX 45803 Office Bldg 2 (08-2), 1st A. Information Desk 
OLYMPIA WA 98504-5803 1115 Washington St SE, Olympia WA 

FAX -
TELEPHONE (for 'more inforniation} Q G t . 

1-(360) 664-6187 1-(360) 664-6100 or 1-877-351-0002· 
() \ \ I 

RECONSIDERA llON REQUEST 

Page_of __ 

DSHS 09-822 (REV. 07/2011) 



If You Disagree wrtn the Judge's Review Decision or ~.Jer and Want it Changed, 
You Have the Right to: 

(1) Ask the Review Judge to reconsider (rethink) the decision or order (10 day deadline); 

(2) File a Petition for Judicial Review {start a Sup~rior Court case) and ask the Superior Court Judge to review the 

decision (30 day deadline). 

DEADLINE"for Reconsideration Request - 10 DAYS: The Board of Appeals must RECEIVE your reque.st within ten 
{10} calendar days from the date stamped on the enclosed Review Decision or Order. The deadline is 5:00p.m. If 
you do not meet this deadline, you will lose your right to request a reconsideration. · 

If you need more time: A Reyiew' Judge can exte!ld '(postpone, delay} the deadline, but you must"ask wi~htn the 
same ten (1 0) day time limit. 

HOW to Reqvest Use the enclosed form or make your own. Add more paper if necessary. You must send or 
deliver your request for reconsideration or for more time to the Board of Appeals on or before the 1 0-day deadline 
(see addresses on enclosed form}. 

. . 
COPIES to Ottrer Parties: ·You must send or deliver copies of your request and attachments to every other party in 
this matter. For example, a client must send a copy to the DSHS office that opposed him or her in fhe hearing. . . . ... . 
Translations and Visual Challenges: If you do not read and write English, y.ou may submit and receive papers in 
your own language.· If you are visually challenged, you nave the right to submit and receive papers iti an alternate 
fonnat such as Braille or' large print let the Board of Appeals know your needs. Caii1-(360)-664--6100 or TTY 1-
{360) 664-6178 . 

.DEADLINE for Supeljor Court CaSes - 30 DAYs: The Superior Court. the Board of Appeals, and the state Attorney 

.Generars Office must all RECEIVE copies of your Petition for Judicial Review within tl1irty (30) days frOm the date 
stamped on the enclosed Review·oecis!on or Order. There are ru_les for fili.ng and service that you must follow. 

EXCEPTION:· IF (and only if) you file a timely rec_onsideration request (see above}, you will have thirty days from 
the date of.the Reconsideration Decision. 

Refer td the Revised Code of Washington (RCW). including chapter 34:05, the Washington Administrative Code 
rNAC), and to the Washington Rules of Court (civil} f?r guidance. These ~aterials are available in all law libraries 
and in most community libraries. · 

' . 
If You Need Help: Ask friends or relatives for a reference to an attorney, or contact your county's bar association or 
referral servicci5 (usually listed at the end of. the "attorney" section ·in the telephone book advertising section) •. 
Columbia legal Services, Northwest Justice Project, the.Northwest Women's Law Ce':'~er, some law school:;, and 
other non-profit legal organi?:ations- m~y be able to provide assistance. You are riot guaranteed an attorney free of . · 
charge. · · · ' 
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MAILED 
STATE OF WASHINGTON, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVIcm:t ·"' 8 Z0l1 

BOARD OF APPEALS " 

In Re: Docket No. 05-2011-L-1920 BOARD ~1.:PPEALS 

ESTERA GRANDJNARU NOTICE OF RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR REVIEW 

Appellant Resident Protection Program (CNA) 

The Appellant's Representative filed the attached to respond to the other party's request for 
review of the hearing decision or order. The parties do not have to take any further action at 
this time. A Review Judge wilf make a decision based on the record. 

MAILED on DecemberS, 2011. 

Q~·<SJ. 
.. 

Attached: Response 

Ann V. Williams 
Legal Secretary 

Legal Authority: 

,Copies sent to: 

RCW 34.05.455(5); WAC 388-02-0590, -0595 

Estera Gradinaru, Appellant 
Tim leary, Appellant's Representative 
Angel Coats McCarthy, Department's Representative; MS: 40124 
Robert McClintock, Program Administrator; MS: 45600 
Suzanne Plaja, Program Administrator; MS: 456~0 

MAILING ADDRESS PERSONAL SERVICE LOCATION 
· DSHS Board of Appeals Board of Appeals 

PO Box45803 Office Building 2 (OB-2), 1st Floor Information Desk 

c;>lympia WA 98504-5803 1115 Washington Stree~ SE 
OlympiaWA 

FAX TELEPHONE {for guestions} 
(360) 664-6187 (360) 664-6100 or toll free 1-877-351-0002 

0000 JJ· 

NOTICE OF RESPONSE 
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InRe: 

· DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, BOARD OF APPEALS 

ESTERA GRAD1NARU 

) 
) Docket No. 05-2011-Irl920 . 
) 
) 
) Resident Client ProteCtion Program 
) 
) APPELLANT'S RESPONSE TO THE 
) DEPAR'I'MEN'rS PETITION FOR 
) REVIEW OF 1NITIAL DECISION 

. Appellant. ) 
} ~ 

------------------------~--------~) 

L -Introduction 

In an ongoing~ '!f overreaching, the Department of Social and Health Services 

(Department) attempts to characterize Estera Gradinaru's use of~ adult family home resident's 
20 

medication 'during a suicide mtempt as an act of :financial exploitation. It argues~ 1he 'lise of the· 
21. 

medication was an act "conducive to [her] success" and constitutes financial exploitation: Its 
22 . 00001~! 

arguments are wholly withoufmerit Judge Carolyn Pinkett correctly held that the Department :firlled 
23 
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. . 
I to meet its burden ofproo£ Ms. Gradinaru does not dispute that her actions were sad and unwise. ·The 

2 Depa.rlment's continued attempts to characterize her actions as "financial exploitation" as defined by· · 

3 RCW 74.34.020(6) are unsupported by the facts o.r the Jaw. A common sense application of the facts 

4 to the statute leads to only one lo~cal conclusion- Judge Pinkett was correct in holding that the 

5 Department did not established that Ms. Gradinaru engaged in financial exploitation. 

6 II. Facts 

7 Procedural Facts 

8 On August 24, 2011, a hearing was held in front of the Honorable Carolyn Pinkett, 

9 Administrative Law Judge. Ms. Gra.dinaru. contested th~ Notice of Preliminary finding that she bad 

10 :fin~cially exploited a vulnerable adult. On .October 26, 201.1, Judge Pinkett ruled that the 

11 Department failed to establish by a preponderance of the evidence that Ms. Gradinaru financially . 

12 exploited Elaine R 

13 B. Substantive Facts 

14 On October 97 2010, Estera Giadinaru attempted to end her life. Ms·. Gradinaru sUffered 

15 from ·depression and b~ attempted suicide on multiple previous ocCasions. On this date, she·was 
. ' 

16 struggling with a failed marriage imd concerns' over an upcorn.ini inspection ofher adult family 

17 home. As the tesmnony at the hearing and the exhibits chronicled, she took a one cc dose of 

18 morphine that belonged to. one ofher residents; Fortunately she told her ex-husband what_she ~ 

19 done and her f8mily found her before it was too late. Her family took her to ~ake Hospital. 

f • 

20 She spent approximately a week in the hospital for a "suicide attempt by overdose on some ofher 

21 adult family home patient,s morphine., Exhibit D5 p.L 

22 Residential CaJ; Services Investiga~or Kathe~e Ander testified that no eVidence etfs& tMJ ( 5. 1 

23 Ms. Gradinaru was engaging in a practice of diverting residents' medication for her own benefit 
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1 Her investigation revealed that this was a single incident, an incident that was a suicide attempt. 

2 Ms. Ander concluded that the eonsumption was not the result of a drug addiction. 

3 The Department endorsed Ms. Gradinaru,s ex-husband, her therapist, her primary doctor, 

4 and the social worker at Overlake Hospital as witnesses but it elected to not call them to testify. See 

5 Department's Wimess List filed on July 20, 2011 and August 8, 2001 . 

. 6 m. Argument 

7 The Department's strained application of the financial exploit¢ on statute to these ~ 

8 defies comin.on sense. The DepSrtment failed to satisfy its burden of establishing, by a . . 

9 preponderance of the evidence, 1hat Ms. Gardinaru financially expl~ited a vulnerable adult. WAC 

10 388N76-11020(3). oCf'inanvial exploitation" is defined as 

·11 

12 

14 

15 

16 

the illegal or impr~per use of the property, income, resources~ or 
trust 'funds of the vulnerable adult by any person for any person's 
profit or advantage other than for the vulnerable adult's profit or 
advantage. 

RCW 7434.020(6). Applications of a statute should be construed to affect its purpose. In re 

Personal Restraint of Andress, 147 Wn2d 602, 610. 56 P.3d 981 (2002). Strained, unlikely, or . . . 
absurd consequences resulting :from literal reading are to be avoided. ld. 'The Department haS 

never.alleged that Ms. Gradinam. profited fro.t;n the use of the residenfs medication or that fhe 
17 

resident was deprived ofher medication. Rather. the Dep-artment argues that Ms .. ~·s 
18 

attempt to commit suicide was an act done for her "advantage." The Department's argmnent fails. 
19 

In analyzing what constitutes an "advantage," the Department continues to use a Webster's 
20 

Dictionary De~tion that defines it as a "factor conducive to suc~ess." Department's Petition for 
21 

22 
Review at 8. Its o~ definition of advantage only reinforces the conclusion that Ms. ~U fi. ' i 

23 
attempt to co~t suicide with a small portion of a resident's medication vias not financial · · 
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1 exploitation. To deem Ms. Gradinaru's actions as advantageous or conducive to success is an 

2 argmnent that is simply illogical. In an attempt to bolster its case, the Department continues to 

3 attempt to draw an adverse inference from Ms. Gradinaru' s decision to not call witnesses. Such an 

4 argtiment is wholly improper. The Department has the burden of proof. It may not attempt to shore 

5 up its case by commenting on Ms. Gradinaru's decision to not present a case. She has every right 

6 to hold the Department to its burden and assert that the facts, as presented by the Department, do 

7 not amount to :financial exploitation. In its Petition for Review, it continues to use an argument that 

8 "Ms. Gradiparu neither testified nor called any 'Witnesses despite requesting the appeal on May 11, 

9 2011." Department's Petition for Review at 8. The Department is not permitted to shift its burden 

10 to Ms. Gradinaru. 
' 

II The Department repeatedly fails :to recognize that it has the sole hnroen of proving that Ms. 

12 Gradinaru engaged in financial exploitation: Part of satisfying its burden, the Department must 

13 establish that Ms. Gradinaru's use ofthe.m.orphine was done for her "profit or advantage" pursuant 

14 to RCW 74.34.020(6). The Department does not fnlly appreciate its obligation. It argues, "The 

15 Department, however, need not determine the pmpose behind taking and ingesting Elaine~ s 

16 morphine." Petition for Review at 8. Such an argument is wholly without merit. Judge Pinkett 
' . -

17 properly concluded that Ms. ~radinaru's use of the morphine in an attempt to commit suicide waS 

18 not: an act done for her "profit or advantage." The department's own witness, Investigator Ander, 

19 conOOded that Ms. Gradinaru.' s was not engaged in drug· diversion. Simply put, the Department has 

20 not satisfied its burden of proof. The ~dence presented at the hearing established that there was 

21 ohly one reason behind Ms. ~·s consumption of the morphine: an attempt to take her own 

22 life. If the Department had questions about the circumstances surrounding the event;. it coul4}1:@v§ 0 lt 
23 called more witnesses identified on its witness list Those witnesses mcluded her ex~husband and 
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1 the social worker at Overlak:e Hospital. The Department chose to put on a narrow case at the . . 

2 hearing. It cannot now use the holes in.its case to burden shift. 

3 In arguing that its decision should be upheld, the Department sets up a false dichotomy. It 

4 cautions that unless the use of a resident,s medications is held to co~tute financial exploitation in 

5· all instances, it would be "an absurd legal result" Petitjon for Review at 8. The law does ~ot 

6 require such rigidity. Rather each case ~be considered on its inf{ividual merits. The issue here 

1 is whether the Department has proven that Ms. Gradinam improperly used a resident's property for 

8 her advantage. See RCW 7434.020(6). The use of a resident's medication in ·an attempt to commit 
. . 

9 suic;ide does not constitute an "advantage." What happens in drug diversion cases is irrelevant' to 

10 whether the Department has satisfied its b~en in this case. 

11 Ms. Gradinaru's actions were unfortunate. It is not as ifthere were no consequences. She 

12 entered into a stipulation that surrendered ·her license to ope~ an adult family home. See Docket 

13 No. 12-2010-L-2274. Investigator Ander reported the inc;ident to the Department of Health to see 

14 Whether there was a basis to take action against ·her ~ing license. See testimony of Investigator 

15 Ander. It is tmclear why the Departm~ is attempting to shoehorn these facts into the financial , 

16 exploimtion statute. The statute does not support it. Logic does not sup'port it Common sense does 
' 

17 not support it. The unique facts here do not amount to financial exploitation under RCW 

18 '74.34.020(~. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 
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1 IV. Conclusion 

2 For the aforementioned reasons, the Department's finding that Estera Gradinaru committed 

3 financial exploitati~ is not supported by the facts or the law. Judge Pinkett's decision should be 

4 affirmed. 

5 

6 DATED this 7tn day ofDecember, 201 I. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

-18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Respectfully submitted, 
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BEFORE TilE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

RI;CEIVED 

NOV 2 ~t011 

DSHs 
BOARD OF APPEALs 

9 DEP ARTivffiNT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, BOARD OF APPEALS' 

10 
InR.e: 

11 

12 
. -ESTERA GRADINARU 

13 

·14 

15 

16 

) . 
) DookotNo. 005-2011-L-1920 
) 
) REQUEST F.ORADDmONAL TIME 
) TO RESPOND TO DEPARTMENTS 
) REQUEST FOR REVIEW 
) 
) Resident Client Protection Program 
) 

Appellant. ) 
) 

17 The Appellant, Estera Gradinaru, respectfully requestS an additional two· weeks to respond 

18 to 1he Deparbnent's Petition f~r Review. Absent a ~quest for an e~nsion, Ms. Gradin~'s 

19 respo~e is due tomorrow, on Thanksgiving, seven·days after. the notice was sent out on Thursday, 

20 November 17,2011. 

21 The Notice of Request for Review and T:une to Respond was sent to counsel's old address 
. . 

22 and not the address on my Notice of Appearance in this case. Undersigned counsel did nfltt:rtf.Jez z : 
23 
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1 the notice until today, November 23, 2011. Due to the shortened holiday week and deadlines with 

2 other cases., counsel will be unable to provide a response in the time permitted. 

3 Ms. Gradinaro and counsel respectfully request that the Board of Appeals grant a two week 

• 4 extension to December ·7, 201 I: Ms. Gradinaru prevailed at the Office of Administrative Heanngs 

5 and very much wants to respond to the Department's arguments to -the Board of Appeals. 

6 

7 DATED this 23rd day ofNovember, 20.11. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15· 

16 

17 
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11 

12 

InRe: 

ESTERA GRADINARU, 

Appellant. 

NO. 05-2011-L-1920 

DEP AR,TlV.iENT'S PETITION FOR 
REVIEW . 

13 The Resident and Client Protection Program (RCPP), a program "within Residential 

14 Care Services (RCS), investigates allegations that adult family home residents have been 
\ 

15 ·abused~ negl~cted, or·financially exploited by individuals working in a.n adult fatnily home. 

16 WAC 388~76-11000. ·If the allegations against an individual are substantiated, the 
. . 

17 ·Department makes a preli.tninary · finding of abuse~ neglect, or eXploitation. See WAC 

18 38876-11005. Based on theRCPP1sinvestigation, theDepartnientfound that Ms. Gradinam 

19 financially exploited a resident of her adt4t family home when she took the resident's 

20 morphine n1edication for her owrt use. Ethibit (Ex.) D-7, p. L 

21 The Department notified Ms. Gradinaru· of th.e finding of abuse aga~ her, and her 

22 right to appeal. M~. Gnidinaru appealed the findings to the Office of Administrative 

23 Hearings; and a hearing was held on_ August 24., 2011. An initial decision reversing the 

24 Department's finding of financial exploitation was issued on October 26. 201L The 

25. 

26 

'Department is reques,ting Board of Appeals (BOA) review of the initial order because there 

are errors in both the findings of fact and the conclusions of law. 

DEP.ARTMEN'PS lJETlTION 
FOR 'REVIEW 
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1 L STANDARD OF REVIEW 

2 ~u~uant to WAC 388-02-0600(1). a review judge has the same decision-making 

3 authority as the Administrative Law Judge (.ALJ). but must give due ~gard to the AIJ~s 

4 opportu11ity to observe the witnesses. A 'review of the record will reveal that there were errors 

5 in findings of fact and conciusions of law. 

6 II. FINDINGS OF FACT1 

7 The Department takes partial exception to Findings of ~~ct. 8 and ·9. Part offmding 

8 of fact 8 addresses the-licensing complaint investiga~·s opinion regarding the tenn "drug 

9 diversi~n". Part of finding cif fact 9 discusses the concept of "medical advantage" and states 

10 that suicide is not a medical advantage. These portions of finding of fact 8 and 9 are 

11 unnecessary to detennine the outcome of this case. The Department has alleged that Iv,fs, 

12 Gradinaru's behavior of taking a residents morphine for her own consumption is financial 

13 eXploitation; the Department is not trying to prove any def'mition "drug diy_ersion"~ and there 

14 .is no requirement that the Department prove that suicide is a "medical advantage. 1' & such, 

15 these portions of :findings of~t 8 and 9 are.distracting from the facts that are central to the 

16 outcome of the case. 

17 A review of the reC9rd will show these pertinent facts: 

18 Estera Gradinaru. alting with her husband, operated Bellevue Rose Adult Family 

19 Home since 2001. :&. D-13. p. 2. The Bellewe Rose Adult Family Home is located at 212· 

20 · 153rd Place ~Bellevue, Washington. ld at p. 1. Ms. Gradinaru has a past history of 

21 depression and, on at least three o~casions, bas deliberately taken an overdose of medication.· 
. . 

22 The first documented . incident occurted in August 2002, when Ms. Gradinaru was 
. ' 

23 hospitalized for ingesting 23 Motrin tablets after becoming depressed: Ex. D-6) p. l, The 

24 second doC\lllle:q.ted. incident occurred in October 2009, when Ms. Gnldinaru was 

25 

26 
1

. The Department does .not have a transcript of the hearing. Citatio~ to testimony are based on a 0 0 0 0 2 1 : 
combinati?n of notes, documentation. and recollection ofDepartment personnel and counsel. 
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1 hospitalized after ingesting seven Oxycodone tablets during a perio<l of depression. ld The 

2 most recent incident occurred in October 2010, when Ms. Gradina:ru ingested an amount of 

3 liquid morphine that belonged to a resident in her adult family home. Ex. D-5, p. 1; Ex. D-8, 

4 p. 3; Ex, D-9; Ex, b-i3, p. 2. In addition to her-depression, Ms. Gradinaru has suffered from 

5 chronic pain related to pancreatitis·since at least 2009. Ex. J:?-5J pp. 1-3; Ex. D-6, pp. 1-3; 

6 Ex. D-8, pp. 3-4; Ex. D-13. p. 2. 

7 Ms. Gradinant's adult family. home is licensed to provide care for six residents. 

8 Ex, D-13, p. 2. In October 2010, Elaine was one of six residents receiving care in the 

9 BellevUe Rose Adult FamUy Home. Id. .at p._ 2; Ex. D-8, p._ 6. Elaine \Y3S a 91-yecu:-old 

10 'woman with dia~oses of transient -ischemic attack. corneal implant, hypoglycemia. 

11 depression with anxiety~ and dementia with delusions. Ef(. D~S. p. 2. Elan1e Was dependant 

12 with most ·aspects of care. Ex. D-10.- On ~eptember 26, 2010, Elaine began receiving 

13 hospice care services. Ex. D-8. As part of Elaine's hospice care services, she was prescribed 

14 a '(comfort care pack'' of :medications, which included f;llorphine to be taken as .needed 

15 for pain or shortnc:ss of breath? ld.; Ex. D~l2. Elaine did not need, nor did she receive, 

16 any morphine from the date hospice .care services began through the end of October 2010. 

17 Ex.D 12. 

18 On Oc~ober 9, 2010, Ms. G:cadinaxu left the adult family home, taJ?ng EI$te's 

19 morphine with her. Ex. D~8. p. 3. Ms. Gradinaru admitted ~ J?epartment staff that she had a 
. . 

20 number of.personal problems, including pain-from p~creati.tis~ ongoing depression following 

21 . a recent divorce, and anxiety due to an upcoming inspection of the adult family home. ld 

22 Ms. Gr~aru initially went to a neatby adult family home where her father was a caregiver 

23 and offered the morphine to her father, who had requested she deli'\'er some mo.tphine for one 

24 of his patients. Id. at p. 4. Ms. Gradinarujs father refused to take Elaine)s morphine once he 

25 

26 
2 Ehline·wasprescribed30mlormorphine,20mghnl.tobeplace4un.derherrongueindosesof0.25-n 0 0 Q Z ~ · 

0.5 ml, as needed for pain or shortness'ofbreath.. Tes~y ofKathy Ander. Ex. D-8. · U 
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'24' 

discovered it was prescribed to Elaine. Iii. Ms. Gradinaru then left her father's adult fami1y 

home and ended.up stopping at a park and ride ,lot, where she broke. the seal on Elaine's 

morphine and ingested approximately one ml of the morphine orally. Id.; Testimony of Kathy 

Ander; Testimony of Mary Moran. 

After ingesting Elaine's morphine, Ms. Oradinaru texted her ex"husband, infonned 

him that she had ingested Elaine's morphine, and asked him if she co~Id "sleep it off" at his 

apartment. Id. Ms. Gradinaru's ex-husband said no. Id Later; while Ms. Gradinaru was. 

still at the park ~d ride lo~ her father, apparently alerted by her ex-husband, arrived and 

convinced Ms. Gradinaru to return to his home. /d. Once Ms. G1-adinaru was at her father's 
' . 

home, she passed out. -and her brother ~ook her t~ the emergency room as she stated her pain 

had become worse. Jd Ms. Gradinaro was admitted to Ov~Iake Hospital's inpatient 

medical ~nit that day for pancreatitis and depression. Ex. D~ 5, p. 4. Then, on October ti, 

2010, Ms. qrarunaru was admitted to Overlake Hospital.'s inpatient psychiatry unit because 

of sui«?idal ideation. Ex. D·S, p. ·1. Ms. Gradinaru remained there until October 18, 2010, 

when ·she was dischal'gect. Id During her stay in the inpatient psychiatry unit, Ms. 

Gradinaru,s suicidal iqeation diffiinished, however, she continued to receiv~ medication for 

chronic pain. ld a~ pp. 2-3. 

0~ October 13, 201P, Complaint· In~tigator Katherine Ander conducted an. 

,unannounc~d on-site .jnspection of Bellevue Rose Adult Family Home after receiving a 

complaint regarding Ms. Gradinai'u's personal use of Elaine's morphine. Ex. D-13, p. I; 

Testimony of Kath~rine Ander. During her inspection, Ms. Ande~ observed that Elaine's vial 

of morphine app~ed to contain less than the full pres~bed· amoun~ despite the fact 'that 
' . 

Elaine,s medication .record indicated she had not yet received any morphine since it was . 

originally prescribed. Testimony of Katherine Ander; Ex. D-13, p. 2, Qn October 18, 2010, 

25 Ms. Ander interv~ewed. Ms. Gradinaru, who admitted to . taking Elaine's morphine, 

26 Testimony of Katherine Ander; Ex. D-i3, p. 2. Ms. Gradinaru also stated during iJl 0 2 q' 
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1 interview that on the date she took the morphine she was uin a lot of physical and 

2 emotional pain" and wanted the pain to ''go ~way." Id; Testimony of Katheri~e Ander. On 

3 November 4, 2010, after the _conclusion ofMs: Ander's inyestigation, the Department issued 

4 . a statement of deficiencies 'related to Ms. Gracfmaru's adult family home license. '&t·. D-13 . 
. 

5 Then, ~n November 5, 2010, the Department issued a notice to Ms. Gradinaru and her 
. . 

6 husband of a Stop Placement of Admissions, Revocation of License, and Imposition. of 

7 Conditions, relating to the adult family home license. Ex. D-1. · 

8 On January 13, 2011, RCPP Investigator Mary Moran conducted an unan11ounced on-
. . 

9 site visit to Bellevue Rose. Adult Family Home to investigate Ms. Oradinmu's 8lleged 

.1 0 financial exploitation of Elaine for taking h~r morphine.. Ex. D-8, p. 1. Dming the 

11 inSpection, Ms. Moran interviewed the nurse who provided hospice care services to Elaine. 

12 Id at p. 3. The nurse stated that Elaine had not req~ired any morphine recen!ly and that the 

13 adult family home providers were instructed to contact the hospice team if Elaine did require . 
14 motphine, Id While in the presence of MS. Moran, the nurse checked Elaine's vial of 

I 

15 motphine and observ~d that the ~eal on' the vial had been; broken. ld During the inspection, . 

16 Ms. Moran also interviewed Ms. Gradinaru, who admitted she took Elaine's in.orpbine.on 

17 October 9, 2010 and ingested it. Id. at pp. 3-4. Ms. G!adinaru also stated that her physical 

18 pain had continued, and she had been hospitalized again just two weeks prior to Ms. Moran's 

19 interview for usevere pain:" Id. at p. l. 

20 On May 2, 2011, after the conclusion of Ms. Moran's investigationJ the Departmerit 
' 

'· 

21 is8ued a Notice of Preliminazy Findings in which the Department found that Ms. Gradinaro 

22 · had financially exploited Elaine by taking'Eiaine's morphine for her own u~e. Ex. D-7. On 

23 . May 11,2011. Ms. Gr~ appealed the Departmenrs finding. of financial exploitation, 

24 stating ''I took one drop of morphine: It ~ever happened before or after and the patient ~cln't 

'25 

26 

suffer, wasn't taking the morphine." Ex. D-9. On August 24, 2011, an administrative 

no 03\i· 
hearing was held. During the hearing, Ms. Gradinaro refused to answer questions from tHe 
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1 Department concerning the preliminary finding of financial exploitation by invoking her 

2 Fifth Amendment right to refrain from self-incrimination. 

3 m. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
. . 

4 A. Resident Client Protection Program Findings 

5 Individuals who reside in adult family homes are often comJ?letely dependent upon the 
6 adult family home. The extreme vulnerability of adult family home residents has led to the 

7 development of requirements that are designed to protect and promote the physical. mental. 

8 emotional, and financial well-being of residents.· A trust relationship exists between caregivers 

9 and providers of adult fatpil.y homes and their vulnerable adult residents. Vulnerable adultS are · 

10 particularly susceptible to financial ex:ploitatioD:- RGW 74.34.020(6) creates a specific finding 

11 for financial. exploitation because the resources. property-, and income of 'VUlnerable adults must 

12 be sufficiently protected :from improper use ~r influence 8rising from this ·trust relationship. 
. -

13 A :finding of :financial exploitation-prohibits an individual from being employed in a 

14 capacity that would allow him or her to have unsup~ed access to vulnerable adults. RCW 

15 74.39A:050(8). Authority for findings ·of financial exploi~on against Ms. G~ is 

16 Chapter 74.34' RCW, the statute that deals with the protection of vulnerable adults.3 The 
. 

17 investigations of the adult family home . and the individual are distinc:t, and the focus 1s 

18 different. 

-19 ·Any individual with access to a long-term care facility is eligible for a finding of . . . 
- ' 

· 20 abuse, neglect, exploitation, or financial exploitati.o~ regardless ofwhether the .indivi~ is 

21 a licensed provider. WAC 388"76-11000. Specifically, ~provider, an employee of the adult 
' . 

22 family home. an entity representative, anyone affiliated with a provider, and a caregiver, are 

23 all subject to such ~dings. Id The Department made a finding of :financial exploitation 

24 against Estera Gradin~ the provider of.;BelleVue Rose:: Ad~t Family Home. 

25 

26 ~ AUthority for an adult fumily home licensing action is Chapter 70.128 RCW, the adult funlily h~ 0 0 3 \ ' 
licensing statute. · 
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I B. . Estera Gradinaru's .Actions Constitute Financial E:[ploitation 

2 RCW 74.34.020(6) defines financial eXploitation as •'the illegal or improper use of the 

3 propeJ.ty) income; res~mrces, or trust funds of the .Vulnerable adult by any person for any 

4 person's profit or advantage other than for the vubierable adult's profit or advantage." The 

5 Department contends that Ms. Gradinaru financially exploited Elaine, a vulnerable adult, by 

6 using Elaine's property -her morphine.- fOr .Ms. ~radinaru 's own advantage. 

1 Ms. Gtadinaru was the. provider, and a caregiver, of the Bellevue Rose. Adult Family 

8 Home. Ms. Gradinaru was actively in~olved in Blaine's care. Ex. D-10; Ex. D-11; Ex. D-

. 9 12. Ms. Gradinaru had updated. and signed of! On Elaine's AsseSsment and Care Plan as 

10 recently as JUly 9, 2010, and also Elaine's Negotiated Cw;e Plan as recently as September 26, 

11 2010. Ex, D~ 1 0; Ex. D-11. Both pians included notes that Elaine was to receive medication 

12 from hospice services . . ld. Further, during early October 2010,. in the days leading up to 

13 Ms. Gradinaru's use of Elaine's mozphine, Ms. Gradinam was almost exclusively the only 

14 caregiver administeririg any medication to Elaine. Ex. D-12, As such, Ms. Gradinaru was in 

15 a position. to know that Elaine's·morphine would not likely be udssed immediately, and also 

16 . to be able to easily access the morphine without immediate detecti~n. · 

17 Ms. Gradinaro admitted to hospital staff, and to both Ms. Ander and Ms. Moran during 

18 their respective investigations. that sh~ took Elaine's vial of morphine and ingested a portion 

19 of it. Bx. D-5, p. 1; Bx. D-8, p. 3; Ex. D-9; Ex. D-13. p. 2. Ms. Gtadinaru attempted to . 

20 minimize the seriousness of her actions by stating in her Request for Hearing that she took 

21 "one drop of morphine," that it ''ne-ver happened before or after/' and that Elaine "didn't 

22 suffer." Ex. D-9. 
. . 

23 DuP.ng the hearing, Ms. Gradinaru re;fused to answer-questions by invoking-her Fifth 

24 Amendment right to refrain from self~incrimination. In a civil proceeding. as here~ the AU. 

25 may draw negative inferences when a witness refuses to answer on the grounds that her 
· no 012l 

26 answer may tend to incrinrlnate her. Ikeda v. Curtis, 43 Wn.2d 449~ 458, 261 P.2d 68 (1953'); 
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1 State Farm Fire and Cas. Co. v. Huynh, 92 Wn. App. 454, 462, 963 P,2d 854 (1998). 

2 _ Ms. G~adinaru neither testified nor called any witnesses despite requesting the appeal on 

3 May 11, 2011. Ex. D-9. The ALJ may infer, from'Ms. Gradinaru's refusal tO testify, that she 

4 acquiesces to· the factual allegations made against her, Further, the AIJ ~y infer that 

5 ·Ms. Gradinaru acknowledges that her actions may have been illegaL 

"' 
6 Ms. Gradinaru contends, through counsel,. that while she did take Elaine's morphine 

7 and ingest it, her ac~ons do not amount to ('financial exploitation" as there is no ((profit or 

8 advantage" t? Ms. Gradinaru. While thet-e is,no definition for nadvantage., in chapter 74.34 

9 RCW, one standard English definition for the word is "[a] factor conducive to· success.'' 

10 Webster•s II New Coli. Dictionary (1995). Under this definition, Ms. Gradinaru;s actions 

11 clearly demonstrate that by taking Elaine's -morphine, Ms. Gradinaru gained an advantage in 

12 that she acquired .a medication for which she had no prescription and used it for her own 

13 purpose. 

14 Since Ms. Qradinaru refused.to testify at the hearing. she did not .clarify her precise 

15 purpose for ingesting the morphine. The Department is left tO guess between multiple 

16 possible purp~ses, including suicide,~ attempt to get attention, or to relieve physi~ pain. 

17 The Department, however, need ~not determine the purpose behind ·taking and ingesting 

18 Elaine's m01:phine.· ~atever Ms. Gradinaru's purpose. taking and ingesting Elaine's 

19 . morphine fin1hered her purpose, or, in other wor~, was a c'factor conducive to success'; in 

20 achieving ·that goal. 

21 · To hold that willingly raking and ingesting a vulne:rable adult"s medication is not 
. . 

22 . financial exploitation in· all instances would :pa-ve an absurd· legal result. For instance, the 

23 Department's Board of Appeals routinely upholds findings of :financial exploitation in "~g 

24 diversion" cases where. a caregiver is taking and .ingesting a vulnerable adult's medication tO 

25 feed the caregiver's own substance abuse. If takiD.g and ingesting a -~erable adult~s 

26 merucation for sue~ a: self-destructive p~ose ~ substan~e ~use can lead to a. :finding J} 0 0 3 3 . 
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1 financial exploitation, th~n certainly doing the same thing for_ the seJf~destructi-ve pUipose of 

2 committing suicide must qualify as a fmancial exploitation. Moreover, Ms. Gradinatu made 

3 multiple references to Department investigators regarding her physical pain as well, If pain 

4 relief was Ms. Gradinaru's pmpose in taking and ingestirig Elaine's morj;1bine, then3 clearly. 

5 her actions amount to financial exploitation as the actions advantaged 11s· Gradinaru in 

6 giving her the means by which to relieve her physical pain. Furtheimote, Ms. Gradinaru's 

1 actions of taking the morphine then immediately calling her ex-husband may indicate that 

8 -she was· seeking attention as well. 

9 The Department could speculate indefinitely on the infinite number of reasons 

10 Ms. Gradinaru chose to do what she did. Regardless of the reason, however, none were for 

.11 Elaine's profit or advantage, and all_, by default, would be for Ms. Gtadinaru~s own 

)2 advantag~ whatever that purpose may be. 

13 C. · The ALJ's Errors In The Conclusions Of Law 

14 Conclusion of Law 9 and 10 are partially in error. In conclusion of law 91 the ALJ 

15 . states "Thus. DSHS must prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that when the Appellant 

. 16' took the morphine which belonged t9 Elaine R in an attempt to commit suicide, her use of 

17 morphine was for her profit or advantage." In conclusion of law 10, the ALJ again. assumes-

1 8 that the appellant was committing suicide. f\fter making such a conclusion, she states "'This . ' . . . . 
19 end result would not have been beneficial,. or ptofitable, for the appellant. Thus, the financial 

20 exploitation finding should not be upheld." These conclusions assume that Ms •. Gtadinaru. 

21 was actually attempting to commit suicide. While suicide ~uld have been Ms. Gradinaru .. s 

22 . goal, she could also have been self-medicating her 'untreated pain ·or seeking attention. 

23 Ms. Gt-adinaru did not testify so oo one knows her exact motivation. As described above, 

24 the Depart:ment's position is t;Jlat there is no need. to sl'ecify Ms. Gradinaru's exact 
. . 

25 motivation, the Department merely needs to prove that she used it for her own purposes that' .· · · 
. . . 00003\l• 

26 . did not benefit the vulnerable adult. Her ultimate motivation could have been to connrut · 
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I suicide, sel:t:·medicate or seek attentiori. Regardless, she used the resident's medication to 

2 further her ovin goals, not to benefit the vulnerable adult. 

3 While it is unclear what Ms. Gradinaru's intent was on the day she ingested the 

4 m01phine., it is absolutely clear from the record that Ms. dradinS.ru did in fact use morphine 

5 that belonged to a vulnerable adult in her care. It is undisputed that Ms. Gradinaru took 

6 morphine belonging to Elaine, a resident at Ms. Gradinaru,s Adult Family Home~ and 

·7 ingested some of Elaine's morphine. Ex. D-8, pp. 3-4; Testlrno11r of Kathy Ander,· Testimony 

8 of Mary Morim: · There is no evidence that Ms. Gradinaro ingested the morphine by 

9 mistake or in et:ror. ~· Gradinaru voluntarily ingested ~Iaine's morphine. The mexe 

10 factthat she chose to ingest Elaine's morphine indicates Ms. Gradinaru acted to 

11 · nachrantage'' herself in some. way and, clearly, did not act jn a way that advantaged Elaine. 

12 Thus, Ms. Gradinaru,s admitted use ofElame's morphine constitutes financial e~ploitation. 

13 

14 

15-

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The evidence presented by the Department at the hearing supports the finding that Ms. ' 

Gtadinaru financially exploited an adult family home resident: The initial order sh~:mld be 

overtumed and the finding should be upheld. 

DATED this~ day ~fNovember. 2011. 
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BEFORE THE WASHINGTON STATE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

In Re: 

ESTERA GRADINARU 

Docket No.: 05-2011-L-1920 
Client ID#: 

INITIAL ORDER 

MAILED 

OCT 2 6.2011 

SEATTLE- OAr 
Appellant (Resident Protection Program (CNA}) 

A hearing was held before Administrative Law Judge. (AW), CAROLYN L. PINKETI, 

on August24, 2011: The Appellant, Estera Gradinaru, appeared. Ms. Gradinaruwas represented 

by Timothy Leary, Attorney at Law. The Department of Social and Health Services {DSHS), was 
' 

represented by Assistant Attorney General (MG), Angela Coats-McCarthy. Katherine Ander and 

Mary Moran testified on behalf of DSHS. Travis Yonker and Jus tin Gillette observed the hearing. . -

ISSUE 

The Appellant contests the Notice of Preliminary Finding which holds that she 

financially exploited a vulnerable adult. 

RESULT 

· DSHS did not prove, by a preponderance of -the evidence, that the Appellant 

financially exploited Elaine R., when the Appellant ingested Elaine R.'s prescription morphine· 

without permission, in an attempt to commit suicide. · 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. On May 3, 2011, DSHS ~erved the _Appellant with a Notice of PreOminary 

Finding which states, in part, that DSHS Mhas found that you financially exploited a vulnerable 

adult" Exhibit D"' 7, page 1. On May 16, 2011, the Appellant filed a requestforhearing to contest 

the financial exploitation finding. Exhibit D-9. Her request for hearing states as follows: "I took

one drop of morphine~ It never happened before or ~fter and the patient didn'tsuffer, wasn't taking · 

the morphine." fd. 
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. 
2. The Notice of Preliminary Finding states that the financial exploitation finding 

is based upon the following facts: 

The Incident 

You were the owner of Bellevue Rose Adult Family Home. You 
financially exploited a vulnerable adult who was a resident in your home 
on October 9, 2010 when you took the resident's morphine medication 
for your own use. 

Exhibit D-7, page 1. 

3. In October2010, the Appellant was the co-owner of the Bellevue Rose Adult 

Family Home (Bellevue Rose). Elaine R. was a resident of the home.1 She was 91 years old, 

she suffered from dementia, and she was on hospice care. Exhibit 0-1 0. Elaine R. began 

~ospice car~ oh August 26, 2010. Exhibit 0-11. On Sept~mber26, 2010, her Negotiated Care· 

Plan was amended, to note that her hospice nurse would now dispense her medications to her. 

/d. These medications included "comfort medications", that were prescribed for end-of-life 

treatment. They were intended to address anxiety, agitation, shortness of breath, and pain. 

Included in the medication was a vial of liquid morphine. The prescribed dosage of morphine, if 

needed, was 1/4 to 1/2 cubiq centimeter (cc). Elaine R. did not need any of the comfort 

medications that were prescribed for her, because her symptoms were well:-managed without 

them. See Exhibit 0-12: 

4. The Appellant suffers from depression. In August of 2002, she was admitted 

to the psychiatric unit at Overtake Hospital after she tried to commit suicide by taking 23 Motrin 

tablets. Exhibit 0-6. She was hospitalized for one and a half days, and was dischargeq on her 

reql:J~sl /d. In October 2009, the Appellant was in the middle of divorce proce_edin~s. She also 

had financial problems. And, she was very stressed because her husband had threatene~ to · 

taketheirtwoyoung children from herwhen the divorce became final. /d. On October2, 2009, 

she was aqmitted to the psychiatric unit of Overtake Hospital, after she reportedly tried to commit 

suicide by taking an overdose ofOxycodone. /d. TheAppellanfs treating physician encouraged 

00003S 
1 The full name of the residents wili not be used to protect their right to confidentiality. 
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her to delay her hospital discharge, and "strongly encouraged her to consider the partial-day 

hospitalization program." /d. The Appellant declined, citing money concerns, and ~sked to be 

discharged on October 6, 2009. 

5. The Appellant was discharged on October 6, 2009, with the following 

diagnoses: 

Axis 1: 

Axis II: 

Axis Ill: 

Axis IV: 

Axis V: 

Major depressive disorder, recurrent, severe, without 
psychotic features. 

Deferred. 

Status- post cholecystectomy in May 2009, recent onset of 
abdominal cramping and pain in the upper quadrants, 
possible fatty infiltration. · 

Moderate stressors. 

Global assessment of functioning (GAF} is 50. 

Exhibit 6, page 2. The Appellant was disCharged with the following prescriptions: Wellbutrin, 

Omeprazole, and Sertraline. ld. Wellbutrin is an a!lti-depressant. See Physician's Desk 

Reference, 6th ed., © 2006, at page 1579. Omeprazole is prescribed to treat gastroesophageal 

reflux disease (GERD). ld., at page 2972. Sertraline or Zoloft, is pres.cribed to treat depression. 

ld., at page 2581. 

6. On October 12, 2010, the Residential Care Services (RCS), Complaint 

Resolution Unit (CRU), received an anonymous complaint which alleg~d thatthe Appellanttook 

some of her residenfs medic~tions in a "failed suicide attempt." Exhibit D-8, page 2. Katherine 

Ander is a complaint investigator. On October 12, 2010, Ms. Ander was assigned to investigate . . 

the licensing complaint On Octo~er13, 2010, at 8:00a.m., Ms. Anderwentto the Bellevue Rose 

AFH to investigate. ·When Ms. Ande! arrived, there were six residents in care. All of the 

residents appeared to be well cared for. There was only one resident. Elaine R., who was 

prescribed a narcotic drug, morphine, to address end-of-life issues. Ms. Ander looked atthe vial 

of morphine. There was dark brown liquid in the vial. Fifteen ( 15) ces had been dispensed by 

the pharmacy. The seal on the vial was broken, and it appeared-as if approximately one cc. i 0 0 0 3 q · 
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morphine was missing. Exhibit D-8, page 3. Katherine Ander interviewed Elaine R.'s hospice 

nurse on October 13, 2010, and she learned that Elaine R. did not need any of the comfort 

medications that had been prescribed for her. 

7. Ms. Ander interviewed the Appellant on October 18,2010, after she had been 

discharged from Overlake Hospital. On October 12, 2010, the Appellant was emotionally 

distressed about her divorce and she was in physical pain. She wanted her pain to stop. Her 

father, who is also a lic~nsed adult family home owner, called her and. asked her to go to the 

pharmacy to pick up some comfort medications for a resident in his home who was on hospice 
. . . 

care. The Appellant took Elaine's morphine, and went to a local Park-and-Ride station. She took 

one-half capful ofthe morphine, which made her feel sleepy. She 'called her ex-husband, and 

asked if she could come to his home to sleep. He told her "no". Her father soon arrived at the 

Park-and-Ride station and took her back to his home. The Appell_ant was still in physi~l pain 

when she arrived at herfather' s home. Her brotherthen took her to Overtake Hospital. She was 

initially admitted to the hospital based upon her physical pain. After she advised the treating staff 

that s~e had taken the morphine in a "failed suicide attempr, she was admitted to the psychiatric 

unit 

8. Based upon the testimony of Ms. Ander~ the undersi_gned finds that one-half 

capful of morphine woulq have eased the Appellant's physical pain and made her feel sleepy. 
. . 

It would not have killed her. The undersigned further finds, that the Appellant's physical pain is 

closely correla~ed to' her psychological pain. For example, her signs of physical distress are 

. · exacerbated when she is emotionally distressed. Ms~ Ander concluded, and the undersigned 

finds, that when the Appellant took Elaine R.'s morphine, it was not aadrug diversion." •orug ·. ( 

diversion" is a term of art used in the nursing profession to describe when a health care 

professional is _unlawfully taking a patient's prescription medication for his or her own use, or, 

to sell to others. In this case, the Appellant took Elaine R. 's morphine ·to ease her own emo~onal 

distress. 

9. Ms. Ander opined~that the Appellant could have achieved a psychological 

benefit, or advantage, by ingesting Elai~e R.'s morphine in an attempt to commit suicidQ _q~ 0 4 B ·.· · 
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Appellant may have eased her emotion:;') I distress. Yet, the goal of medical care is to restore a 

person to health, within the parameters of their particular medical situation, and/or to mitigate 

a person's symptoms. Ms. Ander conceded that the Appellant would not have achieved a 

medical advantage if, on October 12, 201 0, she had been successful in her suicide attempt .. 

1 0. Mary Moran is the Complaint Investigator who was assigned to investigate the 

Resident and Client Protection Program complaint. Ms. Moran interviewed the Appellant, her 

father, and two care givers who lived in the home. Exhibit D-8. She also interviewed the Group 

~ealth hospice nurse who w~s assigned to Elaine R. Finally, she reviewed Elaine R. 's medical 

reoords, and various medical records related to the Appellant. Ms. Moran concluded that Elaine 

R. had been a victim of financial exploitation, when the Appellant ingested some of Elaine R.'s 

morphine, because Elaine R. did not benefit or profit from the Appellanfs actions. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. There is jurisdiction to hear this matter pursuant to Chapter 34.05 of the 

Revised Code of Washington (RCW} ,_Chapter 74.34 RCW, and Chapter 388-76 of the 

Washington Administrative Code (WAC). . . 
2. RCW 7 4.34.005(1} provides as follows: 

Findings. 

The legislature finds and declares that: 

(1)· Some. adults are vulnerable and may be subjected to abuse, 
neglect, financial exploitation, or abandonment by a family member, care 
provider, or other person who has a relationship.witn the vulnerable 
adult[.] ... 

3. RCW 73.34.020(6} provides as follows: 

. (6) "Financial exploitation" means the illegal or improper use of the 
property, income, resources, or trust funds of the vulnerable adult by any 
person for any person's profit or advantage other than ~or the 
vulnerable adult's profit or advantage. 
(Emphasis added). 
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4. WAC 388-76-10000 defines "vulnerable adult" as follows: 

''Vulnerable adult" includes a person: 

(1) Sixty years of age or older who has the functional, mental, or physical 
inabRity to care for himself or herself; 

(2) Found incapacitated under chapter 11.88 RCW; 

(3) Who has a developmental disability as defined under RCW 71A.10.020; 

(4) Admitted to any facility; 

(5) Receiving services from home health, hospice, or home care agencies 
ficens~d· or required to be licensed under chapter 70.127 RCW; 

(6) Receiving services from an incfJVidual providef; or 

' . m With a functional cfJSabiflty who lives in his or her own home, who is directing 
and supervising a paid personal aide to perform a health caFe task as authorized 
by RCW 74.39.050. 

5. ·WAC 388-76-11000 provides as follows: 

Resident protection program - Investigation of reports. 

(1) The department lllay investigate allegations of abandonment, abuse, 
neglect, exploitation, and financial exploitation of a resident. 

(2) A department investigation may include an investigation of allegatiorJS 
about one or more of the following: 

(a) A provider, 
(b) Employee of the adult family home; 
(c) Entity representative; 
(d) Anyone affiliated with a provider; and 
(e) Caregiver. · · 

6. ·WAC 388-76-11015 provides as follows: 

Resident protection program - Disputing a preliminary finding. 
(1) The iOdividual -may request an administrative hearing to challenge a 
.Preliminary finding made by the department 

(2) The request must be made in writing to the office of administrative 
hearings. 
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(3) The office of administrative hearings must receive the individual's written 
request for an administrative hearing within thirty calendar days of the date 
written on the notice of the prer.minary finding. 

(4) The.Written request for a hearing must include the individual's full legal 
name and current maillng address and should include: 

(a} The incflvidual's telephone number; 
(b) A brief explanation of why the individual disagrees with the 

preliminary finding; 
(c) A description of any assistance needed· in the administrative 

appeal process by the individual, including a foreign or sign language interpreter 
or any reasonable accommodation for a disability; and 

(d) The incflviduars signature. 

7. WAC 388-76-11020 provides as follows: 

Resident protection program - Hearing procedures to dispute 
preliminary finding._ 

(1) Chapters 34.05 and 7 4.34 RCW, chapter 388-02 WAC. and the 
provisions of this chapter govern any appeal regarding a preliminary 
·finding. 

(2) If a conflict exists betWeen the provisions of this chapter and 
chapter 388-02 WAC, the provisions of this chapter prevail. 

(3) If an administrative law judge within the office of administrative 
hearings determines that a preponderance of the evidence supports the 
preliminary finding that the individual abandoned, abused, neglected, 
exploited, orfinancially exploited a residen~. theo the administrative law 
judge will issue an initial ord~r. 

B. WAC 388-02-0485 provides as follows: 

What is the standard of proof? 

Standard of proof refers to the amourit of evidence needed to prove a party's 
position. Unless the rules or law states otherwise, the standard of proof in a 
hearing is a preponderance of the evidence. This standard means that it is more 
likely than not that something happened or exists. 

9. Neither Chapter 74.34 RCW nor Chapter 388-76 WAC defines "profit" _or 

"advantage"2 The common dictionary definition of .. advantage", is. "[a} benefit, gain, especially 

benefit resulting from some course of action." Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, © 

OOOOll3' 
2 WAC 388-76-10000 provides a definition of "financial exploitation" that is identical to the 

·definition provided in RCW 74.34.020(6). 
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1987, at page 59. "Profir is defined as ua valuable return: gain" or "to derive benefit." /d., at pag·e 

939. Thus, qsHS must prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that when the Appellant 

improperly took the morphine which belonged to Elaine R. in an attempt to commit suicide, her 

use of the morphine was to her profit or advantage. 

10. Elaine R. is a "vulnerable adult". WAC 388-76-10000. DSHS argues that the 

Appellant financially exploited Elaine R., because she "gained an advantage in that she acquired 

a medication for which she had no prescription and used it for her own purpose." See 

Department's Closing Brief, at pages 7 and 8. The Appellant ingested Elaine R.'s morphine 

because she was depressed, and she wanted to commit suicide. This end result would not have 

been beneficial, or profitable, for the Appellant Thus, the financial exploitation finding should not 

be upheld. 

DECISION 

DSHS did not prove, by a preponderance of the eviden<;:e, that Estera Gradinaru 

financially exploite_d Elaine R., when the Appellant ingested Elaine R.'s prescriptio~ morphine 

without permission, in an attempt to commit suicide. 

SERVED on the date of mailing. 
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CLP:jfk 

Enclosure( s) 

cc: Estera Gradinaru, Appellant 
Angela Coats McCarthy, Department Representative 
Tim Leary, Appellant Representative · 
Robert McCiintock1 Program Admin. 
Suzanne Plaja, Program Admin. 

NOTICE TO PARTIES 
. 

This decision becomes the final administrative decision unless a party files a petition for review. 
A petition must be received within 21 calendar days of the mailing date of this decision at the 
Board of Appeals. A petition form and instructions are attached. 
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OCT 2 6 2011 
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. . 
Please explain why you want the initial· decision or order changed. Try to be specific. For example, tell us: 

~ Why you think that the decision is wrong (why you disagree with it). . 
~ If the findings of fact are wrong, based on what was presented at the hearing. 
... How the decision should be cnanged. _ 

I ask for a review of the initial decision because ••• 

I have ~ttached ___ (number) pages .. 

Signature Date 

0 Check..f . 
I sent a copy to 

every other par:tY 

Deadline: Received on or before 21 days from mail date of Initial Decision 
Send or deliver your Appeal (Request for Review) to the BOARD OF APPEALS: 
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a( You Disagree With This Decision, 
You Can Appeal 

~ DEADLINE to Petition for Review: The Board of Appeals· must receive your appeal within twenty-one (21} 
calendar days from the mail date stamped on the initial decision. It must be received on that day or it will be 
late and may. n·ot be accepted. Please mail ahead of the deadline to allow time for delivery. If you miss the 
deadline, you may Jose 2!! rights to appeal the decision. · 

~ If You Need More Time: The board'of appeals can extend the deadline for good cause, but you must ask 
for more time within the twenty-one (21) day time limit . -

~ Who May Ask for Review: The parties in this case, including the Department 

~ HOW to Petition for Review: Use the form on the previous page or make your own. You can mail your 
petition, deliver it or send 1t by fax with a copy mailed the same day to the Board of Appeals (locations below). 
Be sure to keep a copy. · 

~ COPIES to Other Parties: You must send or deliver a copy of the appeal and any attachments to every other 
party in this matter. 

~ What Happens Next: The Board of Appeals will inform all parties when it receives a petition for review or a 
request for more time. If there is a problem with accepting the petition, you will be notified and given a chance 
to explain. If review is accepted, a Review Judge {"RJ")wlll read the papers and exhibits in the hearing file and 
will listen to the tape-recording or any transcripts of the hearing. The RJ will NOT hold a new hearina. The RJ 
will decide whether to consider new evidence that was not offered at the heanng. The RJ will cons1der the law 
and the arguments of the parties and may Jigree with or change the initial decis•on. The RJ may also order a 
new hearing and/or a new decision by the Office of Administrative Hearings {OAH}. The RJ will write a review 
decision or order to e~lain the resurt of your appeal and the Board of Appeals will mail it to all parties. If you 
disagree with the review decision or order. you may ask for reconsideratton or appeal to supenor court, or do 
both. You will receive more information aoout the next /eve/ of appeal with the review decision. 

~ If You Need Heip: Ask friends or relatives fOr referral to an attorney, or contact your -county bar association 
or referral service (usually listed iri the "attorney" section in the teleplione book advertising section). Columbia 
Legal Services, Northwest Justice Project, the Northwest Women's Law Center, some law schools and non
profit legal organizations may be able to provide assistance. -You are not guaranteed an attorney free of 
charge. 

~ Language and.Visual Challenges: If you do not read and write English, you may submit and receive papers 
in your own language. If you are visually challenged, you may submit and receive papers in an alternate format 
such as braille or large print. 

··send or deliver your Appeal (Request for Review) to the BOARD OF APPEALS: 

MAILING ADDRESS PERSONAL SERVICE LOCATION 
DSHS Board of Appeals . OSHS Board of Ap~eals 
P.O. Box45803 · 1115 Washington treet SE 
()lympia, WA 98504-5803 Olympia, WA 98504-5803 
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SEATTLE OFFICE OF Al>l\lllNISTRATIVE HEARINGS 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

9 Inre: · 
NO. 05-2011-L-1920 

10 ESTERA GRADINARU, . 

11 Appe~t. DEPARTMENT,S REPLY BRIEF 

12 

13 The Department refies o~ the subsrantive and fa.ctual statements· in the _Department's 

14 ·Closing Brief that is already S'Ubiilitted in this case on September 12, 2011, and offers the 

lS . followfn.g r~ponse to additional issues raised ~ the .A:ppeUant' s Closing Argument 

16 

17 

·18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Ms. Gradinaru, ~ her closing atiD.UDent, attempts to convfuce this ~bunal that the 

determining factor for :financial exploitation is not the fact that a caregiver used a vulnerable 

adult's propertY. for her own advantage, but the reason the caregiver offers tO justify the u5e 
. . . 

of the vulnerable adult's property. In this case.' the record does not establish the ac~ 
. . 

teasonfor Ms. Gradinaru's actions, nor is the Department obligated to prove the actual 

subjective reason for her actions. Instead, lhe Department must show - and has. shown -

that Ms. Gradinaru deliberately took and ingested morphine . belonging to a vulnerable 

adult to whom Ms: Gradinaru was providing care. 

24 . Ill 

25 Ill 

26 Ill 
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1 ·A. 

2 

3· 

The Testimony At The Hearing Did Not Establish The Reason Estera Gradinaru 
Ingested the Morphine 

In her closing argument, Ms. Gradinaru states that at hearing, ihe testimony 

4 established ·~that there was only one reason behind Ms. Gradinaru's consumption of the 

5 .moiphine: !lil attempt to take her own life." Appellant's Closing :Argument, p. 4. This 

6 statement is inaccurate. Investigator Katherine Ander testified that Ms. GradinanJ· had 
. . 

7 both physical and emotional pain at the time and wanted the pain to "go away., Testimony 

g of Katherine Ander. This ambiguous statement by MS. Gradinaru in~icates tliat there 

9 may have been'multiple reasons for ingesting the morphine, not just suicide. 
. 

10 Further, it is undisputed that lv.fs. Gradinaru ingested approximately one cc of 

11 mozphine. Such a small dosage is not a le~hal dose of morphine. Testimony of Kather~ne 

12 Ander. Ms. Gradinal~ as a registered nurse, pr~umably khew this fact at' the time she 

13 ingested the morphine. Ms. Gradinaru may have reported to various individuals that she 

14 had attempted to cormnit suicide. but ~at does not mean that suicide was ber one and 

15 Only intent Only Ms. Gra<f41aru knows her tnie intent, but she refused to testify at the 

16 hearing. 

17 ·B. 

18 

19 

Any Deliberate Use By Ms. Gradinaru Of The Morphine Constitutes Financial 
Exploitation · · · · 

'While it is unclear what Ms. Gradinaru>s intent wa8 on the day she ingested the 

20 morphine, it is absolutely clear from the record that Ms. Gradinaru did in fact use motpbine 

21 that belonged to a vulnerable adult in her care. It is undisputed that Ms. Gradinaru took 

22 morphine belonging to Elaine, a resident at Ms. Gradinaru,s Adult Family Horne, q.nd 

23 ingeste~ sotae of Elaine's mozphine. Ex. D-8, pp. 3-4; Testimony of Kathy Ander,· Testimony 

24. of }Jary j\Jforan. Th~re is n<t evidence that Ms. Gradinaru ingest~d the morph.ine by 
' . 

25 mistake or in error. Ms. Gi:adinaru. volun~y ingested Elain~'s morphine. The m.er0 O O O 
4 

q, 
26 fact that she chose to ingest Elaine's morphine indicates Ms. Gradinaru acted ·to 

DEPART.MEN'T'S 
REPLY BRIEF · 

2 
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,. 
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I ccadvantage" herself in some way and, clearly, did not act in.a way that advantaged Elaine. . . 
2 Thus, Ms. Gradinaru's admitted use ofElaine's morppme constitutes financial exploitation. 

3 CONCLU~ON 

4 ~e Departmep.t maintains ~t it presented an accurate staremenr of the facts in its 

5 closing argument and requests that this tribunal affirm the .finding of :finai_Icial exploitation 

6 against Ms. Gradinaru. 

7 DATED this 27th day of September, 2011. 
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Attorney General · 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 
. 

I ce1tify that l served a copy of this document on all parties or their counseL of record 

on the date below as follow:s: 

Thomas Huber Grimm 
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RECEIVED 

SEP 1 9 7011 

OAHSEATTLE 

BEFORE THE STATE OF WASHINGTON OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 
9 FOR THE DEPARTJ\.1ENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

10 InRe: 

11 

12 ESTERA GRADINARU, 

13 

14 

15 

16 

f 

) 
) Docket No. 05-2011-L:-1920 
) 
) 
) 
) APPELLANT'S CLOSING 

Appellant. ) ARGUMENT 
) 
) Resident Client Protection Program 
) 
) 
) 
) 

---------------------------------------------~) 17 

18 I. Introduction 
. ' . 

19 In a clear case of overreaching, the Department of Social and Health Services (Department) 

20 attempts to characterize Estera Gradinaru,s use of an adult family home residenfs.medication during a 

21 suicide attempt as an act of financial exploitation. It argues that the use of the medication was an act 

22 "conducive m [her] success.'? Unbelievable. Ms. Gradi.narU _does not dispute that her actions ~.e~ 5 

23 and unwise. She does vigorously dispute that her actions constituted "financial exploitation" as . 

APPELLANT'S CLOSING ARGUMENT- 1 
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1 defined by RCW 74.34.020(6). A common sense application of the facts to the statute inextricably 

2 leads to the only logical conclusion - the Department has not established that Ms......Gradinaru engaged 
. R.t:.CEIV.e;o 

3 in financial exploitation. 

4 -n. Facts 
SEP 1 9 lOft 

OAHSEATilE 
5 On October 9, 20 I 0, Estera. Gradinaru attempted to end her life. Ms; Gradinaru suffered 

. . 
6 from depression and had attempted suicide on multiple previous occasions. On this date, she was 

7 struggling wilh: a failed marriage and concerns over an upcoming inspection of her adult family 

. -
8 home. As the testimony at the hearing and the e'xhibits chronicled, she took a one cc dose of 

9 morphine·thatbelonged to one of her residents. Fortunately she told her ex-husband what she had 

10 done and her family found her before it was too late. Her family took her to Overlake Hospital. 

11 She spent approximately a week in the hospital for a "suicide attempt by overdose on some of her 

12 adult family home patient's morphine." Exhibit D5 p.l. 

13 · Residential Care Services Investigator Katherine Ander testified that there was no evidence 

14 that Ms. Gradinaru was engaging in a practice of diverting residents' medication for her own 

15 benefit. Her investigation revealed that this was a single incident, an incident that was a suicide 

16 attempt. 

I 7 The Department endorsed Ms. Gradinaru's ex-husband, her therapist, her primary doctor, 

18 and the social worker at Overlake Hospital as witnesses but it elected to not call them to testify. See 

19 Department's Witness L~st filed on July 20,2011 and Augtist 8, 2$>01. 

20 m. Argument 

21 The Department's strained application of the financial exploitation statute to these facts 

22 defies common sense. The Department has the burden of establishing, by a preponderanccw:{J:l% G 5 

23 
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1 evidence, that Ms. Gardinaru financially exploited a vulnerable adult WAC 388-76-11 020(3). 

2 "Financial exploitation" is defined as 

3 the illegal or improper use of the property, income, resources, or trust 
funds of the vulnerable adult by any person for any person's profit or 

4 advantage other than for the vulnerable adult's profit or advantage. 

5 RCW 74.34.020(6). Applications of a statute should be construed to affect its purpose. In re 

6 Personal Restraint of Andress, 147 Wn.2d 602,610,56 P.3d 981 (2002). Strained, unlikely, or 

1 absurd consequences resulting from literal reading are to be avoided. ld The Department has 

8 never alleged that Ms. Gradinaru profited from the use of the .resident's medication or that the 

9 resident was depriyed of her medication. Rather, the Department argues that Ms. Grad.inaru's 

10 attempt to commit suicide was an act done.for her "advanmge." The Department's argument fails. 

11 In analyzing what constitutes an "advantage," the Department uses a Webster's Dictioiwy 

12 Definition that defines it as a ''factor conducive ~o success."'' Department's Closing Brief at 7. Its 

13 o:w.n definition of advanptge only reinforces the conclusion-that Ms. Gradinaru's attempt to commit 

14 suicide with a small portion of a resident's medication was not financial exploitation. To deem Ms.· 

15 Gradinaru's actions as advantageous or conducive to success is an argument that is simply illogical. 

16 In an attempt to bolster its case, ~e Department draws an adverse inference from Ms. 

17 Gradinaru's decision to not ~1 witnesses. Such an argument .is Wholly improper. The Department 

18 has the burden of proot: It may not attempt to shore up its case by commenting on Ms. Gradinaru' s 

19 decision to not present a case. She has every right to hold the Department to its burden and assert 

20 that the facts, as presented_ by the Department, do not ~ount to financial exploitation. In its 

21 closing brief: it remarked that "Ms. Gradinaru neither testified nor called any witnesses despite 

22 requesting the appeal on May 11, 2011." Department's ciosing Brief at 7. ·The Depa.rti{}dlt\& ~~ ~ · 

23 permitted to shift its burden to Ms. Gra~inaru. 
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1 The Department repeatedly fails to recognize that it has the sole burden of proving that Ms. 

2 Gradinaru en~aged in financial exploitation. It has not satisfied its.bu~den of proof. However, it 

3 attempts to turn the issue on its head with argume~ts like "[t]he Department is left to guess between 

4 multiple possible purposes, including suicide, an attempt to get attention or to relieve pain." 

5 Department's Closing Brief at 8. The testimony at the hearing established that there was only one 

6 reason behind Ms. Gradinaru's consumption of the morphine: an attempt to take her own life. If the 

7 Department had question~ about the circumstances-surrounding the event, it could pave called PJ,ore 

8 of the witnesses on its witness list. Those witnesses included her ex-husband and the social worker 

9 at Overlake Hospital. The Department chose to put on a narrow ~e ·at the hearing. It cannot now 

10 use the holes in its case as a reason to not hold it to its burden. 

11 In arguing that its decision should be upheld, the Department sets .up a false dichotomy. It 

12 cautions that unless "all instances" of use of a resident's medications are held to constitute financial 

13 exploitati~ it would be "an absurd legal result." Department's Closing Brief at 8. The law does 

14 not require such rigidity. Rather each qase must be considered on its individual merits. The issue 

15 here is whether the Department has proven that Ms. Gradinaru improperly used a resident's 

"16 property for her advantage. See RCW 74.34.020(6). The use of a resident's medication in an 

17 attempt to commit suicide does not constitute an "~vantage." What happens in "Pru& diversion" 

18 cases is irrelevant to whether the Department has satisfied its burden iii this case. 

19 Ms. Gradinaru's actions were unfortunate and sad. It is not as if there were no 

20 consequences. ·She entered into a stipulation that surrendered her license to operate an adult family 

21 home. See Docket No. 12-2010-L-2274. Investigator Katherine Ander reported the incident to the 

22 Dep~ent of Health to see whether there was a basis to take actlon against her nursin!\Pae~~ 5 S 1 

23 See testimony of Ms. Ander. It is unclear why the Department is attempting to shoehorn these facts 
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1 into the financial exploitation statute. The statute does not support it. Logic does not support it. 

2 Common sense does not support it. The unique facts here do not amount to financial exploitation 

3 under RCW 74.34.020(6). 

4 IV. Conclusion-

5 For the aforementioned reasons, the Departm.enfs finding that Estera Gradinaru committed 

6 financial exploitation is not supported by the facts or the law. The decision should be rev~rsed. 

~ 7 

8 

9 DATED this 19th day of September~ 2011. 

10 
Respectfully submltted, 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Tim Leary certify that I caused the above closing argument to be filed with the Office of 

Administrative Hearings and served in the manner noted below a copy of the fo~egoing pleading on 
the following.individuals: 

Angela Coats-McCarthy, WSBA # 35547 
Assistant Attorney General 
7141 Cleanwater Dr SW 
POBox40124 
Olympia, WA 98504-0001 

angelac3@atg. wagov 

[ ] Via ECF, if opted in. and if not then: 
[] Via Messenger 
[x] Via Email · · 
[] Via-FACSIMILE 
[x] Via First Class Mail 
[ ) In person - dropped off at office 

DA1ED: Septe~ber 19th, 2011,-at Seattle, Washington. 

By: 
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InRe: 

RECEIVED 

ISEP. 12 2011 

OAH SEATTLt= 

SEATTLE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE BEARINGS 
FOR THE D:EP ARTlv.lENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

NO. 05-2011-kl920 

ES!ERA GRADINARU, 
DEPARTMENT'S CLOSINGBRIEF 

· A ellant 

13 This matter is before tlie Office of Administrative ~earings (OAH) on an appeal by 

14 Estera .Gradinaru. The Department of Social and Health Services' .(Department or DSHS) 
' 

15 Resident and Client Protection Program (RCPP) investigated Ms. Gradinam On May 2, 

16 2011, RCPP issued a preliminary finding of financial exploitation ag~st Ms. Gradinaru 

17 pursuant to chapter 74.34 RCW. ·Exhibit (Ex.) D-7, p. 1. Ms. Gradinaru appealed that 

18 , finding. Ex. p-9. The hearing on this matter tQolc place on August 24., 2011. Ms. Gradina:ru 

19 V?as represented by counsel at the hearing. 

20 . I. 

21 Estera Gradinaru; along with her husban~ has operated Bellevue Rose Adult Family 
~ . .· .. 

22 Home since 2001. ·Ex. D-13; p. 2. The Bellevue Rose Adult Family Home is located at 212 . 

23 153rd ,Place SE, Bellevue, Washington. ld at p. 1. MS. Oradinaru has a past history of 

24 depression and, on at lea.St three occ~ons, has deliberately ~en an overdose of medication. 

?/:lr; 
9)oV 

25 

26 

00 05~· 
1 The bepartment does not have a transcript of the he~ Citations to testimony &Xe based on a 

combinatiol\ ofnotes,.documentation. ~d recoll_ection ofb~partment personnel and counsel 
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1 The first documented incident occurred in August 2002, when Ms. Gradinaru was 

2 hospitalized for ingesting 23 Motrin tabfets after becoming depressed. Ex. D-6, p. 1. The 

3 second documented incident occurred in October 2009, when Ms. Gradinaru was 

4 hospitalized after ingesting seven Oxycodone tablets dtuing·a period of depression. ld The 

5 most recent incident occurred in O~tober 2010, when Ms: Gradinaru ingested an amount of 

6 liquid mo.Iphlne_ that belonged to a resident in her adult family home. Ex. D-5, p. 1; Ex. D~8, 

7 p. 3; Ex. D-9; Ex. D-13, p. 2. In addition to her depressio~,_Ms. Gradinaru }:las suffered from. 

8 chronic pain related to p~creatitis since·at _least 2Q09. Ex. D-5, pp. 1-3·; Ex. D-6) pp. 1-3; 

9 Ex. D-'S, pp. 3-4; Ex. D-13, p. 2. 

10 Ms. Gradinaru's adult family home iS licensed to provide care for six residents. 

11 . Ex. D-13) p. 2. In October 2010, Elaine was one of six residents receiving care in the 

12 . Bellew'? Rose Adult Family Home .. Id. at p. 2; Ex.. D-8, p. 6. Elaine was a 91-year-old 

13 woman with diagnoses of transient ischemic attack. comeal ~plant, hypoglycemia, 

14 depression with an.'riety, and dementia with delusions. Ex. D-8, p. 2. Elaine was dependant . 

15 with most aspects of care. ·Ex:. D-10. On September 26,-2010, Elaine .began receiving 

16 hospice care services. Ex. D-8 As part of Elaine's hospice cate services, she~ prescribed 

17 a "com~ort care pack" of medications. which mcluded moxphine to be taken as needed for 
. . .. 

18 pain or shonness of ~reath. 2 Id; Ex. D-:12. Elaine did not need~ nor did she receiye. any 

19 moxphine from the date hospice care services began through the end of October 2010. Ex. D-

20 12 .. 

21 On October 9, 2010, Ms. Gradinaru left the adult ·family hom~ taking.Elame•s 

22 mO.JYhine with·her. Ex. D-8:. p. 3.· Ms. Gradinaru admitted to Department staff that she had a 

23 number of personal problems, including pain from pancreatitis, ongoing dep.rc:ssion following 

24 a recent divorce, and anxiety cfue to an upcoming inspection of the adult f8Illily home. ld. 

:45 

. 26 

. · oo osq 
1 Elaine was prescn'bed 30 ml.or morphine, 20 mgtmi. to be placed under her tongue in doseS of025-

0 . .5 ml, as needed for pain or shortness ofbre¢. Testimony ofKathy Ander; Ex. D-8. 
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1 Ms. ~adinaru initially went to a nearby adult family home where her fathe~ was a caregiver 
. ' 

2 and offered the moxphine to her fa~her, who had requested she deliver some mo:rphine for one 

3 of his patients. Id at p. 4. Ms. Gradinaru's father refused to take Elaine's morphine once he 

4 discovered it was prescribed to Elaine. lei. Ms. Gradinaru then left her father's adult family 

5 home and ended up stopping at a park and ride lot, ~here she broke the seal on Blame's 
. . 

6 morpb:ii:Le and ingested approximately one ml of the morphin.e orally. ld; Testimony of Kathy 

7 Andel"; 'Testimony of Mary lvlotan. 

8 After ingesting Elaine's morphine, Ms. Gradinaru texted lier ex-husband, informed 

·9 him that she had ingested Elaine's morphine, and asked him if she could "sleep it off' at his 

10 apal'tment. I d. Ms. Grad~' s ex-husband ~aid no. I d. Later, while Ms.' Oradinaru was . . . . 

11 still at the park and ride lot, .her father, apparently alerted by her ex-husband, anived and 

12 convinced Ms. Gradinaru to re.tum to his home. ld Once Ms. Gradina:ro was at her fa~eT>s 

13 home, she passed out, and her brother tool_c her to the emergency room as she stated her pa]n 

14 had become worse. Jd _Ms. Gradinaru. was admitted to Overlake Hospital's inpatient 

15 ·medical unit tltat day for pa.p~titis anc;l depression. Ex.-D-5, p. 4. Th~ on October 12, · 

16 2010, Ms. Gradinaru was a?n:Utted to Overlak:e Hospital's inpatient psychiab:y lD'lit due to 

17 suicidal ideation. Ex. D-5 .. p. 1. Ms. Gradmaru remained there until October 18, 2010~ when . . 
18 she was discharged. ld During her stay in the inpati~t psychiatry uni~ Ms •. G~'s 

19 suicidal ideation diminished, however. she continued to receive medication.for·cmonic pain. 

20 ld atpp. 2-3. 

21 On October 13, 2010. Complaint Investigator Katherine And~ conducted an 

22 unannoUnced on~site inspection of ~ellevue Rose Adult Family Home after receiving a 

23 complaint regarding .Ms. Gradinaru's. personal use of Elaine's morphine. Ex. D-13, p. 1; 

24 Testimony of Katherine Ander. During her .inspection, Ms. Ander observed t:llat Elaine's vial . 

25 of motphine appeare4 to contain less than the full prescribed amotmt despite the ~taB b m t 

26 Eiai:D.e's medication record indicated she had not yet receive<;f. any morphine since it was 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
) 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

origiiially prescribed: Testimony of Katherine 4nder; Ex. D~l3, p. 2. On Oct?ber 18, 2010; 

Ms. Ander interviewed Ms. Gradinaru, who admitted to takhig Elaine•s moxphine. 
. . 

Testimo.ny of Katherine Ander; Ex. D-13, p .. 2. Ms. -Gradinaru also stated during the 

interview that on the date she took the morphine she was "in a lot of physical and emotional 

pain" and wanted the pain to "go away,'' Id; Testimony. of [(arhet"ine Ander, On November 

4. 2010, after the conclusion of Ms. Ander, s investigation. the Department issued a statement 

of deficiencies related to Ms. Gradinaru's adult family home license. Ex. D-13. Then, on . . 
November 51 2010, the ~epartment issued a notice to Ms. Gradinaru and her husband of a 

Stop ];'lacement of Admissions, Revocation of ~icense, and Imposition of Conditions, 

relating to the adult family home license. Ex. D-1. 

. · On January 13, 2011, RCPP InvestigatOr Mary I\1otan conducted an unannounced 

on-site ~t to Bellevue Rose Adult Family Home. to investigate Ms. Gradinaru's alleged 

financial exploitation of Elaine for taking her morphine. Ex. D-8~ p. 1. During the 

~spection, Ms. Moran interviewed the nurse who provided hospice care services to Elaine. 

Id. at p. 3. The n'UISe stated that Elaine ha<J not required any mo.xpmne ~ecently and that the 
- . 

adult ~y home providers were instructed-to contact the hospice team if Elaine did require 

morphine. ld. While in the presence of Ms. Moran, the nurse checked. Elaine's vial of 

morphine and observed that the seal on ~e vial had been broken. ld. During the inspection, 

Ms. Moran also interviewed Ms. <?r~inaru, who admitted she took Elaine"s mol}>hine on 

~ctober 9; 2010 and'ingested it. Id. at pp. 3-4. Ms. Gradinaru also stated.that her physical 
. . 

pain had continued, and she had been hospitalized again just two weeks prior to Ms. Moran's. . . 
interView for .. severe pain,!' ld. at p. 3. 

. . 
On May 2, 2011, ~er the conclusion of Ms. Moran's investigation. the Department 

issue·d a Notice of Preliminary Findings in which the Department found that Ms. Oradinaru _ 
. . . 

'bad :financially exploited Elaine by taking Elaine's motphine for her own use. ~x. D-7. 00 .B b I • 
. . 

May ·11. 2011, Ms. Gradinaru appealed the Department's ~ding of financial exploitatioQ, 
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1 · stating "I took one drop of moxpbine. It never happened before or after and the patient didn't 

2 suffer~ wasn't taking the morphine.'' Ex. D-9. On August 24, 2011, an administrative 

3 hearing was held. Durlng the hearing, Ms. Gradinaru refused to answer questions from the 

4 Department concerning the preliminary f.inding of financial exploitation by .invoking her 

5 Fifth Amendment right to refrain from sel£-incriminatiQn. 

6, n. CLOSING ARGUMENTS 

7 A. 

8 

Preponderance Of The Evidence Is The Appropriate Stand~rd Of Proof To .Apply 
· In ReViewing A Finding Of .Financial Exploitation 

9 

10 

11 

'12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

The proper stan~ard to apply on review of a preliminary RCPP finding in an adult 

family home is specifically addressed in Department rule~ which states: 

If an ad~strative law judge w.ithin the office of administrative heaiings 
deteonines that a preponderance of the evidence supports the preliminazy 
finding that the. in.divjdual abandoned, abused> neglected, exploited, or 
financially exploited a resident, then the adminisn'ative law judge will issue an 
initial order. . 

WAC '388-76-11020(3). The scope of legal authorities an Administrative Law Judge (AU) 

may consider ·in an administrative hearing "is limited When Department rules apply to an issue 

on administrative appeal,· an A1J is required to apply those rules exclusively. WAC 388-02-

0220. 

18 B. Resident Client Protection Program Findings 

19 . Individuals who reside in adult family homes are often completely dependent upon the 

20 adult. family home. The extreme vulnerabilitY of ad.ulr family home residents has led to the 
. . 

21 development of requirements that are designed to protect and promote the physic~, mental, 

22 emotional, and financial well-being of residents. A trust relationship exists between caregivers 

23 and providers of adult family ~omes and their vu1nerable adult residents. Vulnerable adults are 

24 particUlarly susceptt~le to financial ex_ploitation. RCW 74.34.020(6) createS a specific finding · 

25 for .financial exploitation because the resources, property, and iucolile of vulnerable ad~rs @100 b 2 ' 
26 be sufficiently protected from improper use or influence arising from this trust relationship. 

DEP A.li'I'MENT'S · 
~LOSING BRIEF 
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1 A fmding of fmancial exploitation prohibits an in~ividual from being employed in a 

2 capacity that would. allow him or her to have unsupervised access to vulnerable adults. RCW 
,_ 

3 7439A,050(8). Authority for fin~gs of financial exploitation against Ms. Gradinaru is 

4 Chapte~ 74.34 RCW, the statute that deals with the protection of vulneJ;able adults.3 The 

5 investigatio1;1s of the adult family home and the individual are distin~ and the focus ~ 

6 different. 

7 Any individual with access to a l9ng-term care facility is eligible for a finding of 

8 abuse, n:eglect, ex.ploitatio~ or financial exploitati"on, regardless of whether the individual. is 

9 a licensed provider. WAC 388-76-11000: Specifically, a provider, an erilployee ofthe·adult 

1 0 family home. an entity representative, anyone affiliated with a provider, and a caregiver,-are 

11 all subject to such findings. Id. The Department made a finding of. financial exploitation 

12 ag~Estera Gra~aru, the provider of Bellevue Rose Adult Family Home. 

13 c. Estera Gradinaru's Actions Constitute Financial Exploitation 

14 RCW 74.34.020(6) defines financial exploitation as "the illegal or impx-oper use of 

15 the prope1ty, income, resources, or trust funds of the vulnerable ·adult by any person for any 

16 person-'s·profit or advantage oth~ than for the vulnerable adult's profit or advantage."· The 

17 Department contends that Ms. Gradinaru financially exploited Elaine, a vulnerable adult, by 

i8 using Elaine's property- her moiphine- for Ms. Gra~'s own advantage.· 

19 Ms. Gradinaru was the provide1·, and a caregiver, o~ the Bellevue ROse Adult Family 

20 Home .. Ms. Gradinaru wss actively involved in Elaine's care. Ex. D-10; E.,;. D-11; Ex. D-

21 12. Ms. Gradinaru had·updated and signed· off on Elaine's Assessment and Care Plan as· 

22 recently as July 9, 2010, and also Elaine's Negotiated Care Plan as recently as September 26, 

23 2010. Ex. D~lO; Ex. D-11. Both plans include~ notes that Elaine was to receive medieation 

24 from hospice services. ld. Further,: during early Octo?er Z010, in the days leading up to 

25-

26 

000 b3 1 

3 Authority for an adult family home licensing action is Chapter 70.128 RCW~ the adult family home 
licensing statute. -
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1 Ms. Gradinaru' s use of Elaine's morphine, Ms. Gradinaru was almost exclusively the only 

2 caregiver administering any medication to Elaine. Ex. D-12. AS such, Ms. Gradinaru was in 
' . 

3 a position to know that Elaine's mo~hlne would not likely be missed immediately, and also 

4 to be ab~e to easily access the morphin~ without immediate detection. 
' ' 

5 Ms. Gradinaru admitted to hospital staff: and to both Ms. Ander and Ms. Moran 
' . . 

6 during their respec~ve .investigations, that she took Elaine's vial of morphine and ingested a 

7 portion of it Ex. D-5, p. 1; Ex. D-8, p. 3; Ex. D-9; Ex. D~l3,,p. 2. Ms. Gr~clinaru attempted 

8 to minimize the seri9usness of her ~tions by stating in her Request for Hearing that she took 

9 ••one 'drop of1norphine/' that it "never happened before or after," and that Elaine· ''didn't 

10 suffer." Ex. D-9. 

11 During the hearing, Ms. Gradinaru refused to answer questions by invoking her Fifth 

12 Amendment right to refrain from self-incrimination. In a civil proceeding, as here, the AU 

13 may cit:aw. negative inferences when a witness refuses to answer on the gro~ds that her 

14 answer may tend to incriminate .her. Ikeda v. Curtis, 43 Wn.2d 449,458,261 P.2d 68 (1953); 

15 Stare Fatm Fire and Cas. Co. ·v. Huynh, 92 Wn. App: 454, 462, 963 P.2d.854 (1998). . . 

16 Ms. Oradinaru neither testifi~ nor called any wimesses despite :requesting the appeal on May 

17 11, 2011. Ex. D-9. The ALJ may infer, from Ms. Gradinaru's refusal to testify~ that she 

18 acquiesces to :the factual allegations made agaijlst her. Further, the ALJ may .infer that 

19 Ms. Gradinaru acknowledges that her actions may have been illegal. 

20 Ms. Gradinarn contendS, thro~gh counsel, that w~e she did takeEl~e·~ mor:pbine 

. 21 and ingest it, her actions do not amount to "financial exploitation, as there is no "profit or 

·22 advantage" toMs; Gtadinaru.- While there is no defuution for "advantage'' in chapter 743'4 

23 · RGW, one standard English-definition for the word is cc[a.] factoz: conducive to success." 

24 

25 

26 

Webster's ll New Coll, Dictionary (1995). Under this definitio~ Ms. Gradinaru's actions 
. . · no Ob_q: 

clearly demonstrate that by taking Elaine's morphine, Ms. Gra.dinaru gained a~ advanta.~e'i'n 
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1 that she acquired a medication for which she had no prescription and used it for her own 

2 purpose. 

3 Since Ms. Gradinaru refused to testify at the hearin& she did not clarify her precise · 

4 puxpose for ingesting the morphine. The Department is left to guess between multiple 

5 possible purposes, including suicide, an attempt to get attention, or to relieve physical pain. 

6 · The Department however~ need not determine ~e purpose behind taking and ingesting 

7 Elaine's morphine. Whatever. Ms. Gradinaru's purpose, taking and ingesting Elaine's 
. . . 

8 motpbine :furthered her purpose, or, .in o~~r words, was a "facto~ co~ducive to success, in 

9 achieving that goal. 
. 

10 To hold that willingly taking and ingesting a vulnerable adult's med.i~ation is not 

11 financial exploitation in all instances. would have an absurd legal result. For instance, the 

12 Department's Board of Appeals routinely upholds findings of financial exploitation in "drug 

13 diversion .. cases where a caregiver is taking and ingesting a vulnerable adult's m~dication to 

I4 feed the caregiver's 'own subst~ce abuse. I{ raking and ingesting a ·vulnerable adulfs 
' . 

15 medication for such a self-destructiv~ purp~se as substance abuse can lead to a finding of 

16 financial exploitation, then certainly _doing the sam~ thing for the· self-destructi17e P\liPOSe of 

' 17 . committing suicide must qualify as a financial exploitation. 

18 Moreover. Ms. Gradinaru made multiple references to Department investigators 

19 . regarding her physical pain as.well. If pain relief was Ms. Gradinaru•s purpose in taking and 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

ingesting Elaine's mo:tphine, then, cleiu:ly.- her actions amount to financial exploitation as the . . 
. ' 

actions advantag~d Ms. Gradinaru in giving her the means by which to relieve her physical 

J?ain. The Department could speculate indefinitely on the .i.n:qnite number of reasons 

Ms.· Gradinam chose to do what she did. Regat-dless of the reason, however~ none were for 

Ill 

25 Ill 

26 Ill 

00 Ob5l 
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Elaine's profit or advantage, and all, by defaul~ would be for Ms. Gradinaru's own 

advantage, whatever that purpose may be. _ 
+- . 

DA1ED this ) ?;- day ofSeptember,2011. 

Dl!:P ARTMENT'S 
CLOSING BRIEF 

ROBERT M. MCKENNA 
Attomey General 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I certify that I served a copy of this document on all parties or their counsel of record 

on the date below as follows: 

(.8] US Mail Postage Prepaid via Consolidated Mail Setvice 
Timothy Leary · . 
Law Office of Tim Leary, PLLC 
705 Second~venue, SUite 1111 
Seattle, WA 98101 

0 ABC/Legal Messenger· 

t81 Facsimile (206) 652-8290 

0 F~D-EX.09'emight Mail 

0 Srate Campus Delivery 

0 Hand delivered by _________________ _ 

I certify under penalty of perjury under the Jaws of the state .'of Washington that the 

foregoing is uue and correct. 
- I~ 

DATED this~ day of September, 2011, at Tumwater. WA 
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BEFORE THE WASHINGTON STATE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

·MAILED 

In Re: Docket N"o. 05-2011-l-1920 AUG 2 5 2011 

ESTERA GRADINARU SE"ATTLE-OAH 
SCHEDULING ORDER 

APPELLANT Resident Protection Program (CNA) 

The parties are planning to submit written closing arguments. 

IT IS ORDERED that the following filing deadlines are imposed: 

September 12, 2011: The Department of Social and ~ealth Services' (DSHS's) memorandum 

must be filed with the Office of Administrative Hearings (OAH) and served on the Appellant; 

September 19,2011: The Appellant's memorandum must be filed with OAH and served on 

DSHS; 

September 27, 2011: If DSHS plans to file a rebuttal, the rebuttal must be filed with OAH and 

served on. the Appellant. 

The record will close on September 27, 2011. 

SERVED on the date of mailing. 

A copy was sent to: 

Estera Gradinaru, Appellant ( 425) 417-3840 

Carolyn Pinkett 
Administrative law Judge 
Office of Administrative Hearings 

Angela Coats McCarthy, Department Representative (360) 586-6484 
Timothy Leary, Appellant Representative (206) 382-2401 
Robert McClintock, Program Admin 
Suzanne Plaja, Program Admin 

SCHEDULING ORDER 
-Operator: jfl< 

Office of Administrative Hearings 
One Union Square, Suite 1500 
600 University Street 
Seattle, WA 98101-3126 
(206) 389-3400 '1-800-.845-8830 
FAX (206) 587-5135 . 
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AYq 1 r tan 
OAHSEATTLE 

BEFORE TilE STATE OF WASHINGTON OFFICE OF AD:MINISTRATIVE HEARlNGS 
9 FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES . 

10 lnRe: 

11 

12 ESTERA GRADINARU. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

) 
) DocketNo. 05-2011-L-1920 
) 
) 
) 
) NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND 

Appellant ) REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
) 
) Residen~ Client Prot~ on Program 
) 

! ~w'0 ~ 
~ 

18 TO: THE HONORABLE CAROLYN PINKET, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE {ALJ); 
ROB MCKENNA, ~TTORNEY GENERAL FOR THE STATE OF W AsmNGTON; 

19 AND ANGELA COA~S-MCCARTHY,ASSISTANT ATrORNEY GENERAL. 

20 YOU AND EACH OF YOU WILL PLEASE. TAKE NOTICE that Tunothy Leary is 

21 appearing as counsel for the Appellant, Estera Gradfuaru. 

22 YOU ARE REQUEsTED to proVIde a copy of all of the p ea twere 

23 previously submitted to the AU. 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY- 1 

Law Office of Tim Leary "PLLC 
705 Second Ave, SUite 1111 
Seattle, WA98101 
206-382-2401 
206-658-2401 fax 
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1 YOU ARE HEREBY REQUESTED to preserve all physical evidence relating to the 

2 alleged incident that gave rise to this action. This includes, but is not limited to, investigator notes, 

3 photographs, e-mail communications, audio and/or video recordings, all evidence gathered in 

4 connection to this case until final disposition of this cause or until further order of the AU. 'Ibis 

5 request is made pursuant to State v. Boy<t·29 Wn. App. 584 (1981) imd U.S. v. Agrus., 427 U.S. 97 

6 (1976). 

7 

8 YOU ARE FURTHER REQUESTED, the State of Washington, Department of Health and 

9 Human Services, Residential Care SerVices, and the Washington State Attorney General's Office, to 

10 promptly provide discovery ofthe following materials, so that a timely decision niay be mf:Uie 

11 regarding the disposition of 'this case: 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 •. 

6. 

The names, addresses, telephone numbers and 'Other contact information of persons 
whom the Attorney General's Office to call as witnesses at the hearing or trial, 
together with im.y Written or. recorded statements and the substance of any oral 
statements of such witnesses. 

Any written or recorded statements and the substance of any oral statements made by 
the appellant, current or former residellt$ o;fBellevue Rose AFH, or current or former 
staff of Bellevue Rose AFH. 

Any reports or statements of experts made in connection with this case, including 
results ~f physical or mental examinations and scientific tests, experiments or 
comparisons.· . 

Copies of any reports, treatiseS, studies, or articles that the expert relied upon. in 
forming his/her opinions regarding this case. 

Any books, papers, documents, photographs or tangible objects which the Attorney 
General intends to use in the hearing or trial or which were obtained from or 
belonged to the appellant. 

Any search warrants, and accompanying affidavits, requested/executed as a part of 
the investigation of this case. ooonlt 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY- 2 

Law Office of Tim Leary PLLC 
705 Second Ave, Suite 1111 
Seattle, WA98l01 
206-382-2401 
206-658-~401 tax 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

'13 

7. 

8. 

Any information available to the State regarding electronic surveillance, including 
but not limited to, wiretapping of the appellant, the appellant's premises, or 
conversations to which the a~ellant was a party. 

All materials, affidavits and/or srimmaries presented to a special inquiry judge as a 
part of the inv.estigation of this case. · 

9. Any record of prior criminal convictions, known to the Attorney General, of the 
appellant and of persons whom the Attorney General intends to call as witnesses at 
the hearing or triaL · 

10. Any ER 404(b) evidence known to the Attorney General regardless of his/her 
intention to use such evidence at trial and any ER 404(a)(2) evidence known to the 
Attorney General. · · 

11. All inform.ation or material known to the Attorney General which tends to mitigate 
or negate appellane s culpability as to allegations alleged. 

12. All reports, statements, logs, documents, internal memoranda,' notes, and any other 
written materials prepared by the police or investigating agencies during the course 
of investigation of the appellant upon this·and any other related charges or potential 
charges. · 

13. · All medical records pertaining to the injuries allege~y sustained by the resident. 

14 YOU ARE FURTBERREQUESTED to produce all expert witnesses a~ trial. 

15 The above discovery requests are an ongoing request throughout the pendency of this 

. . 
16 cas~ It is requ,ested that the State promptly provide any additional discovery to the appellant 

17 once it becomes known to the Attoi-n,ey Gen~, Residential Care Services, DSHS, the 

18 investigator, the ~censor, police, prosecutor or other State actor. 

19 DA 1ED this 1 'J'h day of August, 2011. 

20 Respectfully submitted. 

21 

22 

23 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY- 3 

0 0 0 0 1 1: 
Law Offiee of Tim Leary PLLC 
705 Second Ave, Suite 11.11 
Seattle, WA98101 
206-382-2401 
206-658-2401 fax' 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Tim Leary certify that I caused the·above notice of appearance to be filed with the 

Office of Administrative Hearings and served' in the manner noted below a copy of the 

foregoing pleading on the following individuals: 

Angela Coats-McCarthy, WSBA # 35547 
Assistant Attorney General 
7141 Cleanwater Dr SW 
PO Box40124 
Olympia, WA 98504-0001 

angelac3@atg. wagov 

[] Via ECF, if opted in. and if not then: 
[ ] Via Messenger · 
[x] Via Email 
(] Via FACSIMILE 
.[x] Via First Class Mail 
[ ] In person - dropped o.ff at office . 

DATED: April 17th, 2011, at Seattle.t Washington. 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY- 4 

~=~ 
Tim eary, WSBA # 303 
Attorney for Appellant 

000012 1 

Law Office of Tim Leary PLLC 
705 Second Ave, Suite 1111 
Seattle, WA 98101 
206-382-2401 
206-658-2401 fax 
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RECEIVE 
AUG 17 20ft 

OAHSEATTL 

BEFORE THE STATE OF W ASHIN"GTON OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARIN"GS 
9 FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

10 In.Re: 

11 

12 ES1ERA GRADINARU, 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

) 
· ) DocketNo. 05-2011-L-1920 

) 
) 
) -

· ) MOTION TO CONTINUE DEADLINE 
) TO FILE PREHEARING 

Appellant. ) MEMORANDUM 
) 
) Resident Client Protection Program 
) 
) 
) 

L - ReliefRequested · 

19 The Appellant, Estera Gradinaru, and the Department jointly request that the deadline for the 

20 filing of the pre-hearing memorandum be exteD:ded ~Monday, August 22, 2011. 

n. Statement of Facts 

22 Previously, the Appellant was pro se. Tim Leary is filing ~ Notice Appearance and will be 

23 representing Ms. Gradinaru at the hearing. Counsel for Ms. Gradinaru spoke with co~l!Idl thcl 

MOTION TO CONTINUE DEADLINE 
TO FILE PREHEAR!NG MEMORANDUM- 1 

-Law Office of Tim Leary PLLC 
1111 Third Ave, Suite 2230 
Seattle, WA 98101 
206-382-2401 
206-652-8290 fax 
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. RECEIVED 
AUG 1 7 2011 

OAHSEATILE 
1 Department, Angela Coats-McCarthy for the first time this morning regarding this case. Ms. Coats 

2 McCarthy indicated that she had no objection to the extension ·and agreeq that it would be a joint 

4 m. .Argument 

5 The request of the parties is reasonable given the Appellant counsel's late entry into the case. 

6 It is the parties d~ to not continue the August 24, ·hearing date.. The requested continuance is not an 

7 attempt to delay the proceedings. The time is necessary to so that pre-hearing memorandum can 

8 clearly identify the issues for the hearing. The atlditional.time would be appreciated. 

9 IV. Conclusion 

10 For the aforemention~ reasons, the parties respectfully request an extension ofthe deadline to 

11 file the prehearing m~morandum to August 22, 2011 .. 

12 

13 DATED this 17!h day of August, 201 L 

14 
Respectfully submitted, 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

22 

23 

MOTION TO CONTINUE DEADLINE 
TO ·FILE PREHEARING MEMORANDUM- 2 

30355 

Law Office of Tim Leary PLLC 
1111 Third Ave, Suite 2230 
Seattle. WA98101 
206-382~2401 
206-652-8290 fax 
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I CE~TIFICATE OF SERVICE 

2 
I, Tim Leary certify' that I caused the above. motion to b~ filed with the Office of 

3 · Administrative Hearings and served· in the manner noted below a copy of the foregoing 

4" .pleading on the following individuals: 

5 

6· 

7 

8 

9 

10 

.u 

Angela Coats-McCarthy, WSBA # 35547 
Assistant Attorney General 
7141 Cleanwater Dr SW 
POBox40124 
Olympia, W A 98504-0001 

angelac3@atg.wa.gov 

[ ] Via ECF, if opted in. and if not then: 
[ ] Via Messenger 
fx] Via Email 
[] Via FACSIMILE 
[x] Via First Class Mail 
[] In person- dropped off at office 

12 DA1ED: August 17, 2011, at Seattle, Washington. 
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21· 

22 

. 23 

By: 

Attorney for Appe~an.t 

MOTION TO CONTINUE DEADLINE 
TO FILE PREHEARING MEMORANDUM- 3 

00001 
Law Office of Tim Leary PLLC 
1111 ThirdAve, Suite2230 
Seawe, WA 98101 
206-382-240 I 
206-652-8290 fax 
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SEATTLE OFFICE OF ADl\IIINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

NO. 05-2011-L-1920 

ESTERA GRADlNARU, [PROPOSED} . 
-· AGREED PROTECTIVE ORDER 

Appellant. 

The undersigned parties having agreed to the following Pr~tective Order, NOW, 

THEREFORE, 

· It is ORDERED that: 

I. Pursuant to RCW 74.04.060, RCW 70.1-28.050, RCW 74.34.095, 
17 . ' 

RCW 34.05.446 and WAC 3S8-76-1I 040, and other applicable laws, all information 'and 
-18 

records of the Department of Social and Health Services (Department) or Bellevue Rose Adult 
-19 . ' - . .. . .. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

family Home relating to current or former cli_ents of the Department or residents of Bellevue 
. . 

. Rose Aault ·Family Home shall be kept confidential and sl¥ill be disclosed only as necessary 

for purposes directly related to this administrative proceeding. 

2. Pursuant to this Protective Order •. and unless otherwise prohibited by law, any 

documents produced refating to this a9n:rinistrative proceeding may be produced to a party 

25 
without redacting the IJan?.es or other. confidential info~atio? relating to Department cfftffi l g l 
~ult fai:nily home residents. · · 

26 .· 

AGREED PROTECFIVE ORDER . ' 
ATIORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON 

7141 Cleanwatcr Dr. SW 
POBox40124 

Olympia, WA 98504-0124 
(360) 586-6565 



I 3. If any party or counsel of record submits any document covered by this 

2 Protective Order for admission into evidence at the hearing, such submission shall be made in 

· 3 .redacted form. by deleting the names and other persc:mally identifying information about the 

4 Department clients or adult family home residents. Personally identifying information about a 

5 Department client or adult family home resident shall not otherwise be disclosed on the record 
. . 

6 without the client's or resident's consent. However, the inadvertent disclosure of a client's or 

7 resident's identity on the record by a party, attorney, witness, or officer of the court shall not 

8 operate as a Waiver of. this Protective Order. · 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1;3 

14 

15 

4. This Protective Order shall be binding on the parties and their counsel of Iecord 

and may only be amended by written agreement of the parties or by order of the court. 

DATED this ){) day of J::,/,(201_, at ~WA . 

Presented by: 

ROBERT M. MCKENNA 
16 _Attomey·Gencial 

ADM 

17~~~ 
18 , ~coTSM¢ ARTHY)WSB35547 · 

Assistant Attomey General 
19 Attorneys for Respondent 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24' 

25 

26 

Approved for Entry: 

G INARU 
ProSe 

.. 
AGREED PROTECTIVE ORDER 2 

00 011: 

AITORNEY GENERAL OF WAS11JNGTON 
7141 CleanwaterDr. SW 

POBox40124 
Olympia, WA 98504-0124 

(360)5~565 



BEFORE THE STATE OF WASHINGTON OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

In Re: DOCKET NO. 05-2011-L-1920 

ESTERA GRADINARU 
APPELLANT- NOTICE OF HEARING 

--~--------------------------~ 
(Resident Protection Program (CNA)) 

Your. hearing will be held on: August 24, 2011 
At: 9:00 AM Pacific Time 

or as soon t!"lereafter as an Administrative Law Judge is available. 

LOCATION: Office of Administrative Hearings (Hearing Room 3) 
One Union Square 
600 University St, Suite 1500 
Seattle, WA 98101 
(206) 464-7095 FAX (206) 587 "'5135 

' ' 

NOTE: ALL PARTIES MUST CHECK IN WITH RECEPTIONIST BEFORE· PROCEEDING 
TO HEARING ROOM. 

Fireanns and other dangerous weapons are prohibited at hea.rings and in all Office of 
Administrative Hearings offices. WAC 10-20-01 o 

· This hearing is held pursuant to Chapter 7 4.34 RCW and Chapter 388-7~ WAC on the issues 
raised in the appeal filed on .05/16/2011. v 

The hearing will be held in person. You should be at the hearing location -1 0 minutes early. You · 
may bring an attorney or other person to help you. You may present evidence and witnesses. 
If you do not apJ?ear, you will lose your appeal and may not be able to appeal this problem again. • 

Direct. all communications to the Hearings Offtce at the address listed below. If your address 
listed above is incorr-ect or you move while the hearing is pending, you must notify that Hearings 
Office. . 

If you wish to postpone the hearing and show good reason, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ} 
may order the hearing continued. The ALJ will want to know if the department agrees with or 
opposes your request. To learn this, contact the department representativ·e at the address or 
phone number fisted below. 

NOTICE OF HEARING- Page 1· 

Operator: 
JFK 
F:'\docshare\SPECIALS-SHS\DSHS\Res Prot Prog CNA\05111920-CLP.NOH.WPD . ' 

. OffJCe of Administrative Hearings 
One Union Square, Suite 1500 
600 University Street 
Seattle, WA 98101-3126 
(206) 389-3400 1-800-845-8830 
FAX (206) 587-5135 

000018' 



If a limited English speaking or hearing impaired party or witness needs a translator, one will be 
appointed at no cost If you need a translator, fill out the enclosed form and mail it to the Hearings 
Office address listed at the bottom of this page. · 

SERVED on th~-dat~ of ~ailing. 

NOTE: WAC 1 0-08-130(3) provides: 

Carolyn L. Pinkett 
Administrative Law Judge 
Office of Administrative Hearings 

(3} · .Following the prehearing conference, the presiding officer shall 
issue an order reciting the action taken at the conference, the 
amendments allowed to the pleadings, and th~ agreements made by 
the parties concerning all of the matters considered. If no objection to 
such notice is filed within ten days after the date such notice IS mailed, 
it shall control the subsequent course of the proceeding unless modified 
for good cause by subsequent order. 

A. copy was sent fo: 

Estera Gradinaru,.Appellant (425) 417-3840 · 
Angela Coats McCarthy, Department Rep (360) 586-6565 
Robert MCClintock, Program Admin 
Suzanne Plaja, Program Admin 

OOOQlq-
NOTICE OF HEARING- Page 2· Office of Administrative Hearings 

One Union Square, Suite .1500 
600 University Street 

Operator: 
JFK-
F:ldocshare\SPECIALS-SHS\DSHS\Res Prot Prog CNA\05111920-CLP.NOH.WPD 

SeatUe, WA 98.101-3126 
(206} 389·3400 1-800-845-8830 
FAX (206} 587-5135 
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BEFORE'THE STATE OF WASHINGTON OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

In Re: 

ESTERA GRADINARU . 
APPELLANT 

DOCKET NO. 05-2011:-L-1920 

ORDER ON ?REHEARING CONFERENCE 
Resident Protection Program (CNA) 

Administrative Law Judge (Al-J) Carolyn Pinkett held a telephone prehearing 
. - . 

conference in Seattle, Washington, on July 7, 2011. The Appellant, Estera Gradinaru, appeared 

and represented herself. The Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS), was 

represented by Angela .Coats-McCarthy, Assistant Attorney General. 

Discover)r has oot yet been exchanged. DSHS anticipates that the pr:ocess can be 

completed rather quickly, once anJ.\greed Protective Order has been issued. This case involves 

some of the same f~cts that are alleged in an adul~ family home revocatio~ hearing that is 

scheduled for August 24, & 25, 2011. ·. 

IT IS ORDERED. as follows: 

July 22, 2011: DSHS shall_ file with OAH proof of service of the Preliminary Finding letter, dated 

May 2, 2011: 

I! IS FURTHER ORDERED that the following-filing deadlines are imposed: 

_ 1. August 1 0~ 2911: The parties shall file with the OAH and exchange proposed 
·exhibits and an exhibit list This means thatthe exhibits must be received by OAH and the 
other party, by the dat~ noted. The exhibit list should assign a number to each separate 
document submitted by a party (whether one page or multiple pages). The exhibit list should 
also .provide a short description of each document DSHS.should label the _Department's exhibits 
as follows: Exhibit D1, D2, etc. The-Appellant should label her exhibits as follows: Exhibit AP1 , 
AP2, etc. . · · 

NOTE: Failure of either party to.complywith this order may result in the exclusion of the party's 
exhibits. WAC 10-08-140(2)(b). . 

- N"OTE: Proposect exhibits submitted pursuant to this Order shall be !'deemed authenticated" 
unless a written objection to the exhibit is filed with the OAH and served ·on the other party at 
least one (1) week before the hearing date. WAC 10-08-140(2). Q Q 0 Q 3 Q · 

Prehearing Conference Order - Page 1 
Operator: jfk MAILED 

. JUL 1 3 Z011 

SEATTLE-OAH 

Office of Administrative Hearings 
One Union Square. Suite 1500 • 
600 U(\iversity Street 
Seattle, WA 98101-3126 • 
(206) 389-3400 1-800-845-8830 
FAX (206) 587-5135 



2. August 10, 2011: The parties shall file with the OAH and exchange witness 
lists. This means thatthe witness list must be received by OAH and the other party, by the 
date noted. The witness list shall include a brief description of each witness's anticipated 
testimony along with a telephone number where t~e witness can be reached. 

NOTE: Faitu(e of gitb~(.R~ctY-to __ comply, .with tbis _o(der may result in the exclusion of testimony. 
The witness lists shall also indicate whether there are any accommodation or safety issues that 
need to be addressed by the undersigned before the day of hearing. 

3. August 17, 2011: If either partY plans to file a pre-hearing memorandum, 
the memorandum shall be filed with the OAH and served on the other party. 

Default. A party who fails to appear or participate in a hearing or other stage of an adjudicative 
proceeding may be held in default in accordance with RCW 34.05.440. 

SERVED on the date of mailing. 

NOTE: WAC 10-08-130(3) provides: 

ct~rvivi-
Carolyn Pinkett 
Administrative Law Judge 
Office of Administrative Hearings 

(3) Following the prehearing conference, the presiding officer shall 
issue an order reciting the action taken at the conference, the 
amendments aJiowed to the pleadings, and the agreements made by 
the parties cor.1ceming all of the matters considered. If no objection to 
such notice is filed within ten days after the date such notice is mailed, 
it shall control the subsequent course of the proceeding unless modified 

·for QOOd cause by sut:>sequent order. 

A copy was sent to: 

- Estera Gradinaru, Appellant (425) 417-3840 
Angela Coats McCarthy, Department Rep (360) 586-6565 
Robert McClintock, Program Admin 
Suzanne Plaja, Program Admi~ 

Prehearing ~ference Order- Page 2 
Operator: jfk 

Office of Administrative Hearings 
One Union Square, Suite 1500 
600 University Street 
Seattle, WA 98101-3126 

Q 0 0 0 I\_! 

(206) 389-3400 1-800-845-8830 
FAX (206) 587-5135 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I certify that .I sent a copy of this document to all parties or their counsel of record on the 

date below as follows for ~ignature and return for filing: 

rzl US Mail Postage Prepaid 
Estera Gradinaru 
212 153ro Place SE 
Bellevue, WA 98007 

D ABC/Legal Messenger 

0 Federal Express 

0 VW facsimile 

0 Hand delivered by _________________ _ 

_I certify under ,penalty of peljury under the laws of the state of Washington that. the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

DATED this ~of July, 2011, at Tumwater, WA. 

AGREED PROTECTIVE ORDER ATIORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON 
714\ Cleanwater Dr. sw 

POBox40124 
Olympia. WA 98504-0124 

(360) 586-6565 



BEFORE THE STATE OF WASHINGTON OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

In Re: 

ESTERA GRAE>INARU 
APPELLANT 

DOCKET NO. 05-2011-L-1920 

.NOTICE OF PREHEARING CONFERENCE 

·(Resident Protection Program (CNA)) 

Prehearing C-onference: Pursuant to Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 34.05.431 and 
Washington Administrative Code f.'NAC) 388-02-0195, a telephone prehearing conference will be 
held on.: July 7, 2011 at: 8:30AM, or as soon after that time as an Administrative Law Judge is 
available. 

(J) 
m 

Administrative Law Judge Carolyn Pi':'kett has been assigned to this case. 

The prehearing conference will consider: ~ 
:z ~ ~ 

-1 f'V 
)> 

a. Simplification of issues; -
b. The necessity or desirability of amendments to the pleadings; 
c. The possibility of obtaining stipulations, admissions of fact and 

admissions of the genuineness of documents which will avoid 
unnecessary proof; . 

hi -..:1 hi N 
<:::> 

d. Limitations on the number and consolidation of the examination 
of witnesses; 

e. Procedural matters; 
f. Distribution of written testimony and exhibits to the parties prior 

to the hearing; 
g. The time and date of the hearing; and . 
h. S4ch other matters as may aid in the disposition or settlement of 

the proceeding. 

I 

0 ~ -» :c 

You must provide the Office of Adminis.tratlve Hearings with a phone number where you can 
be reached. The parties should discuss the case prior to the conference. If your telephone will 
not accept blocked calls, you must unblock the telephone for the prehearing. confe~nce. 

Hearing: A date and location for your he~ringwill be set at the prehearing conference. · · 

Representation: You may be represented by. an attorney, paralegal, friend, relative or other person 
at the prehearing conference ·and an~ o~er stage of this hearing. 

NOTICE OF PREHEARING CONFERENCE 
PAGE1 
F:\docs{lare\SPECIALS-SHS\DSHS\Res Prot Prog CNA\05111920-clp.phc 
Operator.. VKL. 

Office of Administrative Hearings 
One Union Squaie. Suite 1500 
600 University Street 
Seattle, WA 98101-3126 
(206) 389-3400 1-BOO-S45-8830 
F~(206)587-5135 

0 



Applicable rules: This hearing is held pursuant to Chapter 34.05 of the Revised Code of 
Washington (RCW). Title 71A of RCW, Chapter 388-02 of.the Washington Administrative Code 
(WAC) and WAC Chapter 388-101 WAC, on the issues raised in the appeal filed on 05/16/2011. 

Addresses: Direct all communi~tions to the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) at the address listed 
below. Copies of anything,,sent to tbeJ.\Wmustalso.besentto the other party. If you change your 
mailing address while the hearing is pending, you f!1Ust notify the Offtce of Administrative Hearings. 

' . 
Postponements: The ALJ may allow you to postpone the pr~hearing conference if you have a good 
reason for the postponement. The ALJ will want to know if the other party agrees or disagrees with 
your request. To learn this, contact the other party. The department's representative may be 
reached at the address or phone number listed below. 

Interpreters: If a limited English speaking or hearing impaired party or witness needs an 
interpreter, one will be appointe<;f at no cost. If you need an interpreter, fill out the enclosed form and 
mail it to the Office of Administrative Hearings at the address listed at the bottom of this page. 

Equal Access Policy: See "Your Hearing Rights" pamphlet 

Default: If you fail to appear or participate in the preh~aring conference, hearing, or any 
other scheduled stage of these proceedings, you may lose your 'right to a hearing as 
described in RCW 34.05.440. 

Record: ?rehearing conferences will be recorded. The hearing may be recorded by a court 
reporter: 

SERVED on the date of mailing. 

Carolyn Pinkett 
Administrative Law Judge 
Office of Administrative Hearings 

Attached: Legal Services List · · · 
1'Y our r-tearing Rights" Pamphlet 
Hearing Request 

A copy was sent to: 

Estera Gradinaru, Appellant- (425) 417-3840 · 
Angela Coats McCarthy, Department Rep - (360) 586-6565 
Robert McClintock, Program ~dmin . 
Suzanne .Piaja, Program Admrn · 

NOTICE OF PREHEARING CONFERENCE 
PAGE2 . 
F:\docshare\SPECIAL5-SHS\OSHS\Res Prot Prog CNA\05111920-dp.phc 
Operator. VKL 

----·--·-

Office of Administrative Hearings 
One Union Square, Suite 1500 
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InRe: 

·. 

SEATTLE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 
FOR THE DEP ARTM:ENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

N.O. 05-2011-L-1920 

ESTERA GRADINARU, 
NOTICE OF .APP~ARANCE 

Appellant., 

13 TO: OFFICE OF ADMINIST.RATIVE HEARINGS; 

14 TO: ESTERA GRADJNARU, Appellmit . 
15 . YOU. AND EACH OF YOU, will please take noti~ t1¥tt the Washington State 

r6 Department of ;>ocial and Health ServiceS (DSHS) hereby enters its appearance in the above-

17 entitled action by and thfough -its attom.eys, ROBERT M. MCKENNA, Attorney General. 

18 and ANGELA COATS M¢CART!fY~ Assistant AttomeyOerieral; and requests that funher 

19 papers and pleadings, except process. be served upOn said attorneys at 'lh;eir office address given . 

20 

21 

22. 

23. 

24 

25 

26 

below.·. 

DATED this 2S~ay ofMay, 2011. 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 

ROBERT M. MCK.E.NN'A 
Attom~y General 

0 

• 

~~m_.c• ~COATSMCCARTHY.~7 . 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorney for Department of Social and Health Servib!e~ Q .0 8 e 0 

0 1 ATTORNB'/ GENERAL OFWASlDNOTOl'l 
7141 Clelnwatcrllr.SW . 

PO Box 40124 ° 

'l'uiao.ftter, WA 98501-0124 
.(360) S86-652>s 

•i 
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no. JVID r. :l 

· ,PROOF OF SERVICE 

I certify that I served a copy of this document on allJ?arties or their counsel of record 

~n the date below as follows·: 

!g) US Mail Postage Prepaid via Consolidated Mail S~ice 

Estera Gradinaru 
212 153rd Place.SE 
BelleVl.\e, WA 98007 

D ABC/Legal Messenger 

. D Facsimile 

0 FED-EX Overnight Mail. 

0 State Camp~ Delivery 

0 Hand delivered by __________________ _ 

I certify under penalty of perjury un.der the laws of. the state of Washington that the 

foregoing is true and correct. . 

DATED tbis~y ofMay: 2011, at Tumwater, WA: . 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 2 

- ---- ---·. -

00 Oil· 

ATIORNBYGENBUI.Ol'WASHING'XON 
71.Jl Cleaowlfcr b& sw 

POBox40124 
TwnWIIICr. WA !18501-0I:U 

(UO) Sll&-6s6S 
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·RECEIVED . . 

~UG' 1 0 7011 

. OAH SEATTLE 

SEATTLE OFFIGE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS ~. 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES\. 

InRe: 

·ESTERA GRADINARU, 

NO. 05-2011-L-1920 

DEPARTN.IENT'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
WITNESS LIST 

Appella~.t. 

13 The Department of Social and Health Services (Departn:i.ent) may call the following 

14 individuals as witnesses during the hearing_in the above-referenced case. 

15 10. Claudia Jones, ARNP, Group Healtli, 216th ,Ave, Bldg~ CWB-F, Seattle, WA 
' . . "' - . 

16 .98112, (206) 510-6912. 

17 Ms. Jones may testify about her knowledge of the victim's condition and medical 

18 needs. ,. 

19 11. Nina Popova, Caregiver-Bellevue Rose AFH, 212 is3rd Place SE, Belle~e, 

20 WA .98007, (253) 426-8609. ~-

• . :..··· 

21 ~- Popova may testify about her knowledge of the victim's conditi~n and con4itio~ 
22 at the Facility. 

.23 

24 

25 

12. Kim Motais, Hospice Registered Nurse, Group H;ealth Hospice Care, 2100 

I 24th Ave NE, Sui~e 110, Bellevue, W A 98005, ( 425) 556-6300. 
on 03a· 

Ms. Motais ~ay testify. about her knowledge of the ne6essary. care and treat:ri:le~t or ... 

26 hospice patients. 

DEPARTMENTS WITNESS LIST ATIORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON 
7141-Cleanwater Dr. SW • 

POBox40124 
. Tlllll\V3Illr, WA 98501-0124 

(360) S8f6S6S 

----·---------



. . 
1 13. Bonita (Bonnie) Sykes, RN, 4635 Lake Waship.gt?n Blvd NE, Kirkland, WA 

2 . 98033~ (206) 713~2420. 

3 . Ms. Sykes may testify about her knowledge of the ne~essary care and.treatment of 

4 hospice patients. 

5 14. Mary Moran, Investigator, Department of Social and Health Services, Resident .· 
6 and Client Protection Program, WA 98504-5600 (360) 725-3214. 

7 Ms. Moran will testify as to her investigation of the complaint concerning-appellant. 

8 She will testify as to the results of that investigation, ~d her findings as to the allegations of 

9 abuse. She will further t~stify as to her conversations with appeti~4 caregivers and other 

10 staff in the agency; conversations with collateral contacts; her knowl~dge of~e care needs of 

11 the residents and opinion regarding the care they received; ?D.d as to the factua! and legal 

12 basis for the enforc~ment action taken by DSHS. 
. . 

13 15. Paula Sanz~ RN, BSN, Field Manager, Resident and Client Protection 

14 Program, 4500 10~ Ave SE, Lacey, WA 98504-5600, (360) 725-3218. _ 

15 Ms. Sanz may testifY ab~ut the Resident ~d Client Protection Program policy and 
. . 

16 . procedures, the investigation, the RCPP process, abuse and neglect standards, and the 

17 preliminary finding. 

18 16. Robert Ogolsky, Compliance Specialist, ADSA/RCS, 4500 lOth. Ave SE, 

19 Lacey, WA ·98504-5600, (360) 725-2384. 

20 Mr. ·ogolskj may testify about the Resident and Client Protection Pro~ policy_ and 

21· procedures, the investigatiori, the RCPP process, abuse and neglect standards, and ~e 

· 22 · preliminary finding. · 

23 17. Estera, Gradil;Iaru, Appellant 

24 Ms. Gradinaru may testify about her i:rain:ing, experience: ba?kground and actions 

25 subject to this investigation. oooomq 
26 .The Department reserves the right to call the Appellant's 1-Vitnesses. 

DEPARTMENT?S WITNESS LIST 2 ATIORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON 
7141 Cleanwater Dr. SW 

PO'Box40l24 
TIIIIlwater, WA 98501-0124 

(360) 586-9565 
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DATEDthis ~dayofAu~201I. 

ROBERT M. MCKENNA 
Attorney General 

Q f& ~ JrLc {fld-h .> . 

~LA COATS MCCARTHY:WgBA #35547 
NATALIE K.A. COOPER, WSBA #43168 . 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Department of 
Social and Health Services 

, . 

DEPARTMENT'S WITNESS LIST 3 

ooooqg. 

_ ATIORlmY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON 
. 7I41~Dr.SW 

PO Bolt 40124 . 
Tumwater, WA 98501-()124 

0,60) 586-6565 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I certify that I served a copy of this document on all parties or their counsel of record 

on the date below as follows: 

0 US Mail Postage Prepaid 

0 ABC/Legal Messenger 
. . 

t8J Federal Express Overnight Delivery 

· Estera Gradinaru, Pro Se 
· 212 153rd Place S.E. 
·Bellevue, WA 98007 

0 VIA facsimile 

0 Hand delivered by _____ ~--------------

I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Wasllington thAt tQ.e,_, 

foregoing is true and correct. 

DATED this CfiJ:: day of August, 2011, at Tumwater, WA. 

· DEP AR.i:MENT'S WITNESS LIST 4 ATIORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON 
7141 Cleanwall:rDr. frN 

POBox40124 · 
Tumwater. WA 98501..0124 

{360} 586-6565 

-----·---
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SEATTLE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

InRe: 
10 

NO. 05-2011-L-1920 

DEPARTMENT'S 
SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT LIST 11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

ESTERA GRADINARU, 

A ellant. 

The Depart:n:J,ent of Social and ·Health S.ervices (Department) intends to submit the 

.following exhibits for admission into evidence at the hearing in the above matter. 

D7. Department's Notice of a Preliminary Finding of Neglect regarding Estera 
' . 

GradinarudatedMay2, 2011 (3 pages). 
17 

page~). 
'19 

D8. Investigator's R~port regarding Estera Gradinaru, dated March, 22, 2010 (6 

D9. Estera Gradinaru's Request for Hearing, Received by Office of Administrative 
20 

21 

22 

23 

24. 

25 

26 

Hearings (OAR) on May 16,2011 (I page). 

DlO. AFHNegotiated Care Plan, Elaine R., dated September 26,2010 (5 pages). 

Dll. Assessment and Care Plan for Elaine~; dated July 9, 2010 (I pageS). 

D12. Medication Record for Elaine R, dated October 31-,2010 (I p~ge) 

· DEPARTMENT'S J:PCffiBIT LIST ATIO~G~OFW~~crroN 
7t4t aeariwan:rDr. sw 

PO Box. 40124 
Tl11tlwater, WA 98504-0124 

(360) 586-6565 
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The Department reserves . the right to submit additional exhibits in response to the 

Appellant's exhibits. This list incorporates by reference all exhibits submitted by the . . 

Department. ~ 

DATED this!]{!:_ day of August, 2011. 

DEPARTMENT'S EXHIBIT LIST 

ROBERT M M;CKENNA 
Attorney GeneraL 

2 ATIOR.l'IEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON 
7141 Cleanwa~erDr. SW 

POBox40124 
Tumwater. WA 98504-0124 

(360) 586-6565 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 
' . -' 

I certify that I served a copy of this document on all parties or their counsel of record 

on the date below as follows: 

0 US Mail Postage Prepaid via Consolidated Mail Service 

D ABC/Legal Messenger 

0Facsimile 

~ Fed Ex Overnight Mail 

Estera Gradinaru 
212 153rd Place S.E. 
Bellevue, W A 98007 

· 0 State Campus Delivery 

0 To be Hand delivered by: ________ ;.__ _______ _ 

12 I certify ~der penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Washington that the. 

13 foregoing is true and correct. 

14 DATEDthis ~ day of August, 201l,atTumwater, WA. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

DEP ARTMENrS EXHIBIT LIST 3 A'ITORNEY GENERAL OF WASHINGTON 
7141 Cleanwaler or. sw 

POBox40124 
Tumwater, WA 98504-0124 

(360) 586-6565 
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. ;m-.;:ssroN PATE: 1011212010 
DISCHARGE: DATE: 10/18/201·0 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: V00040700387 
PHYSICIAN: Patrick L Mathiasen, MD 

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
This· is a 3S-year~old Caucasian female initial1y adrr.i~ted ~o 
O·Jerlake. Hospital Ihpatient Medical Unit, ... •·:S·tatus post su-icide 
attempt by overdose' on some of l)er adult'.~f'arni"l:y home pa tic:nt r s 
morphine- i?lease see my admission no.t.e"~fo~ fu11 details. ::-!.; 

,pa7:ienL Wd.S' ntt?d.i:cally cle~.red, .and t.h~i·1 .c-eferr·~d to cur- . 
in pat fent psychiatry unit. On adl:n.is~i·on, th.e pa tie;,t compl'a.:.::ed. 
of increasing anxiety, depressiqlil.f· afi·i::it~ e·n·Ciorseei:.,posi ti ve _· · · 
neurovegetative symptoms. Sh~~~ri.dorse.S suic~da~· i~eati<;:>n. s=-== 
was able to contract for· no h'arrtt. here on· the un~ t. '.I W.J..ll 
briefly su~arize ~his patient~ s ··:admi:i'sion diagnoses·, ~~~= 
evaluation, apd hospital_ course. .- .. 

• ·j·· . ' ... 
J:r:t .• .. ~-.... _ 0 .... !.~ 

ADM!SS.ION DIAGNOSES: ·. · .·. ··~::t • . 
• : ~- If, •• :;,•. .. 

The pat_lent was adm~tt.ed ·w3:-.th th~. fo~low~ng ?:l!agnoses: 
1. Major depressiye episod~, r~¢.urre~t, s~vere-without 

., 
""-. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

'7. 

8. 

osvchosis. · · .;. · ···"' .. · . 
~i~tory of pancreati t.is-possibly -fdi.os~mcra:tic v-:.::sus 
secondary(~o selec~ive sei~tonin r~uptake inhibitor. " ~· . . - . 
History of cholecystectomy,~).? .~ears ago. 
c~r:orfic low-gra~·:··r'i'~bt;-':'~PP~5ftrua.dra~t pain. 
H~story of gastroesophagea~: refl:.1x .d.tsease. 
st~tus post c~~ar~an section·x2. 
Poss:;i,.ble psori"a,sis .'"=:. •. r-,. • • 

Sta cJ-~post morppine :.D;te'cU:·cation overd9se-the patient 
medicai1:y~ c1eare8. ".· 

..... ·-:.' 
:l ~· 

LABORATORY DATA: 
Abdominal ultrasounp· showed absent gallbladder. No evidence of 
biliary dil~taiio~~. MRCP negative. No evidence of pan6r~atic 
duct obstruction or biliary·duct obstruction. On 10/13/2010, 

·serum preg·nancy test negative. TSH normal 1.14 0 ( 0 •. 4 95-4. 680) . 
CMP showed elevated AS_T ·a.nd ALT. Lipas~ within normal limits. 
iJP.. negative. 

BO~PITAL COURSE: 
·. GRA.DINARU , ESTER.Z\ 

vC034136S 
~ ~~SCrtARG2 SOMMA~Y 

Ov~RL.~~E ~OSPITF~ MEDICAL C~~T~R 
)- ?age 1 of 4 

-··---"'.-

.. 
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The patien~ was admitced to Overlake Hospital 1npat1ent 
?sychiatry Unit. She was entered into group and milieu the~apy. 
The patient was discussed'at ~ength with tr~atment team, 
including nursing.su~ervisor, Barb Berkau, RN, and medical 
d~=ector, Dr. Kala~ Ko~nlg.· We discussed the patient's . 
diversion of morphine and social worker ca~efully explored the 
~ndicaiions for replacing this patient to professional nursing 
board, as well as adult prote'ctive .services. Barb Berkau, RN 
pursued this with risk-management here aS:~verlake ·Hospital. It 
was felt eventually that there was no indication fo~ reporting 
thls pati~nt· co either nursing .board oi: adult pt:_ot~ctiv.:: 

se::-vices as the· diversion had· been exp~pred' .. ~nd reportec;! to GSHS 
who made a visit to the Adult Fami;Ly.__ Home and·· the patient on · 
10/13/2010. The patient report~q/~thi.'-"s. w~'s her .-~;:cond overdose 
in her life. The patient agree1fto referral to divorce lifeline 

-~~ 

as one of the major issues with \loss of her marriage.·'-
. "···~ "':.-~>. .:·~·=.#,. 

In terms o·f psychiatric .._treatment, -~;~#,$equent to acfuiissionr the 
· patient was pleasant a~QRpperativf7 .:'~';-.She was somewhat subdued 

e:-ad her affect was blunteq:· ·:...She had been chang€:d from the SSRI 
Zolozt to Wellbutrin to aVoid. fh~ possibil~.ty ·that the SS?I was 
caus:.n.;/exacerbatin"g pancreatitis .. ~:·· I dis.:;ussed this with tha · 
pat~en-::: at lengtli~· ~which she··~,ag~~·d''tq · th.(~ change. 

"<y : !i->'"7"' ~:· • 
• ;~ '1.~ ~..: ,--.... -. 

We offered ttie :·~tient ~1;-he opti'-~n of our partial day hospital 
orogramr but bec~t,1se of. .. fin~u"lciai.. reasons she declined this 
~pt:ion ·. she. did agr.ee:.:t··o· ou.tpati'-~'f psychiatric followup .· 

~ "( .J<.. ·=-: :~ ..... . ' ·:;. 

1 event~~lly incr~sed· -the patient's Wellbutrin XR to 30_0 mg 
p.o. dail-y and inif:iated;.:t;reat.tnent with Seroquel 25 ritg p.o. 
b.i.d.r tatgeting t~~ patiiht's anxiety and depression. The 
patient was 'seen on the weekend of 10/16/2010· and 10/17/2010 by 
Dr. Kelan Koenl.g. On ·.l"0/16/20iO, 'the patient reports st)e .was 
s~ill quite weli~ ~iS~ ner ex-husband, but acknowledged this was 
difficult for her···.emo.tional. health. Her divorce had been 
finalized. Dr. K~~n±g. noted ·th~ patient wa·s stabilizing. On 
:~/1!/2010, the P.atient reported a.health. program had been quite 
helpful. Sf.e felt ready for disch~rg~, but agreed to remain in 
the hospit-::1 until Monday,· 10/18/2010. 

I did also .prescribe low-dose scheduled Tylenol 650 mg p.o. 
t.i.d. targeting her right upper quad~ant p~{n, which had been 
e•.;al:J.ated by the ho7pitalist prior to have ad!Ilission here. With 

GRADINARU , ESTERA 
000341385 
DISCHARGE-SUMMARY 

· 0'-':ERLP..KE HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER 
Page 2 of IJ 
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this, 'the patient reported the pain was manageable. She tells 
me she is ready for discharge today~ She denies any suicidal • 
ideation or intent. 

DISCHARGE DIAGNOSES: 
.~XIS .r: .Major dep::~ssi ve episode, recurrent, severe-wi '1?-.!"'!ou-;: 
psychosis. 
~~IS !I: Deferred . 
..!\.XIS I 1 I: . ~;-'-

1.. History ·O~ p?ncreatitis-idiopathic "'({e"rsus seco;:,dary t:o 

selective s~rotonin reuptake iQhibitor. 
2. History of cholecystectomy severa~ year~ ago. 
3. Chronic lower:...gr.ade· right upp~':.qua:drapt:? pain. 

• • ~ ... ~):>* •• .. ., 

4·. History_ of gastroes9phageal,-.. reflu.~ disease .. , 
5. Role out psorias"is. , · ;. · ··-
6. S'!:at.us post cesarean sectit;:>n ·.x 2. . 
7. Status ·post morphine overdoie~pat~~nt medically cleared. 
~~Is_rv: s~vere .. The Ba~ient ~as~1~tt~9 support system. She 
~s d~vorced. She has ,_2;:.??0~[19 gJ.rl:S· :-~~ · . 
AXIS V. = Admit glcbal-"ass'essment of function·ing 'equal to 2 5. 
Discharge global assessment of· functioning equal to 62. 

Pi.Al\!: •.. 
Discharge ~-from Over lake H6spi tal.· inpatient psychiat·ry _~.:r:i t:. 1. 

2 .. 

3. 

4 • 

5. 

. ~~- . . ~ . 
The patient. has oq1;patJ.ent',psychotherapy followup WJ.1:h 
Rideou, MA on 10/i-9/2010 at···-lQ. a.m. · 

• ~. ..l .~-... • ·..;. ... • : • 

The _pati?nt has. ~·-<3at::pati~nt pf''-mary care followup wi·th Dr:: 
:B~r.-ti'mm tod.ax_-: lOl'lB/201.0 -~t.j:·3o p.m. 

-~'!''fie patient "w.as gzyen phone. contac-t numbe,r for Dr. Mic)1ael 
Lance for outpatient~.psychiatric f.ollowup. 
The patient was~ .giveq".!the phone number for divo::::ce lifeli;;e 
for help· _and assl,starice and managing her feelings r.:garding 
her divorce. · . ~ ~ ,.:' 

.... .-;:~: 

DISCHARGE MEDICATIONS: 
Include prescriptions for a 14-day supply of the following. 
medications: 
1: Wellbutrin XR 300 mg p.o. q.a.m. 
2. Seroque·l .2? mg p .. o. b.i.d. 
3: Metamucil ~ packet p.o. daily. 
4-.· Prilosec 20 rng p.o .. g.a_.m. 
5. DOS 250 mg p.o. ~aily. 

GR~DINARU ., SSTE~~ 

000341385 
DISCHARGE SDM~RY 

1-:!::>SP:!:TAL !V.EDICAL CENTER 
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6. · A.!ttbi~.n 10 mg p:o.- at be<it:~me p.r.n. insomnia. M'ay repeat 

I h'cPTe carefully urged the patient to ·follow up with her 
outpatient psychotherapy referral· and primary care _physician a:1d 
t'o pursue the ref.erral to Dr. ·Michael .Lance for outpa t i.ent 
psychiatric followup. · 

.~.t. this time; the patient deqies s·uicidal·.;:id.eation or intent: and 
is in good behavioral control. . .. ~{ .... \.:.: . 

. !n terms of additional l~boratory ~at~~.!= he. "f9..l.lowimJ ha·d. been 
obtained: On 10/15/2010-CBC with~~ormal limits. CMP notable 
for ALT 89 (9-52), AST 56 (14-3~;}\;; ·alkaline phosphatase and · 

· total bilirubin normal. TSH no~al 1. l4 0 (0. 4 65::::·4. 680) . Serum 
pregnancy test negative. -~~:.~.4-~.z.. '\ •. · . ··- .. -.~·· 

Of note, the patient had_ beery .aa:}tt~ql#e~~ to the ~~ical· 
service at Overlak'e Ho~_p;it.ql from 10/Q9/2010 to 10/11/.2010 t:.::der 
the. care of Dr. Carolyn' M~ffus-1:!.- Please·-l~ee her diagnoses, which 
included .pancreatitis as ontlihed 'above·. · 

. "-;z"-:-: • "'~~;:~:.'!~ -~, ? . 

. ./~ .. t~-~,:-~ :· -·-·· -.... ~.f~. ·~ ...... ~ • ·f:f. 
- l.: "'' 

·-
DICTATED BY: 

·Patrick L Mathiasen, MD .. 
.. . .:,. . :"J·:; ::' !' - -~·. • .·: . 

. .. ~· 
ML:S: ~:60.9 _'-": ... ::~,!. ':{~.· '·-:~,-~;. · ... 
C:.Mon··Q,ct 18 12:],_$:06'·:?010 EST T: Tue Oct 19 00:02:2.3 20~0 
EST DOCO~NT: 25457;2.96 '~·-~· .... 

·r:. 1: ..,: v. 

· ... ·~~-- ·~~... ..~~:---
·;·.... lr'\ 

cc: Constance ·;;r_._Brumml: MD Fax . . "';}- ~r~-: - -
--~d .... ?: ~· 

#425-454-8188, Micheel D Lance, MJ . ·. 

.. . . 

·oo.ooq~ 
,. 

GRADI;NARU 
ooo 34138 s· 

EST ERA 

. DISCHARGE-SUMMARY 
OVER!...A~:s HO.SPITAL MEDICAL CENTE:R 
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B~-GRAD~ (06/29/1972] [** ~700J {MRR: 799111] [425-746-2273] P:agQ 20 of .2.9 
10/28/20:!.0 09 :1:!. AM - ~lleYUe F3.11P-.L" .Medicine 

Dictation and Reports [Continued] 
corrQspondQncQ 10/2~/2010 

Note !l!GXt: 
Conversation with DSRS licensing department. They are investigating Estera•s recent use 

of. a dosQ of morphinQ. XalkQd a bit about EstQra and hQ~ dep~Qssion., ThQy may want to SQQ 
recor~. Will get a release to do this. 

Author: Constance J. Brumm, M.D. 

10/06/2009 

OBMC 

I'DENIIFICA'XION: 
This is a 37 year old woman admitted to the ·inpatient psychiatric unit on Friday, 
~0/02/2009, with suicidal ideation. She also had reported an overdose on 7 oxycodone tablets. 
1 week priot to admission. ~ 

ADMIT MEDl'CA~IONS: 
1. Wellbutrin 300 mg p.o. daily. 
2. sustained release Paxil 20 mg p:o. daily. 

ADMJ:l' LABS : . . . 
Complete blood count within normal limits. Urinalysis is unremarkable. Serum pregnancy test 
was negative. CompletQ metabolic profile'was unremarkable. 

A± thQ timA of this dictation, thare are othar studies which are pending including an 
abdominal ultrasound. Actually, the abdominal ultrasound done today on 10/06/2009, 
dQlllOnstratQs Qchogenic proJninQrit liver measuring 28.2 em, likQly SQcondary to mild fatty 
infiltration. No focal liver mass is evident. No biliary ductal dilatation was seen. This 
ultrasound was_done due to the patient's complaint of acute right uppQr quadrant abdominal 
pain and hospitalist consultation was. obtained.· !Z~i.ne..t.ox_ screen wa~ nagativa. Urinalysis is 
unremarkable. Lipase was within normal limits. Followup liVQr panel was unrQmarkable. 

XOSPil'AL COURsE: - . 
Deprgssian, suicida~ ideation. PlQAse refer to Dr. Karakus' psyChiatric history and'physical 
for more presenting information. Briefly, Est.ara is a 3 7 year old woman ~dmitted to the 
inpatient psychiatric unit with multiple psychosocial stressors, depression, and suicidal 
idaation. She did report overdo:~ing ·on --~Qd.en~ ~let:-:1-psor to-a~si>on. !he patient 
had seen her medical nurse practitioner on the day -of-aami'"ss·i-on who referrea her to the 
amergancy department. She was subsequQntly psychiatrically admitted. The patient actually 
had been tre·ated at Overlake in August, 2002~ s,he at that time had an argument with her 
husband, J:>Qcame depressed, and had imp;ulsivaly overdosed on 23 Motrin tahl~s. She rQ%1\ainad 
on the psychiatric unit for a brief perioii of tim.e. At that time, was on Paxil and 
Wel:l.hutrin. She actually raquastad discharge after just a day and a half in thQ hospital, 
Accordi~g to Dr. Xarakus, the patient described multiple stressors. She is divorcing from 
her husband. ~e is 'still living in their home whiCh is also a business. It i~.an adult 
~amilr home. Xhe patient describes multiplQ stressors with her husband stating hQ is 
verbally demeaning, his parents live in the home, they. ~requently argue. S~e also states 
that her husband has run up large dQbt and threatans to take their childrQn .i~ they proceed 
~th the divorce. Xe has also had affairs on-the patient. l'he patient•s Paxil was 
transitioned to Zolo.ft during her stay; With prompting, Este.ra did engagQ in treatment 
groups and did ~ind it quite he+pful. l'he patiant did rQpo~ ~kQd decrease in her levQls 
or depression, an~iety, and hopelessness prior to discharge. i assumad care for .the patient 
on l0/05/2009. I have encouxagQd ~r to remain·in the hospital until l0/07/2009, and also 
strongly encouraged her to consider the partial day ho$pitalization progr~. The patient is 
dQclining that stating that hQr father is against 1t, wthey just w~t your money.• I have 
Qxplained·the ~otential benefits of·p~ticipating in the day progr~, but tha patient. is 
declining and J.S raquesting discharge today on 10/015/2009. the patient had bQen .receiving 
'p.rc:lscriptions f.rom·Dr. Constance Brumm,- hQ% primary. car.e provider. She also bas an 
outpatient therapist is Genevieve who she had recently started to see again. Ihe pati~t is 
tolerating her mQdicati9ns. She was having some difficulty sleeping. oia not tolerate 
trazodone. I initiatQd Ambien which the ~atient states caused her to see double and heqf~ 
little girl's voice aftQr taking thQ med1cation. r.QQ patient prefers on not continuingU U Q 0 
hypnotic medications stating she needs to ~e able to awaken at home since she is ~aging ~ 
adult family home. We hav.e talked, howevel:', about the problems with c~onic sleep 
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Dictation and Reports [Continued] 
· Hos,pita~ D~sehargQ/~rans~ar Raport [ContinuadJ l0/06/2009 

daprivet~on including exacerbating dQpra~~ion. The patient i~ apprehan~iva about going homQ, 
.stating she is concerned her husband may not have "dona things right" at home, so is 
raquasting ~ischarga. Sha statas har appatite ramains somawhat low. !ha patiQnt doas hava 
gooq eye contact, is well engaged, var.bal, and calm and cooperative. She denies suicidal 
thinking. 

DSM'IV DISC~ DXAGNOSES: 
AXIS ,I: Ma-jor· .depre~sive disorder, recurrent, severa, without psychotic features. 
AXIS II: D.e.r erred. 
AXIS III: Status post cholacystectomy in May 2009, racant onset o.r abdominal cramping and 
pain in the upper quadrants, possible fatty infiltration. 
AXIS IV: ModQ:r:ate strQssors. 
AXIS V: Global a.s.sas.smQI\t of functioning is 50. 

DISCHARGE MEDICATIONS: 
l. well.butrin SR 150 mg 2 tablets p.o. q.a.m. 
2. OmaprazolQ 20 mg p.o. q.a.m. 
3, Sertreline 100 mg p.o. daily. 

Xlia patiQnt is ~rittQn a 14-day supply of har medications. 
-DISCHARGE INST.RUC!IONS: . 

1. The patient w~3 instructed on risks, benefits, and side effQcts of her medications. She 
undQZ'stands a1t<:U:.native treatmQ.nt.s area available. ShQ is competcmt to consQtlt to ~a 
medi~atio.n~. We ~3CU.ssed the rationale of continuing Zoloft for ~full trial of follow up 
outpatient psyChiatric car~. The patient does undQrstand thea rationale o.r traatment and 
relat&d i.ssuas. . · 
.2-. Estera describes a .numbar o.f psychosocial stressors including marked conflict with her 
estrangad husband. ShQ is requgsting discharga today stating shQ has an appointmQnt with har 
attorney. Thare is no evidence of current or past physical domestic violence per the 
patient's report. 
3. The patiQnt is physically stable. Dr. Boswell has consulted regarding the pati~t•s right 
upper quadrant pain. Dr. Boswell will see the patient today prior to discharge. Re does feel 
poa.si.bla causes are ~usculoskeletal discom£ort, gastroesophageal reflux di:ease, atypical 
pancre~titis, ~iliary colic. PatiQnt's ultras9und does demonstrat~ fat~y infiltration. Lab 
~~k is unrQmarka.ble. r.he patient will follow up with Dr. Brumm as ~ell and has bQQn started 
on omeprazole for an empil:ic ' . 
trial. The patient also has been prescribQd low potQllcy triamcinolonQ for the patitant's mild 
itchy rash. The patient reports a history o~p.soriasis. 

SAFETY ASSESSMENT: 
~.P~tient . .admitted to the inpatient psychiatric unit with sa.fety.risk factors. She had 
oVQrdosed on oxycodone impulsively.a waQk prior to presantationJ She describes dQpression 
and suicidal ideation; She ha~ a .number of psychosocial stressors including pending divorce 
and signi~icant· dabt. she likely does have pa~sive dependent pQl:sonality .reatures. She has 
bQQn ambivalQnt rQSarding adQquata treatm.Q.nt hua on tha inpatiQnt unit. Slle dec1i.na.s 
treatment in the day program. Treatment interventions .:rocused on changing· to a dir:ferent 
antidepressant to mo~Q aggress~vely decrQase deprassiva .symptoms. ShQ workad wi~h the 
treatment tewm on adaptive coping skills, safety,, and.othe: treatment goals. Rer medic~l 
complaints WQrQ addrassed. Sha has close medical and psychi~tric follow up cara. She is 
encouraged to. consider the day program. At dis~arge,· denies suicidal ideation or access to 
a ~irear.m. She has completed AQr treatment and safety plan which she agrees to follow. 
Report.s.rQduction in her levels of depression and anxiety and'denie.s 
suicidal ~nking~ She is sleeping adequately, is ca~ually groomed ahd dressed. 

Xelan R :Koenig, MD 

Copy(_s)• of thu note :~ent to: Rebecca M. Mc:.Kanna, ARNP 

Author: C~rm.en Nelson for: RQ.bQcca M. Mc:Xenna, ARNP 
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Dictation and Reports [Continued] 

~ctiant Ncma: GaADXNARU, ESTERA (06/28/1972) 
~~ovida~: Con~cnce J~ Brumm, M.D. 
Oct& of S&:rvica:.l0/18/10 
Xype of Service; Off~ce V~~it 

Note Type: Est Office Visit 
History Source; P~t~ent 

CBIEI!' cam~: 
Flu depress.ion. 

Hl:fiORY: 

Type: E~tabii~had ~atiant 
Opanad: 10/16/2010 15:49 

Bl': M.i.che:lle ol~on, MA 
Clo~e: 10/24/iolo 11:27 
By: Constance J, Brumm, M.D. 

She -a~ recently ~ ER with pancraatiti~ And depression. 
She hAd aiscont~nued her Wel~ut~~n last Ap~il. 

I'~!JQ 22 of 29 

Ber depression had ba~n qett~q worse so she recently resta~ed sert~alin~. She 
developed s~ ROO pa.i.n, which imp~oved with BM, and also. some epigastric pa~. The' pa.in 
il5 qone now. 
U1t~asound ~ ER showed no qallstones. 

"Lipase wo.s 900. 
I'l: was presumed t:ho.t the SS!U he~d 'somehow precipj.tated the pancrecrt:if:,is. 
Slw wa.IO" them t:ran,..ferred to· 'P""l'ch un.it. Startad .on WG!llbut~.in 150 mq BJ:D and SG!roqual 25 
mq BZO. she ~- feelinq a bit q~oqgy at t±mes. Her mood is a lot bette~. 
She ~as di~cho.~qed f~om ho~ital at noon today. 
She h~s appo.l.ntment with counselor, Genevieve Rideout, tomo~~ow, 

Ambien 10 mq 

She feels 
better with 

She was g~ven a p~esc~ip~~on from Overlcke for-DOSS, Metamuc~, Prilosec, 
HS, Wellbutrin Ia 150 mq BID, and Seroquel 25 nq BID which was not siqned. 
st~onqly the~ the SR form of W~lbutrin. does not ag~ee with her and t;~h~ does 
the "r~gular" fo~ that she has to take more often. 

Amb.i.e~ lO Dl9 tl!iblet 1 PO QSS prn sleep 
Se:ro~el 25 mq tablet l ~o BID 
Budeprion SR 150 ~ t:~:~.blet, extended release TAKE 1 TABLE:l' BY MOuia TWICE DAILY 
Qmeprcz~le 20 mq enter~c coated tablet l tab(s) PO once a day 

ALI£llGIES: 
~cxil -- Depression 

"a.max.ic.ill.i.n -.NAUSEA 
frnb.llp • 

v:tnr.s: 
1o-1B-2010 ~:2BWeight: ,?10 lbs.Pul.s.e: 84 BPMBP: J:3S I 79 (arm - sit:J 

EDM.: 
Alart ~d orientad. No apparent di~~e~s;. 
Affect i• good. Color is good. 
vss. 

~=-

Major dep~eseion, re~rent severe Reo:;urrent 296.33 

577 .o . 
V62.84 

300.00 

PANCREATITIS-ACUTE New_Prob~ Q 1 0 \ 
Suicidal Id.ation,_ 

ANXD!:TY 

'!rhi.s report 1.s coa.tU~Ued on t 
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Dictation and Reports [Continued] 

COM!mlft: 
W~ reW%~te RX'~ ~incQ thQ one ~h• h~~ ~~ not c~gnGd. 
We'~ try bupropion 100 tid inste~d of the 150 SR BID. 

MEDJ:CATl:ON MANAGEMENT: 
ST~: buPROPion 100 mq oral [tablet] l po TID (Disp# 100 tab(s) Refi~B - 0) 
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S~: Pri~o~ec 20 mq oral [delayed rgleace capsul•J l PO q AM (Dicpf 3~ c~p(~) RQ£ill~ 
- 0) 
REFILL; SQroqual 25 mq l ~0 BID(Disp f: 60 I RQfil2~: 0) FAXED TO: W~lqreenciBell•vue 
l40th. 
REFILL: ~ian 10 mq l PO QHS prn sleep{D~sp t: 30 I Ref~ls: 0) P~NTED 

Pl.an comments: 
R~ 3 weeks to r~-evaluate dose of medications. 
R1'0 4-6 weeks for £a~ting labs. 
Keep appo~tment with Gen aideout tomorrow. 

Siq.nad off by: Con.tance J, Brumm, M.D. On: 10/24110 at 11:27 

Author: Con..tance J. Brumm, M.D. 
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~TATE OF WASHiNG'iOM 

DEP . .t\RTMEt-lT OF SOOAL A~..!D f-!EALTH SERViCES 

Estera Gradinaru 
212-153111 Place SE 
Bell~ WA98007 

ACINC AND o:SARIU!T !i~fWICES ADMJN!:;TII.~T!ON 
pq I;g:. .1$0,?0 ,. C:tym!J! .. -:., 1't1A 91J)t1'4-S6arJ 

NOTICE OF PRELIMINARY F1ND1NG 
May2,20ll 

Certified Mail 701 0 3090 0000 2116 0868 . 

After a Resident and Client Protection Program investigation, the·D~ent of Social 
and Healt.ft Services &as found that you financially exploited a vulnerable adnlt. Before 
this finding becomes final, you luive a tight to appeal [WAC 388-76-11015] 

If the preliminary ~ding becomes final, your ability to work wm be ~ific:antly affected. 

The Incid;nt . 
You were the owna of Bellevue Rose Adult Family Home. You finaocially exploited a 
vulnerable adult who was a resident in your home on October 9, 2010 when. yon took the 
resident's motp'¥ne medication for your own usc. · 

RCW 74.34.020 (6).:~ai exploitation" meaDS the illegal or improper use of the property, 
income, re.soun::cs. or trust 1imds of the vulnerable adult by_ any person for any person's profit or 
adwntage 'other than fur~ wlnerable adult's profit or advantage. 

Your Hearing Rights • 
You have a right to request a hearing on the preliminary finding.. [WAC 388-7.6-110 15J. You 

\. . 
·must request the bearing in writing within 30 days of the date of this notice. A formis enclosed 
fur youruscinrcquesf!ngyaor ~ Your request must be addressed to: 

. 

Office of Administrative Hearings 
P0Box42488 

Olympia, WA 98504-2488 

J£you tequesta. heating, it will be schednled at a place and time convc:nient to you. You may be 
represe:ntecfat the bearing by an attorney at your own expense. The enclosed blue sheet lists 
some rc:fenal sOurces for attomeyi;. 

J£you asJc fur a bCaring within the~ 30 days aod the ach:nimstrative Jaw judge (ALI) 
upholds this ptcliminaiy finding, and any subsequent appeals also uphold this finding, it will 
become a final finding and iorrt oame will be retained on the Residential. Care Savices Registry 0 0 Q (I 3 
(Registry). ff tbe.AI.J reverses this preliminary finding_a.nd the department does not appeal the 1. tJ ' 

Gradinaru. Estern 
Seatfla OAH #05-20.11-L-1920 
RCPP..OOOOOOOZ 
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dccisior~, i:hetf.thc deparflnent will change this prelir.ninary finding.in its records confutc:nt with 
tbe ALJ•s d~n and will not report it to the ~egistry. · 

If you do not ask for a hearing within the required 3 0 days, this px;eliminary finding will become 
a final finding and your name will be placed on the .Registry. DSHS may disclose a final finding 
lind your idcotity if it receives a request for this information. 

State law prohibits long-tean care .facilities from employing individuals who have a finding 
concerning abuse, neglect, mimeatme:nt of resid.ents or financial ~ploitatiott of vulnerable 

·adults. (74.39A.050(8) RCWJ. Vulnerable adults are. individuals who cannot care for themselves 
b~ of their !!&e. ~ness or other disability or are·adtnitted to any Iicilicy. (74.34.020(13Xd)J. 

This pre1in:liney finding is sc:pante from any action( s) including licensing actions taken by the 
Department of Social and Health Services, the Department of Health, l<~w enfOrcement, or any 

• otberagency. · · 

If you have any questions about this notice you may call Paula Sanz, Field Manager at (360) 725· 
3218. . 

Enclosare 
: cc: Paula Sam:, RCS 

Linda Moss. RCS 
Departmc:ot omealth. 

GradinatU. Estera 
Seattle OAH # 05-2011-t.-1920 
RCPP..()Q()Q0003 

Sinc&el.y, 

·7~---·0-~~-,t . ...~ 
~l . 

RobertH. McClintock 
Quality A'.ssnrance Administrator 
Residential Care Services 



• Clomplsts ltelm 1, .2. and 3. ,...., complefa 
Jtem.4 If Flestrlc!ad Dsllvery Is desired. 

• Print ycurname}!lld addles$ on1he l'8llellle 
so that wa can Jetum the catdiEryou. 
Atliom tlill!l c:atf fD tile back of 1he JJldllplece, 
, ain ffl,. tmrn I( space pemits:. 

3/:r/t, 
poolinoll< -

o. rs deiM!ry acldrooss clllle!<nt from_,., 
If 'YES, Wiler tleJIIely address below: 0 No 
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PS Fonn 3811, Februaly 2004' 
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GradinaJU- BellvueRoscAdultFamilyHomc 
# 10-10-28602-Rcside:nt and ClienfProtection Program. 
l'age 1 ofS 

Report Date: 

Investigation 

Complaint Number: 

Investigator: . 

Facility: 

Suspect Information: 
Name: 
Title: 
A1!fl. Licensed: 
License Revocation: 

Definitions: 

INV:ESTIGATOR'S REPORT. 

3/22111 

1/13/11-3/22/11 

10-10-28602 

· Mazy Moran 

Bellevue Rose Adult Family Home 
212 153nf PL SE 
Bellevue, WA ~8007 

Est.era Gradinaru 
. Registered Nurse/Owner 
5124101 
1115/10 

RCW 74.34.020 (6) 'Ymancial exploitation" means the illegal or improper use of the 
property. income, reso.urces, or trust funds of the vulnerable adult by any person fot any 
p~n's ~fit or advantage other than for the vulnerable adult's profit or advaniage.. 

RCW 74.34.020 (5) "Facility" means .a residence liceosed or reqnired to be licensed 
under 'chapter 70.128 RCW, adult family homes; ... 

RcW 74.34.020(16) "Vulnerable adulr includes a person (d) Admitted to any facility; 

The victim was a vuln~le adult because she was admitted to an adult family home. 

S~ary: The suspect (an RN) was the owner of the adult fiunily home with hei spouse 
who was the co-owner. On 1019110, the suspect was admitted to Overlake Hospital 
Emergency Room fur ingesting Morphlne that beloDged to the victim. The suspect told 
the. Social Wodcer (SW) at the hospital that ingesting the morphine was an attempted 
suicide. The suspect admitted to this investigator that she had in fact, taken the victim's 
medication for her own use. 

Recommendation: 
Based on the ~on obbdned during the investigation the suspect financially · 
exploited the victim on 1019/10 when she took the vic?m's morphine medication for her 
own use. 

Refer to Quality Assurance A.dnrinistrator to review for a preliminary finding-of financial 
a.ploitation. 

Gradinaru. Estera 
seattle OAH. f#.D5-2011.-l-1920 
RCPP-00000005 
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Gradinaru - B~~Rosc Adult Family Home 
# 1 0-10-28602-Rc:sidecl and Client ProtcctioD Progtam 
Pagc2of5 · 

Investigation: 
On 1113111, I conducted an unannounced on-site visit to the adult fimuly home and 
reViewed and obtained copies ofpertin~t portions of the victim's medical record and the 
suspect's liceosing infoanation. I interviewed witnesses in person and by telephone as 
set forth below: · 

Victim Information 
The "'lictim was 91 yC&rs old and had diagnoses including transient ischemic attack (TIA), 
corneal implant, hypoglycemia, depression with anxic;ty. ao:d dementia with delusions. 
Sbe bad both short and long term. melilory prob I ems. The victim cotild not bear weight 
and required a two person transfer to/from wheelChair for all mobility, an~ had visttal and 
hearing impaixments. She reqtxired assistance with medication administration and ail 

. activities of daily living. Due to lack of appetite, weight loss and consistent decline in . 
ovetall health the victim received hospice care services ~g 9/26/10. The victim was 
prescribed Zoioft, R.emeron and Risperidone for depression as well as Aricept fur · 

· dementia. Morphine (30 Dll, 20 mglml by mouth, place 0.25 ml-0.5 mlno.der tongue as 
needed .fur pain or· shot1ness ofbreath) was included in the victim's comfort care pack · 
provided by the hospice team and avat1able in the AFH. · 

Review ot"ber records sho~ t the victim did not require the lise of Morphine during the 
month of0ctobea_:2010 and was unaware of the stolen Morphine. 

Victim in. persOn 1113/1~: The victim Was qot intecvit:Wed due to her dementia.· 

Ex~t from the llospital Social Worker's statement 10112/10: (The) RN (provider 
told ER staff) she ingr!sted morphine bekJnging to (the victim) in. a faile:d suicitk attempt 
Cw-rently has a contlition on her ./iceirse that she is not to ileliver rne.dfcaJions to 
residents ••• 

Caregiver l (CG 1) in person 1/13/11: CG 1 worked the day shift at the suspect's AFH 
for approximately nine monthS. CG 1 was often assigned. to the victim's care. She 
described the viCtim as a.nice lady who required hospice care set\'ices that she received at 

·least two times per w~ CG 1 was aware that the victim was prescribed morphine as 
needed howeve£ the victim appeared to be com:fuitabie and had not required use of 
mozpbine. CG I xemembered that on I 0/9/10, the suspecfs father came to the AFH and 
explained that the su.spect was admitted to the·hospital. CG 1 assumed lhe susp~ was 
m~ . 

CG 2 in person l/13111: CG 2 was a Iiv«>in caregiver and genenlly worked the day shift 
with CG 1. He stated the suspect had told both he and CG l·on 1_0/9/10 she bad to go the 
pharmacy. A couple of hours tatec, the snspect's father came to the AFH and explained 
he would be :filling in for the suspect as she had been admitted into the hospital earlier 
that day. He was not~ to :find she was admitted to the ho;pital because she had 
been m recentry. 0 D 0 l 0 1 · 

Gradinaru, Estera 
Seatfle OAH It OS..2011..L_..1920 
RCPP-00000006 
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Graditlam- .Bcllwc: RoscAdultF'amilyHomc 
# I 0-10-28602- Rcsideot and Client Protection Prograni • 
Page3 ofS 

Hospice Registered Nurse (RN) in person 1113/11: The hospice ro:T arrived at the home 
on 1113/11 and stated the suspect had just stated that she was being investigated for 
taking the victim's motphine. The hospice RN had not previously known. She ,stated the 
victitn was presaibed a vial of morphine for the past 4 months, however the victim 
received lor3zepam whiCh kept her pain well managed. The Hospice RN said she had 
n:ot checked the vial of morphine reocntly because it bad a shelflife of12 months and 
because the victim had not required any moxphine recently; there was no reason for her to 
have checked the medication. The AFH was instructed to call the hospice team should the 
victim require morphine. The vial of morphine .contained 20 Dig intensely concentrated 
morphine. A syrin~ was inclnded for administration. During the interview with this 
investigator the hospice RN checked the victim •s medication care pack and stated that 
the syringe was not there.. She also noted' that the seal on the morphine was broken. 

Suspect's Father in person 1/13111: The suspect's father was also a provider of an adult 
family home (AFH) in the neighborl:tood. The father had been concemed for the suspect 
because 'two weeks previously she had been to the hospital for undiagnosed pain. The 
suspect told him she had pancreatitis. On I 0/0911 o. the suspect stopped by his Aflr and 
told him she was on her way to the phannacy. It was a brief 'Visit The suspect told her 
father she was not.feelingwelL He stated she had not looked sick. but he believed her 
depression exaggerated her physical pain. The suspect was depressed over her recent 
divorce proceecfin~ The~ I eft: her fa!ber's AFH and he assumed she went to the 
pb.an:o.acy. They bad not had any discussion about morphine ptesc.riptions.. He could not 
remember exact times but recalled several phone calls exchanged with his son and the 
suspect"s ex-husband in an attempt fn locate the suspect The suspect was located 1n. a 
park: 'n ride lot. The father drove to the parlc 'n ride lot and found the suspect in her car.· 
The suspect appeared to be in pain lmt waS able to operate the car. She followed him. to 
her father's home then. Was transported fn the hospital and admitted. The :filther spoke to 
the hospital Social Worker and was told the suspect admitted to ingesting morphine th~ 
she had taken ;from the viptim in a :fuiled suicide attempt The suspect was admif:tl<d to 
the behavioral health unit of the hospital fur one week.. 

· Suspect in person 1./13/ll: 'Ille suspect said she was in pain from pancreatitis and 
depresSion. She was vecy distressed that Jier husband bad left her last year with household 

· accounts aii.d two young daughters. The suspect explained. that one year ago she had 
taken Hydrocodone to commit suicide over her divorce. She was admitted for 4 days on 
the psycbiairic unit. She then began to see a mental health therapist once pee week and 
was prescribed an anti-depressant. The suspect stopPed seeing the therapist and stopped 
taking her anti-depressant medication in December~ 2009 when her insurance ran out 

Two weeks ago she went to an urgent care at a hospital due to severe pain. Tlie hospital 
was llllab1e to diagnose her pain. · · 

On I 0/9/1 o. in the early ~n. she took the victim's moxphine.. The. suspect stated 
that the victim did not need her mozphine. The suspect described being dislrnught 
because hec ex-husband would not help her prepare for an npcominginspection of the 

· AFH. She l!Jok the victim's mozpmne and placed it in her pocket. ~e then went to her 

Gradinaru. Esfera 
' Seattle OAH # 05-2011-L-1920 

RCPP-00000007 
Exhibit 08 . 
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Gradhiant - Bellwe Rose Adu.lt Family Home 
# 10-10-28602- Resident and Client Protection Program 
Page4ofS 

father's home. The suspect said her father had asked her for some mozphine for one ofhis 
residents. When she arrived ber father told her no;· no, he did not want another resident's 
morphine. The suspect told him she was on her .way to the pharmacy. The suspect left her 
father's home and drove towards the phamlacy. On the way she saw the parjc 'n ride and 
Stopped in fit at lot Slie.textedher. ex-husband. He did not answer. The suspect said she 
broke the seal and poured some of the morphine into the cap add ingested it, it tasted 
bitter. The suspect then texted her ex-husband again and told him she h3d taken a11d 

· ingested the victim's mozpbine medicine .. She asked if she conld sleep it off in his 
apartment He responded no. he could not help her. The suspect attempted to sleep in the 
car. She said her ex-husband must have called her father because her :father -arrlved and 
told her he would follow h~ to ~house. The suspect atrived at her father's anc! passed 
out. She said the pain became worse and she needed to go the emergency room. Her 
brother took her to the ho~tal. She said she admitted to taking the morphine from the 
victhrt and ingesting it The suspect shtt.ed she did not remember telling the ER staff she 
ingested the motpbine in a suicide attempt. 

Gradinaru, Ester.~ 
SeatOe OAH #05-2011-L-1920 
RCPP..()()OOOOOS 
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Suspect · 

Suspect's Father 

Caregiver! 

~egi:ver2 

Hospice Registered Nurse 

Victiro 

Grc~dioaru, Este.ra 
·Seatlle OAH #05-2011-L-1920 
RCPP-00000009 

.A!Rel lis~ . tt--. fr~ ~«:-("" cr 
Esta'a Gradi.naru 1z. '-'(.\( 
John Puravet 

N'ma Popova. 

Vasile Precup 

K.imMotais 

Elaine ~Rin.ll$11 
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Complaint No. 

Suspect Name: 

Aliases: . 

Suspect Address(es): 

PhoneNumber(s): · 

Social Security Number: 

Date of Birth 

• Provider License: 

Gradinaru. Estera 
Seattle OAH # 05-2011-1.·1920 
RCPP.-00000010 

Snspect Information Sheet 

10-10-288602 

Estera Gradninaru 

Unknown 

212 ts3nf Place SE 
Bellevue, WA 98007 

(425).746-2273 

547100 

-00 \\\· 
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Resident and Client Protection Program 
Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS) 

Office of AdministratiVe Hearings 
RJ;questforRearing R.ECE:fVEO . 

MAIL THIS FORM TO; Office of Administrative Hearings 
PO Box 42488 . 
Olympia. WA;-98504-2488 

Or, FAX fo ~s number: (360) 664-8721 

HAY 162011 
H~liAktt:hS Ol=.f'ICE OF 
ADMINISTRA1lVE HEARINGS 

I hereby request a hearing conceming theDSHS preliminary finding-against me. The 
reason f arn disputing the DSHS preliminsry fin.dmg is: 

Please print 

Name: f3S:Fttz:.4 '"lf....f/fj 'rjV{tf?LJ 
Address: u2- lsP· PL Jf 
City; ~Zip Code: f?e.l/e\LUL' W,l/--1!0o 7 
PhoneNumber L~k\} lfJ7-'J.f6YiJ . 

Grad"rnaru, Estera 
SeaWe OAH # 05-201 l-L-1920 
RCPP..00000001 
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SAMPLE 
AFH NEGOTIATED CARE PlA~ 

. _ v-J ~ffl(a...". . . 
• ...LniiEDIICA,L'HiSTORY: II A J Corne!l-l ;r rnfllAhi:'.> h/foolyi.Lmlti) do.. p-re u. i· 0-'1. 

~.e.?'1'1.e n.:tia lu~ +k-- k. J ll S i cAl S 

~ lira.tL~LV-\ fUJ · '1-/1/to 
RESIDENT NAME: -------r-+--------c dO ; n 1 or-,. » .:'vv.t!A.V. 1 Ia J 1 (::) 

Gradinaru, Estera 
Seat1le OAH #05-2011-1..-1920 
RCPP..()()000032 • 
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AFH NEGOTIA. -D CARE PLAN 
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( 'SA'""""'LE - . 
AFH NEGOTIA. -D QARE PLAN 

, niO.I'\IIVIt;;l'« urnv'-'lnl"\IYioOII n~:.n,..••s;;;~ 9-l i]Je> <:poo (' 
Health Issues to monitor; Yes No 

11 1 
_ • 

Oxygen Use IX Ct.V\.()1...; & tt:.e.cf 
Pain .X { oi M L\J e..\' 8 .~ ... • 
Weight Loss/Gain . X · u I.-L 
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( · SfJ/ .. ""~LE· · 

AFH NEGOTIA • ..:0 CARE PLAN 

CARE ANtfSERVICES 'RE.S\DENTSiRENGTHSIWHAT 
RESIDENT PAErERS TO 00 

lNPEPENOENTI.. Y .. 
~~~~~~!EY~~!LP.~OEU What resldenfclcies 

- ·-· . . . Descrlbe be~avlors- be speolflo: 

···~ .. ·-· Same-hmes c..[ie·rtf ul1\! 
~~ 0-f ~~ '\'"1 i ~.w- .~&. 

~~~i~r;· . . I I Q l,t;~~tf;~ 
~~~---:-:--;-:::::-:;===Rtt:~ -t£~4 Ci~~ ~· room ~~~~@~~:,=~J::j WI~ ,. ?;N." tlf-oud 

· cu~~.t~ m! s (lA"'rft'ttff 
c>fhe r f t] /e e.j' t,Jrw. Jv' 
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. . . fh)t Sh< IJ So~Y0.w 
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? I •h' V. r ,$/ -f" ~ b fot'/twr_, 
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WHAT PROVIDERJCAREGlVERlSUPPORT 
P,ERSON OOES,IWHEN & HOW . 

De.sorlbe speoHio non-medication 
(behavloraVenvlronmen\al) Interventions· to 
address the symptoms 

frr:>v/'~ w; 1/ 
f. r o v / ck o. ol--tv) HI{~ 
·fo d Jve,~ ~ a}jeAflot1, 

i. 

frov!~ will i-t{/L 
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Pet.d:t\ILf c_[,,f;tP.-:;> +.kQ.c:id~v:(~ r•;.tiM~ 

- {17--f!J·~.!.v;:, .-fu t tP\. <"t l"'~Q.. r;J'~' 
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u . ~ \...., ~ _.... J lJ'r'.l.)-~ 1."'-~ Yl"-"'"Y1·1 ..,.,..,,r,. ·-.r • 

"-C(,.,..,vlrJ>II~l wl ffv~ a?-'J: ,~;'t;;,_tr;i}' . ' 
/}1 /. . t tJ..t?. ~jt~-tL tf t.e : . . ~ct <. ;;/. 

Caregiver 1w\\\ use 1 tex/plastlo gtoves wh n ' &« 
In oontaot with ~ny secreUons to prevent · / 
sprea~ o11nfeotlon. Thorough nand washing 
with soap Will be done before ·and afte~ · 
gloving. ~loves will be put· on and discarded 
a\ the end -of each task. 
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CARE AND SERVICES 

MOB!L:ITY 
In room & lmmadla\~ living environment; · 
0 lndependent \]ZlAssls\anoe 0 Dependeht 

SA'' .. "'LE . .· 
AFH NEGOTtA. -D CARE PLAN 

-RESIDENT NAME: R v • • --· • • - ....,..._.. •• --, ..... 
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WHAT PROViDERICAREGIVERISUPPOR:r 
PERSON DOES/WHEN & HOW · 
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Assessment and Care Plan for ELAINE A. ·R 
• t .. .. • • 

-Completed by Bonita Sykes .a.N C.C.M on 911$/2001-. . 
Treatmell:ts? Therapies, Medicines and Appointments 

· jr~terapies 
0Speech. 

0 Occapational 

0 Respiratory 

0 Cardiovascular 

0 Dally management of pain 

th monitorfitg 

0 RJmge of motion andfor 
st:rength 

0 l"tessute ulcers 

ODialysis 

0 Suctioning 

0 Intake/output monitoring 

Gradlnaru, Esteta 
Seattle OAH #05-2011-L-1920 
RCPP-00000054 
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Nov. 4. lOlO 1:56PM No. 7199 P. 212 

. . 
STA IE OF WASHINGTON 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 
AGING AND OiSABIL:ITY S~RVICES ADMINISTRATION ' 

20425 72nd Avenue s, Suite 400, Kent, WA 98032-2388 

Statement of Deficiencies/ 
Plan of Correction 

Ucense#: 547100 
B'ELLBVUE ROSE ADULT FAMILY HOMB 

Completion D:lre 

Novembet2, 2010 

Page 1 of 3 

You are reguired to be in complianc~ with all of the licensing laws and regb1ations at all times {0 

maintain your adult .family home license. 

The department bas completed data collection for the unarmouttced on-sire complaint 
investigation of: 10!13/2010 

:BELLEVUE ROSE ADULT FAMILY HOME 
212 153RD PL SB 
BELLEVUE, WA 98001 

This document references me following eomplaint number: 101:028602 

The depattment staff that inspected I investigated .ilie adult family home: 
Katherine Ander, MN. RN, Complaint Investigator 

From: . 
DSHS, Aging and Disability .$ervices Adminjstmtioo 
Residential Care Services, Regio.n4, Unit l3 
2042512nd Av(1ntle S, Suite 400 
Kent, WA 98032-2388 
(253)234-:6020 

" a • • 

!'>S a result of the on-site visit(s) the department found that you aJ;e not in compliance wil:h the 
licensing laws and: regulations as sta~d in the cited deficiencies in tht? enclosed report 

0%~ fi!Jtito . , 
Dace Residential care Services 

· · I understand tha-t to maintain an adult family home· license I must be in complian~ with all the 
licensing laws and regulations at all ti.qles. 

Provider( or Representative) Pare 

000 I 26· 



Statement of DefJCienciesl 

Plan of Correction 

Page 2 of 3 

·. 

Ucense It 547100. 

'BELLEVUE ROSE ADULT FAMILY HOME 
Completion Date 

November 2. 2010 

WAC 388-76~10020 Ljcense--Ability to provide care and services. The provider must have. 
the: · 
(1) Understanding, ability, emotional stability and physical health necessary to meet the 
psychosocial, personal, and special care needs of vulnerable aduli.S; and 

'this requiremen~ was not met as evidenced by: 
Based on observation, interview and record review the. provider demonstrated that she lacked the 
emotional stability necess_ary to meet the psychosocial, personal, and special care needs of 
vulnerable adults by ingesting Morphine (narcotic n;t.edication) dispensed for a resident (#1) in 
an attem.pt to take her own life. Findings include: · 

Department records show that the home was licensed since 2001 to care for 6 residents. The
home is licensed to 2 providers (A and B). Provider A is a registered nurse (RN). Provider B is 
a spouse co-provider. · 

IDSTORY: 
Provider A vias first licensed as a provider in 2001. Medical record review and interview found 
that Provider A took excessive amount of medications in a suicide attempt twice before. · 
Medical records identified that the first attempt was in 2002 (8 years prior) when she overdosed 
on 23 Ibuprofen (over the counter anti-inflammatory mp:lication). The second attempt was . 
October 2009 (1 year prior) when she overdosed·on 7 Hydrocodone (narcotic pain reliever). The 
provider was hospitalized on the inpatient psychiatrY unit after each prior attempt to take her 
own life. 

CURRENT SITUATION: 
Observation on 10~13.-10 at 8:00a.m. found 6 residents with significant care needs-living in the 
horne. Me<li,cation record review found .th8.t 1 resident (#1) was receiving Hospice services. 
which included medications prescribed to manage end-of-life symptoms. 

Observation found that comfort medication included a narcotic. liquid Morphine 20 mg/ml .25 · 
to 0.5 ml every 1-4 hours for pain o_r shortness of breath. Pill count and medication record 
review found that Resident #1 bad received no comfort medications yet The vial of Morphine 
was~ full. 

On 10-13-10 Residents were attended by Caregiver D and E, who stated that medications were 
given to reside'Qts by Caregiver C or Provider A. Caregiver C arrived after 15 minutes, and 
stated that Provider A was in the hospital for pain related to a medical condition and depression. 
According to Caregiver C. Provider A was taken to the ·emergency room with significant pain on 
Saturday 10-09~10 and was still hospitalized. · · . 

. . · 0 0 '0 I 2 I-t 
On interview 10-18-10 Provider A stated: She went to the hospital Saturday 10-09.=1.0 because . -
she was in a lot of physical and emotional pain. The provider had Resident #1 's vial of' . · 
Morphine in her pocket. The provider stopped at a local Park-and-Ride and ingested a half cap
full of Resident# 1 's Morphine and then texted Provider B on her cell phone about what she had 

· done. Provider B called Caregiver C who came to the Park-and-Ride and took her back to hls 
A:FH. ·The pain was so 'severe that she passed out and was taken to the hospital by her relative. 

0 0 • .. 0 

Provider A used a resident's narcotic medications to treat her own emotional and physical pain 

i. 
! . 



Statement of Deficiencicsl 

Plan of Correction 

Licen_se tt: 547t00 
BELLEVUE ROSE ADULT FAMILY HOME 

Completion Date 

November 2, 2.0 I 0 

Page 3 of 3 

instead of developing and using appropriate coping_ strategi~s and resources. 

WAC 388·76-10490 M-edication disposal-.: Written policy-Required. The adult family 
home must have and implement a -written policy addressing the disposal of unused or 
expired resiqent medications. Unused and expired-medication must be disposed of in a 
safe manner for: · · 
(1) Current residents living in the adult family home; and 
(2) Residents who have left the home. 

This requirement was not met as evidenced by: 
Based on observation. interView and record review the provider.failed to follow facility policy 
regarding disposal of medication~ for 1 of 6 sample residents (#2). -This placed the resident at 
risk for ingesting expired medication. Findings include: 

Facility policy states that unused medications shoufd be take~ to a local pharmacy 'or sai~ly 
disposed with specific directions on how 'to do that 

O_bservatio.n on 10~13~10 at 09:20a.m. noted a Y.z full bottle ~[Promethazine with Codeine 
dispensed 03-10-08 (discard by 03-10-09) prescribed to Resident #2 in the locked meC:Iication 
cabinet. Promethazine is used to treat allergy symptoms such as it~hing, .ronny nose, sneezing, 
itchy or watery eyes; hives, and itchy skin rashes. Codeine is a narcotic pain medication which 
can ,e used to suppress cough. · · · 

. . 
On interview 1 0-i~-1 0 the. provider stated that she usually. cleans out the· medication ~rawer of 
old/expired medication twice year1~, but she must have missed Resident #2' s cough syrup .. 

Attestation ·Statement 
I hereby certify that I have reviewed this report and have taken or will take active measures 
to correct this deficiency. By taking this. action, BELLEVUE ~OSE ADULT FAMILY . • 
HOME is or will be in compliance with this law and I or regulation on 
(Date) - . In addition, I will implement a system to monitor and ensure 

. ·continued_compliance with this cited deficiency. 

Provider (or Representative)· Date 

000 12Zi 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON MAILED 

ESTERA GRADINARU, 

Appellant 

V. 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL 
AND HEALTH SERVICES, 

Res ondent. 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KING 

Cause No. 12-2-17504-7 SEA 

JUN ~9 Z01Z 

OSHS 
BOARD OF APPEALS 

NOTICE OF FILING VERBATIM REPORT 
OF TAPE RECORDED PROCEEDINGS 

The Respondent, State of Washington, Department of Social' and Health S.ervices, 

hereby files the attached Verbatim Report of Tape Recorded Proceedings for DSHS Docket 

No. 05-2011-L-1920 for the hearing held on August 24, 2011 in the above-ent~led matter. 

MAILED on June 29, 2012. 

NOTICE OF FILING OF VERBATIM REPORT 

~--CJ 
Ann V. Williams 
Legal Secretary 

Board or Appeals 

Dept. of Social & Health Services 

PO Box45803 

Olympla WA 98504 

(360) 664-6100 
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BEFORE THE WASHINGTON STATE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 

FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 
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by Timothy Leary, Attorney at Law. 

Angela Coats-McCarthy, Assistant Attorney General, 
. . 
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Services. 

Travis Yonker and Justin Gillette observed the 

hearing. 

Appearing as witnesses were: Kathy Ander and Mary Moran. 

Proceedings Transcribed by: Marisa Walker 

WHEREUPON, the following proceedings were had and done, to 

wit: 
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1 JUDGE PINKETT: We're on the record in the matter of 

2 the Bellevue Rose Adult Family Home, 12-2010-L-2274, and 

3 Estera Gradinaru. Docket Number 05-2011-L-1920. Today is 

4 August 24, 2011. My name is Carolyn Pinkett. I'm an 

s Administrative Law Judge. I work for the Office of 

6 Administrative Hearings. The parties in both cases are 

7 appearing at the Office of Administrative Hea~ings in 

8 Seattle, Washington. Present today are the Appellant, 

9 Estera Gradinaru. She is represented by attorney, Timothy 

10 Leary. Also present in the room is Angela Coats-McCarthy, 

11 an Assistant Attorney General, Justin -- who is 

12 representing the client -- Agency in this case, Justin 

13 Gillette, a law clerk who is observing the proceeding, 

14 Travis Yonker, an AAG, who is observing the proceeding, and 

15 Mary Moran who is her~ as the State's client --

16 representation of the State --worker's administrative 

17 client. 

18 So I was handed some paperwork this morning related to 

19 the adult family home case. And it's a stipulation and an 

20 Order of Dismissal. Do either one of you have the orig'inal 

21 with you, or was that mailed? 

22 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Your Honor, I -- I believe that 

23 was mailed 

24 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

25 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: so I think Lisa Peterson has 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 the original. 

2 JUDGE PINKETT: Yeah. Lisa Peterson is·the AG? 

3 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Correct. 

4 JUDGE PINKETT: And she has my name as Barbara 

5 Pinkett. I'll be talking to her. Okay. So it appears 

6 that one case has been resolved by agreement of the 

7 parties. And I will issue an order on that case. And 

8 we're here today on the CNA, or resident client protection 

9 case, which ends in 1920, is that correct, Ms. Coats-

10 McCarthy and Mr. Leary? 

11 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Yes, Your Honor. 

12 MR. LEARY: Yes, Your Honor. 

13 JUDGE PINKETT: So with that in mind, I'd like to 

14 first, urn, ensure that Mr. Leary and his client have 

15 received the State's exhibits, urn, and supplemental witness 

16 list for 1920. The Exhibits are identified as seven, 

17 eight, nine, ten, eleven, and twelve. And had you also for 

18 that case number, planned to submit the exhibits One 

19 through Six? 

20 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Uh, some of them, Your Honor. 

21 Mr. Leary and I discussed what exhibits would be necessary 

22 for this case, and have come to an agreement on exhibits. 

23 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. And that is? 

24 MS. COATS-MCC~RTHY: Exhibits Five through Twelve. 

25 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. So you have no objection if 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 five through twelve are admitted, Mr. Leary? 

2 MR. LEARY: Sort of. Well -- well, here's -- I 

3 understand it's hearsay that (Inaudible) came to the 

4 proceedings, and that Your Honor's decision can't rest 

5 solely on something that is established by hearsay. 

6 JUDGE PINKETT: Uh-huh. 

7 MR. LEARY: So I understand these exhibits are 

8 admissible. There is certain portions of it that are 

9 completely hearsay without a hearsay exception to it. Urn, 

10 so I would just -- rather than objecting to hearsay, I 

11 don't have any objection if the foundation to'witnesses is 

12 referenced, and I don't believe that the decision is going 

13 to rest solely on exhibits, but I just like putting that on 

14 the record. 

15 JUDGE PINKETT: Uh-huh. 

16 MR. LEARY: You know? I believe that the State's 

17 the Department's case will be established through Mary 

18 Moran and Kathy Ander, and they will reference those 

19 exhibits. So I just put that out there. I don't have an 

20 objection formally to the exhibits. 

21 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. So it sounds like what you're 

22 telling me is you don't have an objection to their 

23 admissibility, but you would be making an argument at the 

24 end as to the weight I should be giving some of these 

25 exhibits because of the hearsay they contain. 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 MR. LEARY: Exactly. 

2 JUDGE PINKETT: All right. 

3 MR. LEARY: (Inaudible) • 

4 JUDGE PINKETT: Five through twelve are admitted. So 

5 here's my question. It doesn't appear that .the facts are 

6 objected to. Why don't I have stipulations. Mr. Leary? 

7 Ms. Coats-McCarthy? 

8 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: I don't know, Your Honor, why we 

9 don't have a stipulation in this case. 

10 JUDGE PINKETT: It -- it -- it appears that --

11 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: I mean 

12 JUDGE PINKETT: the crux of the State's case, when 

13 I look at their letter, which is Exhibit Seven, is the 

14 incident. "You were the owner of the Bellevue Rose Adult 

15 Family Home. You financially exploited a vulnerable adult 

16 who was a resident in your home, when you took the 

17 resident's morphine medication for your own use." 

18 MR. LEARY: There is, I believe, additional facts I 

19 want to elicit. There is -- I believe the State is calling 

20 two witnesses. There's additional -- I don't anticipate it 

21 taking very long, but I think that there is a dispute as to 

22 whether or not the facts, which are in large agreement, 

23 from our position, still do not amount to financial 

24 exploitation. 

25 JUDGE PINKETT: And that's my second question. It 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 seems like a legal argument. Even if the facts in the 

2 letter are true, where's the law to support this use of 

3 financial exploitation. I'm interested-in legislative 

4 history. I'm interested in case law. I'm interested in 

s having briefs, especially from the Department that support 

6 the use of this incident to claim that the Appellant 

7 financially exploited the resident in her horne. 

8 MR. LEARY: The parties had talked about doing written 

9 closing arguments. And so that would be our request to be 

10 able to, uh, provide that information to Your Honor. 

11 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. So it seems like it would make 

12 more sense to have the Appellant go first. 

13 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Well, I -- Your Honor, I -- the -

14 - the Appellant did not submit any witness, or an exhibit 

15 list. Actually, Mr. Leary misstated the -- what the 

16 State's presentation of the case, and certainly the State 

17 planned on calling Ms. Gradinaru as their first witness. 

18 You're right. 

19 MR. LEARY: And we had also previously discussed the 

20 fact that Ms. Gradinaru does have a 5th Amendment 

21 privilege, given the allegations that she would be -- and I 

22 gave advance notice saying that she would be exercising her 

23 5th Amendment privilege to not testify~ 

24 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: And that's correct, Your Honor. 

25 I just want to get it on the record that that's what she 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 chooses to do. 

2 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. So that's true as of January 

3 3rd. There could be a problem there. Although this is --

4 I'm looking for-- a year ago. bo you·know whether it's 

5 being investigated by the prosecutor's office? 

6 MR. LEARY: It -- it's still within the statute of 

7 limitations. 

8 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Okay. Just a second. Then it 

9 makes sense why there's no stipulation. Okay. Urn, what 

10 witnesses -- I have your supplemental witness list. Mr. 

11 Leary indicates that it appears that you are just planning 

12 to call two witnesses? 

13 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Uh, yes, Your Honor. 

14 JUDGE PINKETT: And that would be Ms. Moran, would be 

15 one. 

16 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Ms. Moran and also Kathy Ander. 

17 JUDGE PINKETT: Uh-huh. 

18 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: The absence of her testimony will 

19 be admission by a party opponent, Ms. Gradinaru, that she 

20 made to them. 

21 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

22 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: And that would be the focus of 

23 her testimony. 

24 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Let's see. All right. Urn, 

25 would either party like to make an opening statement? 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Sure, Your Honor. 

2 JUDGE PINKETT: You don't have to. You can waive it, 

3 but 

4 MS. COATp-MCCARTHY: No, I -- just -- just to explain 

5 what the, um -- how the State intends to proceed in this 

6 case. 

7 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

8 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: It -- the finding is for 

9 financial exploitation. ·what the evidence is going to show 

10 is that Ms. Gradinaru admitted to taking the medicine of 

11 Elaine, who was a resident of her adult family home at the 

12 time that she took the medication. She admitted to 

13 multiple state investigators that she did, then ingested 

14 the medication. There might be some dispute·as to her 

15 reason for why she ingested that medication, but the 

16 State's position is that it does not matter for the finding 

17 of financial exploitation, which is the (Inaudible} of 

18 illegal or improper use of the property of a vulnerable 

19 adult by any person for that person's profit --or for any 

20 person's profit or advantage if it's not for the vulnerable 

21 adult's profit. And that definition is spelled out in 

22 Exhibit D7, the Department's Notice letter. 

23 The -- I think the evidence will be pretty 

24 straightforward. As Mr. Leary stated, the State has been 

25 notified that Ms. Gradinaru will be taking the 5th 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 Amendment -- asserting her 5th Amendment right, which as 

2 as you know, in a civil hearing, is a negative inference 

3 against Ms. Gradinaru relative to the facts. And when all 

4 the facts are considered, misconduct, while (Inaudible), 

5 does equate to the definition of financial exploitation 

6 under RCW 74-34-0207. 

7· JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. And Mr. Leary, did you wish to 

8 make an opening? 

9 MR. LEARY: Yes, Your Honor. From the Appellant's 

10 perspective, this has nothing to do with financial 

11 exploitation. The Department granted the resident RCS in 

12 the adult family home licensing proceeding, talked about 

13 care and services, and whether or not Ms. Gradinaru was 

14 appropriate and able to handle running an adult family 

15 home. There was no discussion of theft or financial --

16 based on these very same facts. I think that the statute, 

17 as applied by the resident client protection program, 

18 applying financial exploitation simply does not fit these 

19 facts. If the medication was not taken for Ms. Gradinaru's 

20 profit or advantage, I just don't see how any application 

21 of the facts gets you there. With respect to the negative 

22 inference, you know, oftentimes when there is a dispute as 

23 to what happened, and there's conflicting theories, there 

24 can be a negative inference drawn from somebody exercising 

25 5th Amendment privilege. Here, there isn't -- that 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 negative inference doesn't amount to anything because there 

2 really is little in dispute. She was admitted into a 

3 psychiatric hospital after this incident. I think it's 

4 very clear what was going on. There's a history 

5 demonstrated in Exhibit Six of previous suicide attempts, 

6 and so while I understand the Department's position to want 

7 to protect vulnerable adults, this simply does not fall 

8 into the purview of the Resident Cl.ient Protection Program. 

9 Theft of medication in other context, urn, could potentially 

10 fall within this, but given these facts, it is 

11 misapplication, and the findings should not stand. 

12 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Did you wish to call your first 

13 witness? 

14 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Your Honor, in terms of -- in 

15 terms of -- I think 

16 JUDGE PINKETT: You do. 

17 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: I do. I would like to call Ms. 

18 Gradinaru just to have it be official on the record that 

19 she is asserting her Sth Amendment right. 

20 JUDGE PINKETT: I think that's the procedure, but I --

21 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: So I would like to call Ms. 

22 Estera Gradinaru. 

23 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Ms. Gradinaru, could you raise 

24 your right hand please? Do you swear or affirm the 

25 testimony given today will be the truth? 
CATHERINE M.· VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 MS. GRADINARU: Yes. I'm taking the 5th. 

2 JUDGE PINKETT: I think you -- it's been a long time, 

3 but I think the procedure is, is that Counsel asks you 

4 questions, and then you can privately confer with Mr. Leary 

5 about h.ow you should respond, and he will probably advise 

6 you as to how you should respond. And I think it -- isn't 

7 it each question, or is it just a blanket? Uh, she has to 

8 ask the questions for this to work. 

9 MR. LEARY: I mean, I think that she has a 5th 

10 Amendment coverage for every single question as to --

11 JUDGE PINKETT: What her name is? 

12 MR. LEARY: Well, beyond -- she's already answered 

13 what her name was, or I thought she already did. $ut in 

14 terms of involvement in the home, access, and that, I mean, 

15 virtually everything is going to potentially (Inaudible). 

16 So I mean, we could go through the exercise, you know, for 

17 half-an-hour, or whatever. There's 27 questions, and 

18 (Inaudible) each one. But I think for speed purposes, I 

19 think she has a 5th Amendment privilege to just about 

20 everything that is a relevant question beyond her name. 

21 JUDGE PINKETT: But she has to assert it, and I --

22 it's been a long time since I've had the 5th asserted in a 

23 a administrative hearing, but I believe the State gets 

24 to ask the question, and she has to assert the privilege. 

25 Am I wrong on the law here? 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Your Honor, I I think that's 

2 the way that it's typically done, and I I do believe 

3 that there's probably going to be a point in questioning 

4 where probably any further question that I ask would likely 

5 be covered, and certainly I don't want to drag this out. 

6 But in terms of, you know, basic questions of is Ms. 

7 Gradinaru an adult family home provider, what's her 

8 qualifications for that, you know, I don't think that that 

9 alone is covered by the 5th Amendment. Now, certainly --

10 . you know, I -- I'm -- if -- if -- if that if (Inaudible) 

11 is that. it's covered, then I guess I just want to make it 

12 very clear that every single set of questions -- you know -

13 - but he -- his position is that every single question that 

14 I would ask, even in that vein, would be covered by the 5th 

15 Amendment. 

16 JUDGE PINKETT: So why don't we make clear for the 

17 record who you're questioning first. 

18 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Okay. 

19 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

20 BY MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: 

21 Q. Are you Estera Gradinaru? 

22 A. Yes. (Inaudible) . 

23 Q: Ms. Gradinaru, can you please state and spell your 

24 name? 

25 A: E-S-T-E-R-A and Gradinaru, G-R-A-D-I-N-A-R-0. 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES; LLC 
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1 Q: Ms. Gradinaru, are you familiar with the Bellevue Rose 

2 Adult Family Home? 

3 MR. LEARY: I think she has some (Inaudible) . 

4 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Okay. 

5 Q: So you think that that's going by the (Inaudible)? 

6 MR. LEARY: I do. 

7 Q: Okay. It -- it I mean, obviously, if -- if that 

8 basic of a question is going to have the 5th Amendment 

9 asserted, Your Honor, I -- I think we should just accept 

10 the 5th Amendment as a blanket assertion for every question 

11 I'm going to ask. 

12 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

13 Q: If we can't even address the adult family home. 

14 JUDGE PINKETT: All right. I'm not going to require 

15 her to test~fy, and possibly incriminate herself, since the 

16 alleged facts on if memory serves, could result in a 

17 criminal charge. So you can argue at the end of the day· 

18 how that effects the Appellant's position. 

19 . MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Let me just see if Kathy Ander is 

20 here, Your Honor. 

JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

22 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Well, actually, it's -- I'm 

23 assuming that Ms. Gradinaru is excused from the witness 

24 stand? 

25 JUDGE PINKETT: She is excused. Now I need to find a 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 place for Ms. Ander. Could you two scoot down, please? 

2 MR. LEARY: Sure. 

3 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: I told Ms. Ander 9:30, so she'll 

4 

5 JUDGE PINKETT: Oh. All right. 

6 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: -- (Inaudible). 

7 JUDGE PINKETT: I'm going to go off the record for a 

8 couple minutes.· 

9 (OFF THE RECORD) 

10 JUDGE PINKETT: We're back on the record in the matter 

11 of Estera Gradinaru, Docket Number ending 1920. Joining us 

12 in the hearing room is Kathe~ine Ander. No discussion of 

13 the case occurred in my presence while we were off the 

14 record. Are you, Ms. Coats-McCarthy, planning to call Ms. 

15 Ander to testify at this time? 

16 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Yes, Your Honor. 

17 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Ms. Ander, could you raise your 

18 right hand, please? Do you swear or affirm the testimony 

19 given today will be the truth? 

20 MS. ANDER: I do. 

21 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Go ahead. 

22 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

23 BY MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: 

24 Q: Ms. Ander, can you please state and spell_your name for 

25 the record? 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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.. 
1 A: My name is Katherine Ander, K-A-T-H-E-R-I-N-E A-N-D-E-

2 R. 

3 Q: Ms. Ander, where are you currently employed? 

4 A: I work for the Department of Social and Health Services 

5 in the Residential Care Services Program, which is a 

6 subsidiary under Aging and Disability Services. 

7 Q: What are your job duties with Residential Care 

8 Services? 

9 A: I'm a community complaint investigator. That means I 

10 investigate complaints that come through our hotline for 

11 our licensed boarding homes, and adult family homes. 

12 Q: Are you familiar with Estera Gradinaru? 

13 A: Yes. 

14 Q: How are you familiar with her? 

15 A: I investigated a complaint at her licensed adult family 

16 horne. 

17 Q: And what is the name of her licensed adult family horne? 

18 A: Bellevue Rose. 

19 Q: Okay. Now, in terms of her position at the Bellevue 

20 Rose Adult Family Horne, what is Ms. Gradinaru's position at 

21 the Bellevue Rose Adult Family Horne? 

22 A: She's the licensed adult family horne provider. 

23 Q: Now, when you -- uh, what complaint were you assigned 

24 to investigate at the adult family horne? 

25 A: I received a complaint from our hotline that reported 
CATHERINE M. VERNON & ASSOCIATES, LLC 
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1 that Ms. Gradinaru had ingested medication that belonged to 

2 a resident in a failed suicide attempt. 

3 Q: What -- how did you initiate your investigation? 

4 A: All investigations that are assigned are initiated in 

5 the same way, is that I look at the history of the home 

6 (Inaudible) with the license administering. I make an 

1 investigation plan. By that, I identify what I'm going to 

8 observe, what records I'll review, and what questions I'll 

9 ask of staff and residents. And so I formalize that in a 

10 written document. I then plan an unannounced visit, 

11 generally during the working business hours, unless there's 

12 extenuating circumstances. So I received this report on 

13 the 12th of October of 2010, and visited the home.at 8:00 

14 a.m. the 13th of October. 

15 Q: Okay. When you went to the home on the 13th, what did 

16 you observe? 

17 A: I observed six residents present with two caregivers 

18 and staff. And the investigative complaint what I was 

19 wanting to observe mainly is there any resident that 

20 appears to be in pain that might not be receiving pain 

21 medication. At the point I receive a complaint, I don't 

22 know what the circumstances are, so I'm trying to determine 

23 is this a drug diversion? Typically that's what -- what is 

24 the -- when this type of complaint comes in that a 

25 provider is using medications, what -- we are thinking 
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1 there might be an addiction issue, and you're -- you're 

2 looking is their drug diversion, so are the residents not 

3 receiving care? So first off, I wanted to make sure that 

4 the residents were receiving care, and were -- you know, 

5 hygienic, and -- and not in pain. Uh, I wanted to identify 

6 for my sample any residents that have prescribed narcotic 

7 medication, so that I could sample those residents and make 

8 sure, for the pills, were the proper amounts dispensed, 

9 used for that person, and not used for another person. 

10 Anyway, that's how I devise a sample. And so when I 

11 what I discovered in the home that all the residents 

12 appeared cared for. Two caregivers were in attendance, and 

13 there was one resident that was prescribed narcotics that 

14 were dispensed in-home. None of the other five residents 

15 had even prescriptions. 

16 Q: Now, in these proceedings, I -- I'd like you to only 

17 use the first name of the resident (Inaudible) that we 

18 might reference. And that one resident who was prescribed 

19 narcotics, what was her name? 

20 A: Elaine. 

21 Q: What type of narcotics was she prescribed? 

22 A: Elaine was a resident that was on hospice services. So 

23 what she was prescribed-- they're what's called comfort 

24 medications. These are medications that are used to 

25 mitigate the end of life symptoms that might in in 
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1 the process of actively dying. For example, shortness of 

2 breath, anxiety medication. So there's a --a range of 

3 medications that are prescribed. The narcotic that's 

4 generally prescribed is morphine. This is generally liquid 

5 morphine in a concentrated form that's to be put under the 

6 tongue. .Usually people that are actively dying can't 

7 swallow, or take a pill, or -- it's what you want 

8 (Inaudible), and a (Inaudible) morphine will get to the 

9 bloodstream when it's under the tongue right away, as 

10 opposed to chopping up a pill, and (Inaudible). 

11 Q: Was Elaine prescribed morphine? 

12 A: She was. 

~3 Q: Did you observe Elaine's comfort medication? 

14 A: Yes. 

15 Q: Okay. What did you see upon observing those 

16 medications? 

17 A: It appeared that the comfort medicat1ons were unopened 

18 except for the morphine. There was, I think, 16 cc 

19 ~ispensed, .which is not a very large amount, but it's a 

20 concentrated form. I believe it was 20 mg/mL. The 

21 prescribed dose was 1/4 to 1/2 of a cc/mL under the tongue 

22 as needed. And then I observed there was pretty much that 

23 amount. I -- I -- the vial was -- it was a dark brown 

24 vial. It wasn't graduated, so I could see, oh, there's a 

25 cc missing, or three cc missing. It was simply a vial that 
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1 was to have the liquid in the bottle. 

2 Q: Okay. Now, you -- you stated that it was -- did you 

3 look into whether Elaine had required any morphine? 

4 A: I did. 

5 Q: What did you -- uh, what did you find? 

6 A: She did not require any of her end of life medication, 

7 and I confirmed t'hat by looking' at the medication record 

8 (Inaudible) had been documented as given. I observed the 

9 resident to see if she was having any pain or discomfort 

10 that would have necessitated a medication dose. And I 

11 talked to the hospice nurse, and the caregiving staff, just 

12 in general, "How-- how's she doing, and so forth." 

13 Because I'm just there for giving a snapshot in time. But 

14 no, she·had not required any. And then I spoke with the 

15 provider, and she confirmed that Elaine had not required 

16 any of her comfort medications yet. 

17 Q: Now, when you state that you talked to her provider, 

18 who are you referring when you use the term her provider? 

19 A: Ms. Gradinaru. 

20 Q: Now, after going to the home, and observing the home, 

21 what did you do next in the course of your observation? 

22 A: Well, Ms. Gradinaru was hospitalized. $he'd had a 

23 distressing event. She'd had a -- a failed suicide 

24 attempt. She was in receiving some mental health services. 

25 And so I needed to get some specific information from her 
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1 to find out, well, did she take the morphine, or not take 

2 the morphine? What were the circumstances? Why was tha~ 

3 done? And I -- I could really want to get that 

4 information by speaking to her, and I elected to not bother 

5 her while she was hospitalized, receiving mental health 

6 services. I thought that that was unwarranted. I wanted 

7 to wait until she was discharged from the hospital so she 

8 could focus on her recovery. I determined from my initial 

9 investigation that there was not a drug diversion. r 

10 wasn't worried that there was resident care issues. I just 

11 needed to figure out what happened ~ith the allegations. 

12 So I waited until her discha.rge, and then I spoke with Ms. 

13 Gradinaru on the telephone. 

14 Q: And what did Ms. Gradinaru tell you? 

15 A: Ms. Gradinaru said that she was in distress. ·she 

16 started out by talking about her divorce, and that she had 

17 physical pain from pancreatitis, and she was hurting, and 

18 she wanted the hurt to stop. So she had -- it -- it was an 

19 odd story, to tell you the truth, because what she said is 

20 that her father owns and operates a~ adult family horne, 

21 which is just down the street, and he had had a patient who 

22 was actively dying, and was using the comfort medication, 

23 and he was running out. And so she -- he asked her to go 

24 to the pharmacy to obtain more morphine for his patient how 

25 was actively dying. So what she did is she put the 
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1 morphine from Elaine's comfort kit in her pocket, and then 

2 went to the pharmacy. Before getting to the pharmacy, or -

3 - she wasn't clear about where -- I found out later it was 

4 at a Park ~nd Ride, but she said that she was in a parking 

5 lot, and she ingested some of Elaine's morphine, about a 

6 cc. Not very much, but a cc, which would have been about 

7 20 mg, which is a good solid dose of morphine -- and then 

8 texted her ex-husband to say that she'd done this. 

9 The ex-husband then called the father, John, and he 

10 came to get his daughter. And then she went back to the 

11 home. (Inaudible) went back to the adult family home, 

12 where she replaced Elaine's morphine in the comfort kit, 

13 and then was in quite severe pain, when she collapsed, or 

14 fell to her knees, or -- in -- in the driveway, and her 

15 brother took her to the hospital. 

16 Q: Okay. How much did -- how much morphine did Ms. 

17 Gradinaru tell you that she took? 

18 A: She took -- she said she took a half a capful, or about 

19 c;me cc --

20 Q: Okay. 

21 A: -- which would be 20 mg. 

22 Q: Thank you. How -- what is 20 mg relative to the dose 

23 prescribed for the dying patient? 

24 A: That's twice. 

25 Q: So it was at least double the dose? 
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1 A: Yes. And so you remember that the dying person can 

2 only tolerate a little bit of liquid in their mouth, so the 

3 --that's why-- that's a concentrated form of morphine, 

4 and so what -- the prescription is for 1/4 to 1/2 of a cc. 

5 And then Ms. Gradinaru took about twice that much for a 

6 total of 20 mg of morphine, which is a good, significant 

7 dose of oral morphine. It's not enough to cause death, but 

8 it's a -- it -- it is a it will make you freaky, and 

9 will certainly address any pain you have. 

10 Q: Now, Ms. Ander, I don't believe I -- I -- I touched on 

11 this earlier, but what are your qualifications for this 

12 positioned 

13 A: Uh, I obtained a registered nursing license in 1980. I 

14 had, at that time, an Associate's Degree in nursing from 

15 Bellevue College. I then completed a Bachelor of Science 

16 in Nursing from University of Washington in 1990, a 

17 Master's Degree in community health nursing from the 

18 University o~ Washington School of Nursing in 1993. I then 

19 completed an advanced practice private nurse certificate 

20 from the University of Washington private nursing program 

21 in 2009. I also have training in basic investigative, urn, 

22 techniques, as well as advanced complaint investigative 

23 training, as well as ! attend annual conferences and 

24 education events to keep myself current. I've had 

25 department training in healthcare as well as in the 
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1 relevant facilities care. Actually, not (Inaudible) care. 

2 Q: Now, you -- you've spoken several times about different 

3 doses of morphine. How are you familiar, uh -- or are you 

4 familiar with morphine as a drug? 

5 A: Yes, uh, that -- the first 13 years in my career, I 

6 worked in a hospital setting, and that was ranging from 

7 pediatric to adult care, uh, in adult medical-surgical 

8 area. And so I'm so old that when we started we were doing 

9 hypodermic shots, and at that time, it was -- ten to 

10 fifteen mg by intramuscular injection would be a standard 

11 postoperative dose. I've also worked in pediatric care, 

12 and so forth. Of course, it's -- it's graded on the weight 

13 of the child. 

14 Q: Now, after, uh, you spoke with the provider, uh, and 

15 she told you, uh, her version of events, what did you do 

16 next in the co~rse of your investigation? 

17 A: What I did is I spoke to my supervisor, (Inaudible) 

18 Rasmussen, and I we spoke to the -- the enforcement office 

19 with Janice Sherman, to talk about what should be done 

20 because this is -- I was able to confirm the allegation, 

21 which was that the provider did ingest morphine that 

22 belonged to a resident in her care. And, uh, in addition, 

23 it was an emotion -- that she took it, not for an addiction 

24 reason, but for emotional distress. And that was an 

25 alarming on, uh, just a number of levels, is that it's not 
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1 a -- the standard, or -- or healthy coping meGhanisrn. She 

2 had full access to the range of medications in that home. 

3 If this was a gesture, then she would have full access to 

4 complete such a, urn, intent. She, uh, also -- this speaks 

5 to somebody who's had distress emotionally, and is 

6 responsible for the care of six vulnerable adults. It 

7 doesn't, uh -- we were concerned about that, and that is 

8 she fully present and able to address those resident's care 

9 needs when she, personally, was so distressed. And what we 

10 did is we put a temporary condition on the license pending 

11 the (Inaudible) investigation that she not have she be 

12 supervised at all times in the horne because she lived in 

13 the horne. She lives in the basement of the home, and the -

14 - the care occurred on the main level of the home -- the 

15 street level of the home, but she lives with her family in 

16 the lower level. So she needs·to have somebody in 

17 ·attendance 24 hours a day, and that she not have access to 

18 medication. 

19 So that was -- that's what we did. 

20 Q: And after you -- you said you got (Inaudible) 

21 completion of your investigation, what did you do next in 

22 your investigation? 

23 A: Well -- weli, what I wanted to do is get specific 

24 information about Ms. Gradinaru's medical history, or 

25 psychiatric history in relation to this gesture this 
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1 event where she took the resident's morphine, so that I 

2 could we could find out all -- we're concerned again 

3 with resident safety. So we need.to know how safe was Ms. 

4· Gradinaru, what was her mental health conditions 

5 (Inaudible) professionals. That's not the work that we do. 

6 Her doctor will do that, so I needed t~ look at some 

7 medical records. And so I went to the home a second time 

8 on the 19th, and obtained a written consent, so that I 

9 could go to" the hospital and review her medical records. 

10 And when I reviewed her medical record, I found that this 

11 is not the first attempt. This is the third attempt. This 

'12 is the first time Ms. Gradinaru has used a resident's 

13 medication, but she had previously used her own medications 

14 twice in suicidal gestures. 

15 Q: Could you, please, turn in the exhibit notebook in 

16 front of you to Exhibit 5? Do you recognize this document? 

17 A: I do. 

18 Q: What is it? 

19 A: This is the medical record from Estera ·Gradinaru from 

20' Silver Lake Hospital with the admission date of 10/12, 

21 discharge date of 10/18, and her doctor's name, and then it· 

22 talks about the history (Inaudible). 

23 Q: What -- you ~aid that you, uh, reviewed some of the 

24 various medical recqrds. What was this particular medical 

25 record in reference to? 
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1 A: When Ms. Gradinaru had taken the resident's morphine, 

2 and her brother drove her to the hospital, she was at first 

3 admitted medically, since there was a suspicion of 

4 pancreatitis, or -- or some medical issue, and it was there 

5 that she spoke to the hospital staff about her psychiatric 

6 distress, and that she'd injected the medicine in a -- in a 

7 suicide attempt. So she was from there admitted to the 

a mental health ward. And so this is what's called a History 

9 and Physical. This is generally what I ask for when I'm 

10 asking for medical records because it summarizes the 

11 hospital event. So this is the hospitalization from this 

12 event. 

13 Q: And by this event, are you referring to the incident 

14 that you were investigating where Ms. Gradinaru ingested 

15 the morphine of a resident? 

16 A: Yes. 

17 Q: Okay. Will you please turn to, uh, document six? Do 

18 you recognize this document? 

19 A: Yes. 

20 Q: What is it? 

21 A: This is a dictated report for Ms. Gradinaru. It's· 

22 dated -- two dates -- 10/25/2010, which is a note, and it's 

23 also 10/6/2009, which is·from a year earlier when Ms. 

24 Gradinaru had had a suicidal ideation, and had a -- taken 

25 an overdose, it says, of seven oxycodone tablets. This is 
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1 a narcotic medication -- pain medication. Uh-huh. 

2 Q: How did this particular medical document inform your 

3 investigation? 

4 A: This is the particular information around previous 

5 events where Ms. Gradinaru has been psychically distressed, 

6 and used an overdose of medication to address that. And it 

7 speaks to her, urn -- you know, the the Department is 

a concerned about the -- the physical as well as the 

9 emotional health of providers to meet the needs of 

10 vulnerable adults in their care. And this speaks to Ms. 

11 Gradinaru's emotional health. 

12 Q: Now, after you reviewed these medical records, how did 

13 you complete your investigation? 

14 A: Well, I spoke to Ms. Gradinaru again, and -- well, I 

15 actually talked to her because when I -- when I heard about 

16 the three attempts, I thought, "Oh, I need to know more 

17 about that (Inaudible}." And she had mentioned, I think, 

18 that she had taken ibuprofen, and had taken Wellbutrin, 

19 which is an antidepressant, in these previous attempts. 

20 And when I got the medical records it was, "Oh, this is 

21 oxycodone." That's a narcotic pain medication, not your 

22 antidepressant medication, which (Inaudible) from the 

23 verbal report and the medical report. So I wanted to speak 

24 to her again, and clarify those things. So I -- I spoke to 

25 Ms. Gradinaru again. Uh, I spoke to her father, John 
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1 Curtis, because, urn, there is a -- a legal side of the 

2 investigation, so I wanted to make sure that this is not a 

3 common practice in their homes to share morphine between 

4 patients, which would be absolutely not acceptable. And he 

5 assured me that this had never happened. It was never his 

6 intent, and it was Ms. Gradinaru's choice to put the 

7 morphine in her pocket. It was not his. He did not 

8 request her to do this. 

9 So I had a side investigation into, uh I spoke to 

10 family members because I wanted to find out, urn, how Ms. 

11 Gradinaru, uh, presented in the horne. The residents in the 

12 horne -- I spoke to one. And he was a lovely gentleman, but 

13 he just was -- due to dementia -- wasn't able to really 

14 give me specific information, and the other residents were 

15 quite cognitive-impaired. So I couldn't rely on resident 

16 reports of how Ms. Gradinaru functions. So then I talked 

17 to family members. I spoke with family about -- and 

18 Melissa, the hospice nurse, and about is she cheerful in 

19 the home? Would she provide care? I mean, what is -- what 

20 is demeanor. And that -- I wanted to find out again about 

21 her emotional health and ability to provide care and 

22 services. So, urn, I made those kinds of calls, and then 

23 ,put everything together. The rewrite of the document 

24 (Inaudible) deficiencies. And what it does is reference 

25 the regulations, and then how the provider failed to meet 
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1 the regulations. And so what -- what generally happens 

2 with the writing process, you start in one direction, and 

3 then you write, and it's reviewed, and it's revised. And 

4 so I went through that process. And so I was doing those 

5 kinds of activities to complete the investigation. 

6 Q: Okay. So once the investigation was completed, and the 

7 Statement of Deficiencies was reviewed and finalized, what 

8 was the result of your investigation? 

9 A: The result was the Department revoked the adult family 

10 home license, and placed a condition with regards to Ms. 

11 Gradinaru's contact with medications in the home. Ms. 

12 Gradinaru is a registered nurse. And so that license 

13 allows her to delegate the nursing tasks, like medication 

14 administration and treatment. And she had done that for 

15 her h"ome, and I believe her father's home as well. And 

16 it's a a common practice in adult care homes. So, uh, 

17 we did not want her delegating to her staff in regards to 

lB medications, because that would put her in contact again 

19 with p.r.n. narcotics if they're prescribed. 

20 So she had a condition that was placed on the license, 

21 the revocation, and stop placing of admission 

22 admissions, which goes hand-in-hand with pain medication. 

23 You can't be admitting people to a home that's been 

24 revoked. 

25 Q: And the -- what was your role in terms of revocation? 
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1 A: I wrote the Statement of Deficiencies. Generally 

2 speaking, I don't go to the home to deliver them. It's 

3 usually done by my supervisor and another staff person. 

4 And that's the point is to -- to deliver the document, and 

5 talk calmly about. the -- the Department_' s action, and what 

6 happens when the investigator goes, sometimes there can be 

7 some emotional like, "What did you do to me? You closed my 

8 business." And that's not where the focus needs to be. 

9 Our focus is to the residents, with their safety, and that 

10 this is a Department action, and this is just the 

11 information presented. 

12 Q: Are you part of the program called the Resident Client 

13 Protection Program? 

14 A: Yes. 

15 Q: Okay. What is the relationship between your role as a 

16 licenser and the Resident Client Protection -- Protection 

17 Program. 

18 A: ·urn, actually, I'm a complaint investigator, not a 

19 licenser. 

20 Q: Oh, sorry. 

21 A: You know, there are --

22 Q: Sorry. 

23 A: That's okay. Urn, with-- with RCPP, it's that they 

24 specifically investigate caregivers in relation to an event 

25 in the home. So our department looks at the license, and 
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1 the license requirements, and writes deficiencies related 

2 to that for the -- the overall scope of care in the home. 

3 The RCPP Program specifically focuses on the individual 

4 involved,' and their conduct, their action in the -- in 

s relation to their licenser sometimes, I think. But mostly, 

6 urn, the licensing department helps in the -- if they are 

7 registered, or they have an R.N. License, they have a 

8 separate investigation, but RCCP talks about their actions, 

9 and whether it met the standard of neglect that (Inaudible) 

10 findings against that person. 

11 Q: I have no further questions at this time. 

12 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

13 MR. LEARY: Good morning. 

14 JUDGE PINKETT: Mr. Leary? 

15 MR. LEARY: Thank you, Your Honor. 

16 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

17 BY MR. LEARY: 

18 Q: Good morning, Ms. Ander. Did you make a referral 

19 A. Good morning. 

20 Q: Did you make a referral to (Inaudible) as a part of 

21 your investigation? 

22 A: I probably did. 

23 Q: And then did you make a referral to Department of 

24 Health, given that she was a registered nurse? 

25 A: I --most likely I did. And I ~- that's my general 
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1 practice, and certainly R.N.s -- I like to speak from 

2 not that (!~audible), but it will be in my notes, and 

3 and I -- either I did, or my supervisor did, so yes, we 

4 certainly did. 

. 
5 Q: Okay. So there's a theory that depending on -- you 

6 know, if someone's not a nurse, you wouldn't refer them to 

7 Department of Health, correct? 

8 A: Well, it depends if they have any kind of registration 

9 of licensure. For example at Department of Health you can 

10 have certified -- be a certified nursing assistant, or a 

11 registered nursing assistant, which is simply a registered 

12 with DOH, but if you have any contact, or credential from 

13 DOH, it' s ref erred there. 

14 Q: So it's safe to say that you're contident that a 

15 referral was made, either by you, or somebody at RCS 

16 A: Yes. 

17 Q: -- to Department of Health to address her nursing 

18 license? 

19 A: Yes. 

20 Q: Okay. And that was based on the information you 

21 gathered in the -- the part of -- your fall 2010 

22 investigation into the morphine issue? 

23 A: Yes. 

24 Q: The Resident Client Protection Program and Residential 

25 Care Services are both within DSHS, is that correct? 
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1 A: Yes. 

2 Q: And are they on the same level, or different levels --

3 JUDGE PINKETT: What do you mean by levels? 

4 Q: Is one higher than an another? Does one have more 

5 authority, or are they just simply different missions, and 

6 overlap occasionally? 

7 A: Different missions (Inaudible) . 

8 Q: Urn, but you don't -- Resident Client Protection doesn't 

9 supervise RCS, or vice versa? 

10 A: No. 

11 Q: Okay. 

12 JUDGE PINKETT: Well, if it's part of RCS --

13 A: They're both part of RCS. They both -- within 

14 Residential Care Services, there would be two branches. 

15 Q: Okay. 

16 A: And they just, quite simply, have different 

17 jurisdictions, but they may have overlapping 

18 investigations. 

19 Q: Okay. So both the part that you work for, and Resident 

20 Client Protection Program is within RCS? 

21 A: Yes. 

22 Q :_ Okay. And it's safe to say that your investigation 

23 preceded Resident Client Protection Program? 

24 A: Yes. 

25 Q: And you wrote a Statement of Deficiencies? 
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1 A: Correct. ·Yes, I did. 

2 Q: You, uh -- I spoke with Ms. Coats-McCarthy. 

3 A: Uh-huh. 

4 Q: Ms. Peterson had intended to include the Statement of 

5 Deficiencies as Department Exhibit -- I believe three or 

6 four. And it has been duplicated and left off. Urn, it 

7 attached to the settlement, and so we would ask that you 

8 can refer to the plan of -- Statement of Deficiencies 

9 that's included in the settlement. 

10 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. It needs to be marked and 

11 admitted as· an exhibit if it's going to be referred to. 

12 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Your Honor, I'd be happy for the 

13 settlement agreement to be marked and admitted as an 

14 exhibit in this hearing. 

15 MR. LEARY: No objection. 

16· JUDGE PINKETT: Urn, that might be just the easiest 

17 way. Let me review. Okay. What I have attached to the 

18 settlement agreement is, urn, a three-page Statement of 

19 Deficiencies with a completion date of November 2nd signed 

20 by Ms. Rasmussen on November 4, 2010. Urn, I'm going to 

21 hand this to -- I'm going to mark it as proposed Exhibit 

22 Thirteen. 

23 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Your Honor, if I -- I may be so 

24 bold, if you could just mark the entire settlement 

25 agreement. 
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1 JUDGE PINKETT: I'm not including the settlement 

2 agreement. 

3 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Okay. That's fine. 

4 JUDGE PINKETT: It's totally irrelevant what happened 

5 on that case. 

6 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Okay. That's fine. 

7 JUDGE PINKETT: So I'm going to mark the factual 

8 document as an exhibit for identification, and hand it to 

9 Ms. Ander, and have her.review it. 

10 Q: Do you recognize Exhibit Thirteen? 

11 A: I do. 

12 Q: What is Exhibit Thirteen? 

13 A: Exhibit Thirteen is the Statement of Deficiencies for -

14 - for Bellevue Rose Adult Family Home of November 2, 2010, 

15 investigation date 10/13/2010. 

16 JUDGE PINKETT: So that is your report, ma'am? 

17 A: Yes, it is. 

18 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. And neither one of you object 

19 if it's admitted? 

20· MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: No objection.' 

21 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. So thirteen is admitted. 

22 Q: And you cited two Washington Administrative Code 

23 deficiencies, correct? 

24 A: Yes. 

25 Q: Urn, one being the ability to provide care and services, 
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1 and the second being medication disposal, is that correct? 

2 A: Yes. 

3 Q: Urn, you have a whole host of citations that you can 

4 cite to, if appropriate, correct? 

5 A: Yes. 

6 Q: And so if a provider steals money from, urn, a resident, 

7 what would be a revocation for theft? 

8 A: That --

9 Q: Well, I'm not -- not the specific numbers, but do you 

10 know, would cite the same care and services? 

11 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Your Honor, I'm going to object 

12 at this point to relevance of this line of questioning. 

13 Urn, we're not talking about the licensing investigation, 

14 uh, ·and I -- I believe it's already been stated with RCPP 

15 Program and the licensing aspect, uh, are different, and 

16 have separate missions. 

17 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. So -- the question -- just a 

18 second. The question posed was if, uh, a licensee steals 

19 money, urn, from a resident, what WAC section would you 

20 cite. And I did not -- I should have said I'm objecting to 

21 asking Ms. Ander that question. Urn, she is not a -- first, 

22 I suspect she hasn't memorized the entire, uh, chapter, but 

23 also, you're asking her for information that I don't think 

24 would be relevant to me. Is the question you wanted to 

25 pose, if a client steals money from a resident, can she be 
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1 cited for that as a licensing violation? And then I'll 

2 deal with your objection. 

3 Q: The heart of my question is in terms of your 

4 investigation, Ms. Ander, is was this dealt with in 

5 terms of being a theft, or was this in response to, urn, her 

6 use of the morphine? 

7 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Objection. Relevance. 

8 Q: It's a -- they are both part of DSHS. They have 

9 differing approaches. Ms. Ander testified that she had 

10 questions well, she testified on direct she had 

11 questions as to whether or not this was a -- a case of 

12 theft in terms of narcotic dependence, and she had 

13 concluded that it wasn't, and I'm following up on that line 

14 of,questioning. 

15 JUDGE PINKETT: She used the term drug diversion, 

16 which I didn't understand what that meant. So why don't we 

17 have her define that. 

18 Q: Okay. 

19 JUDGE PINKETT: What is drug diversion? 

20 A: Drug diversion is where you use prescribed medications 

21 fro one person for your -- a -- a different use. So the 

22 kinds of examples of drug diversion that exist are that if 

23 s~rnebody's a -- a patient is prescribed a narcotic 

24 medication for pain, and then you divert, or use their 

25 medication to your own use, or you divert, and you take 
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1 that medication and sell it. 

2 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Just a second. And is drug 

3 diversion a term of -- used in the nursing profession? 

4 A: Yes. 

5 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Just a second. So your 

6 response to the question was that it's irrelevant. 

7 Correct, Ms. Coats-McCarthy? 

8 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Yes, Your Honor -- Your Honor. 

9 JUDGE PINKETT: Urn, I don't think it's relevant to me 

10 whether or not what's alleged here was financial exploit --

11 when what's alleged is, is this financial exploitation, I 

12 don't think it's relevant to me to hear Ms. Ander testify, 

13 uh, about, urn, what she might have done. I think, uh, I'm 

14 going to sustain the objection, and-- but I'll ask Ms. 

15 Ander this. Did you think you did a thorough investigation 

16 

17 A: Yes. 

18 JUDGE PINKETT: -- of the facts alleged? 

19 A: Yes. 

20 JUDGE PINKETT: And is it your job as a complaint 

21 investigator for boarding homes and adult family homes, 

22 after completing an investigation, to make sure that all of 

23 the licensing regulations that pertain to adult £amily 

24 homes, if they have been violated, that you note that? So 

25 if a -- if -- if -- is that a yes? 
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1 A: Could you repeat the question? 

2 JUDGE PINKETT: When you go in to -- to conduct an 

3 investigation,- and you find that there have been fifteen 

4 violations of the regulations, would cite all of them, or 

s only some of them? 

6 A: I do not cite all of them. I only cite some of them. 

7 JUDGE PINKETT: And why is that? 

8 A: For a -- a variety of reasons. One is that there are 

9 sometimes overlapping regulations, and so for example, 

10 there's a -- several regulations tpat speak to a negotiated 

11 care client --

12 JUDGE PINKETT: Right. 

13 A: -- et cetera. So I might pick one. I also -- we try 

14 to stick to the heart of the matter, and there's always, in 

~5 the department, this struggle between documenting it 

16 appropriately for the appropriate regulation versus 

17 documenting it thoroughly for all the regulations. And the 

18 pendulum swings back and forth whether we cite everything, 

19 or do we just stick to what the -- you know, what the 

20 bigger issue is. 

21 JUDGE PINKETT: When you're trying to revoke a 

22 license, are you telling me -- is your testimony that in a 

23 revocation action (Inaudible) would not cite everything 

24 that has been violated? 

25 
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1 A: That's correct. Sometimes because-- I'll tell you why 

2 is that sometimes in a revocation is that if -- if I have 

3 20 citations, and you get a 25-page doc, and some of them 

4 are -- there's not a signature on the care plan --

5 JUDGE PINKETT: Uh-huh. 

6 A: -- and some of it is (Inaudible). And then you have 

7 major care violations, the care violations get lost with 

8 all that other diddly stuff. So sometimes we just get 

9 right to the heart of the matter. 

10 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

11 A: So that's one reason. The other thing is that there's 

12 a -- there's a timeframe because we don't want to spend a 

13 month writing up a very, very thorough Statement of 

14 Deficiencies to ci~e everything possible because you have 

15 to take the action in a timely manner. 

16 JUDGE PINKETT~ Okay. 

17 A: And it's not that you can work on one case at a time. 

18 JUDGE PINKETT: Right. 

19 A: It's multiple cases. The other piece is that the --

20 the strength of those revocations was about their 

21 provider's emotional stability in relation to a -- a 

22 variety of things, but these multiple (Inaudible) that this 

23 -- unable to have adequate coping that isn't healthy, and 

24 for care of the vulnerable adult, as well as the misuse of 

25 resident property. 
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l JUDGE PINKETT: Uh-huh. 

2 A: So -- no -- could I have cited that? I suppose I 

3 could. 

4 JUDGE PINKETT: ·And what would the citation have been? 

5 A: It would have been a -- a resident rights violation .. 

6 And I can't tell you which one --

7 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

8 A: -- at this time, but I had a --

9 JUDGE PINKETT: That's okay. I don't expect you to 

10 memorize the chapter. 

11 A: Okay. 

12 JUDGE PINKETT: Um, just a second. 

13 A: I can tell you sometimes I'll write a -- a revocation 

14 Statement of Deficiencies, and I'll put in the kitchen sink 

15 

16 JUDGE PINKETT: Uh-huh. 

17 A: -- is what I call it. I put every -- write everything 

18 up, and then I let headquarters decide what they're going 

19 to take out -- narrow it down. 

20 JUDGE PINKETT: Because you, ~' stated that you, um -

21 - you wrote your Statement of Deficiencies, and it -- then 

22 you sent it up -- your -- to your supervisors, and then it 

23 came back to you for revisions, correct? 

24 A: Correct. 

25 JUDGE PINKETT: And I noted that -- note -- noted that 
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1 Ms. Rasmussen's signature is the signature on -- on the 

2 Statement of Deficiencies. Is that correct? 

3 A: That is correct. 

4 JUDGE PINKETT: And don't you also sign it? 

5 A: I don't. 

6 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Urn, 

7 A: I can tell you why. 

8 JUDGE PINKETT: I'm assuming you're not supposed to, 

9 but that's okay. All right. So I sustain the Department's 

10 objection with regard to on -- on asking Ms. Ander, urn --

11 what was the question? 

12 Q: I can --

13 JUDGE PINKETT: Yeah, you --

14 Q: -- move on. 

15 JUDGE PINKETT: Yeah. 

16 Q: To your -- best of your recollection, Ms. Ander, were 

17 any citations removed from this Statement of Deficiencies? 

18 A: I don't recall. 

19 Q: Urn, I want to talk about the morphine prescrib~d to 

20 residents only. You described it as a liquid in a bottle, 

21 correct? 

22 A: Yes. 

23 Q: And you said 15 cc had been dispensed. Was that by the 

24 pharmacy? 

25 A: Yes. 
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1 Q: Or whoever provided it? 

2 A: Correct.- The provider. 

3 Q: Okay. And so you weren't able to tell exactly how much 

4 had been taken out? 

5 A: Correct . 

6 Q: But it appeared to you that approximately one cc was 

7 missing? 

8 A: It's feasible that one cc could be missing. 

9 Q: Okay. And so that, urn I'm just trying to get a 

10 sense of -- so when you look at the bottle, it was 

11 prescribed as a 15 cc dose? 

12 A: No. 

13 JUDGE PINKETT: No. 

14 Q: Or a -- a 15 -- a 15 cc amount total in the bottle? 

15 A: Correct. 

16 Q: Okay. And could you estimate how much was left in the 

17 bottle? I mean, was it half full, a quarter full, only 

18 approximately one cc missing? 

19 A: It was more like only one cc missing. And remember 

20 when I saw it, this is at the before I had spoken with 

21 Ms. Gradinaru, but it looked like 15 cc were dispensed, and 

22 it was -- I couldn't see that there was a lot missing. 

23 Q: Okay. 

24 A: There was no -- there as no way to tell that without 

25 -pouring it out, and measuring it, and then you 1 d -- it 
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1 clings to the side of the jar. It was -- I mean, if you 

2 poured it into a medicine cup to sort of look at it, you're 

3 going to lose a few drops, and it's too -- I was -- was not 

4 going to do that. 

5 Q: Okay. It wasn't an empty bottle? 

6 A: No, it was not. 

7 Q: Okay. Urn, and you indicated that you felt that this 

8 was not a drug diversion? And so what did you mean by 

9 that? 

10 A: When I think of drug diversion, which was the -- the 

11 my initial thought about what could be going on, and why a 

12 provider would use a resident's medication, generally 

13 speaking, there's issues of addiction, or as I mentioned, 

14 selling, or diverting that medication for a friend, or 

15 family member. So it's -- it's --they-~ by diversion I 

16 mean using that medication for your own gain. I suppose 

17 that this could qua~ify for a diversion because it's taking 

18 a prescribed medication for one person, ~nd using it for 

19 your own personal gain. 

20 JUDGE PINKETT: Is killing yourself a gain? 

21 A: It is a --

22 JUDGE PINKETT: Would any doctor think that -- use 

23 that term for committing suicide? That the patient is 

24 gaining something by doing that? 

25 A: I t 
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1 think she was gaining -- she was treating her psychic pain? 

2 JUDGE PINKETT: In a suicide attempt? 

3 A: Yes. 

4 JUDGE PINKETT: And do you think any medical 

5 professional would describe, uh, trying to kill yourself as 

6 personally trying to gain something? 

7 A: Psych relief. Yes. 

8 JUDGE PINKETT: That isn't the question that I asked 

9 you. 

10 A: Oh, I'm sorry. 

11 JUDGE PINKETT: Do you think any medical person, 

12 nurse, doctor, would consider someone who tried to kill 

13 themselves with that act, uh, by ingesting medication, was 

14 a gain to the patient, medi~ally speaking? 

15 A: Well, it's not a gain medically because you wouldn't 

16 cease and desist. 

17 JUDGE PINKETT: Yeah. 

18 A: It's not that you're gaining, but in treating your 

19 psychic pain, that's what ypu're attempting to do. You're 

20 you're--

21 JUDGE PINKETT: I'm talking --

22 A: -- obtaining relief. 

23 JUDGE PINKETT: -- specifically in terms of medical 

24 gain. 

25 A: A physical 
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1 JUDGE PINKETT: Is there a medical gain to.trying to 

2 kill yourself in any doctor or nurse term -- trying to kili 

3 yourself as trying to gain something where you would gain 

4 medically not psychically? Because that's subjective to 

5 the patient, isn't it? 

6 A: It -- it is. 

7 JUDGE PINKETT: Treating psych (Inaudible) objective 

8 to the patient. Would you agree? 

9 A: Well, psychic --

10 JUDGE PINKETT: Would a psychiatrist say that that was 

11 a psychic gain for the patient to try to kill his or 

12 herself? A psychiatrist? 

13 A: You know, I'm going to speak for myself. I'm a -- I'm 

14 a registered nurse, and in terms of my experience, is that 

15 people use drugs to treat psychic pain. And --

16 JUDGE PINKETT: I'm saying, as a registered nurse, if 

17 you had a patient who tried to kill him or herself, would 

18 you, as a nurse, say that this would be a medical gain for 

19 the patient? 

20 A: It's not a medical gain. 

21 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. So it's --

22 A: To treat --

23 JUDGE PINKETT: What the -- what the person is trying 

24 to do, that's subjective to them, but as an objective 

25 medical provider -- as a nurse, in your profession, would 
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1 you view that as a medical gain for the patient? 

2 A: I'm not trying to be difficult, but you've got to 

3 understand a lot of people when·they're in terrible pain, I 

4 -- and like -- they feel that they're gaining from 

s committing suicide. 

6 JUDGE PINKETT: That's subjective. As the nurse, if 

7 you had a patient -- I don't know what the law is in 

8 Washington now. If you had a patient who said, "i'm in 

9 physical pain, and psychic pain, can you OD me on morphine 

10 -- morphine, so I can be out of my pain," would you do --

11 could you do it? 

12 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: I'm going to object as to 

13 relevance. 

14 JUDGE PINKETT: Well, I'm trying to get Ms. Ander to 

15 testify as to not the subjective state of the patient, but 

16 as a nurse, who was given this information, would you, as a 

17 nurse, say that that's a medical gain for the patient? 

18 Medically? 

19 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: She's --

20 JUDGE PINKETT: No. I'm overruling you. I hear your 

21 objection. She testified that she supposed it could be a 

22 gain. So my question of her is, as a nurse, if you had a 

23 patient who tried to kill him or herself because they were 

24 in psychic pain, could you, as a medical professional say, 

25 "Well, that's a medical gain for that patient. The patient 
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1 has gained medically by doing that." 

2 A: No, they're not gaining medically. 

3 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

4 Q: And so in your investigation, you had no evidence that 

5 Ms·. Gradinaru was selling the morphine, correct? 

6 A: Correct . 

7 Q: And no information that she had a -- a previous 

8 addiction to the morphine? 

9 A: Correct. 

10 Q: And no indication that she was selling it, or trading 

·11 it, or providing it to friends, or family members, correct? 

12 A: Yes. 

13 Q: And there was no indication that she was terminally 

14 ill, um, and that this was a -- a treatment for, you know, 

15 terminal illness? 

16 A: Correct. 

17 Q: All the information that you received indicated th~t 

18 this was a suicide attempt, correct? 

19 A: Yes. Well, when you say all information, the medical 

20 records (Inaudible), her medical providers talk about a 

21 suicidal gesture -- gesture. Ms. Gradinaru would talk 

22 about the physical pain. And she said her physical she 

23 often has physical pain when she's stressed. 

24 Q: And she had been admitted psychiatrically to the 

25 hospital after the event? 
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1 A: Yes. 

2 Q: For suicidal ideation? 

3 A: Yes. 

4 Q: And the records talk speci·fically about an attempt to 

5 commit suicide using the resident's morphine, correct? 

6 A: Yes. 

7 Q: No further questions. 

8 JUDGE PINKETT: Redirect? 

9 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Yes, Your Honor. 

10 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

11 BY MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: 

12 Q: Ms. Ander, the Judge was using the term medical gain 

13 with you. When you hear the term medical gain, what were 

14 you defining that as, when you answered the question? 

15 A: Generally speaking medical care is meant to -- to 

16 restore a person to health for the -- the optimum health 

17 that they can achieve, given their medical condition. And 

18 so that's why I ~as struggling with answe·ring the question. 

19 It's because sometimes with a treatment it's supposed to be 

20 -- or sometimes you don't know if the disease is worse than 

21 medical treatment, but the attempt is always to gain health 

22 

23 Q: Okay. 

24 A: or remission of symptoms, or to feel better somehow. 

25 And so what -- is it a medical gain to die? I -- I -- for 
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1 some people, I suppose that they think so, and the Judge 

2 suggested that that's perhaps a-- a subjec.tive feeling. 

3 But the goal of medical treatment is to, as I said, 

4 mitigate symptoms, restore health. Sometimes palliative 

5 care, which -- which just helps the person be comfortable. 

6 So, uh, it -- it -- that's why it's very, very difficult to 

7 answer that . 

8 Q: Now, is there a medical gain for using, uh, illegal 

9 drugs like cocaine? 

10 A: No. That would be other -- other things, but the way 

11 people use drugs, as -- in the addiction arena is that 

12 they're --no, it's not a medical gain at all. I -- it 

13 (Inaudible) your health, as well as your psychological 

14 life. 

15 Q: Now, in terms of, urn -- in your answer tO' the question 

16 about all the information you received, you went through 

17 and talked about what was in the hospital records, 

18 references (Inaudible), and ~hen you said that the, uh --

19 Ms. Gradinaru talked about physical pain. 

20 A: Yeah. 

21 Q~ Okay. Could you please state exactly what Ms. 

22 Gradinaru told you about physical pain? 

23 A: Ms. Gradinaru said that she had terrible pain, uh, from 

24 the pancreatitis, and that she just wanted her pain to 

25 stop. And that when you're feeling good you don't-- can't 
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1 imagine if you're feeling bad -- when you're feeling you 

2 want to do anything you can to feel better. She talked 

3 about --. she -- she alternated with 

4 JUDGE PINKETT: Can I interrupt -- I'm-- I'm sorry. 

5 My exhibit list --

6 A: In -- in talking about her pain, it was very intermixed 

7 with psychic as well as the physical pain. You know, when 

8 I -- when I first spoke to her on the phone, she said, "I'm 

9 just having so much trouble with the divorce." And then 

10 she talked about the physical pain. And then she -- and it 

11 -- and it would back and forth, and it -- it was all mixed 

12 together. And at one of our conversations she said, "When 

13 I have when I'm emotionally upset -- when I'm stressed, 

14 I have physical pain. I feel it physically.'' And she 

15 talked about feeling better in the mental health treatment 

16 ward. She talked about, "I feel physically better. I 

17 don't have as much pain." 

18 Q: When you were having this conversation with her about 

19 the pain, when was it relative to, urn, Ms. Gradinaru's 

20 treatment at the, uh, mental health her mental health x? 

21 A: Well, I -- I spoke to her twice on on the 18th, the 

22 the day she was going through the --

23 JUDGE PINKETT: Excuse me, would that be the 18th of 

24 October? 

25 A: Yes. October 2010. So I talked to he± then. I talked 
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1 to her several days later. So I talked to her two different 

2 times about -- about her pain -- could you repeat the 

3 question, please? 

4 Q: What when did you talk with her about her pain 

s relative to her, urn, inpatient mental health treatment? 

6 A: Urn, well, I talked to her at both times. I think there 

7 was a second conversation when she talked about what I said 

8 in my last testimony. You know, her psychic pain, and her 

9 her: physical pain are very intermixed. But in both 

10 conversations we had, both elements were present. 

11 Q: No further questions. 

12 JUDGE PINKETT: Recross? 

13 MR. LEARY: None, Your Honor. 

14 JUDGE PINKETT: All right. Thank you, Ms. Ander. 

15 A: Thank you. 

16 JUDGE PINKETT: Do both of you have copies of Exhibit 

17 Thirteen? 

18 MR. LEARY: I do. 

19 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: I do not, Your Honor. 

20 JUDGE PINKETT: I'll make a copy. 

21 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Thank you, Your Honor. 

22 JUDGE PINKETT: Did you wish to call Ms. Moran at this 

23 time? 

24 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Yes, Your Honor. 

25 JUDGE PINKETT: Ms. Moran? 
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1 MS. MORAN: Is it -- is it better just to tuck that 

2 down? 

3 JUDGE PINKETT: It is. Uh-huh. 

4 MS. MORAN: Okay. (Inaudible) we should have been. 

5 JUDGE PINKETT: Could you raise your right hand, 

6 please? Do you swear or affirm the testimony given today 

7 will be the truth? 

B MS. MORAN: I do. 

9 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

10 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

11 BY MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: 

12 Q: Ms. Moran, can you please state and spell your name for 

13 the record? 

14 A: Mary Moran, M-A-R-Y M-0-R-A-N. 

15 Q: Ms. Moran, where are you currently employed? 

16 A: With the Resident and Client Protection Program. 

17 Q: What are your job duties at the Resident Client 

18 Protection Program? 

19 A: I'm an investigator. 

20 Q: What are your job duties as an investigator? 

21 A: Urn, I investigate individuals who have an allegation 

22 of, um, abuse, neglect, exploitation, or financial 

23 exploitation against them. 

24 Q: What are your qualifications for your position? 

25 A: Um, well, I have, um -- so prior to this position, I, 
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1 urn, worked at an intermediate care facility for, urn, the 

2 severely diagnosed developmentally disabled and mentally 

3 ill patients for 20 years. And I, urn -- I was an 

4 administrator there, and I did, uh uh, a lot of my work 

s involved, urn, in-h~use facility investigations. 

6 Q: How long have you been doing investigations for the 

7 Resident Client Program Protection Program of abuse, 

8 neglect, and exploitation? 

9 A: Since 2004. 

10 Q: How many investigations would you estimate that you've 

11 done on abuse, neglect, and exploitation? 

12 A: Well, I don't have a count, but, urn, it se~ms like 

13 thousands. But I would say rough -- 1000 would be close. 

14 Urn, I'm not sure . 

. 15 Q: Now, when you -- are you familiar with Estera 

16 Gradinaru? 

17 A: Yes. 

18 Q: How are you familiar with her? 

19 A: Urn, I received a -- a complaint that was assigned to me 

20 through my field manager, and it had come into the 

21 c?mplaint resolution unit. 

22 Q: Okay. Now, what was, uh, the complaint that you were 

23 starting to investigate? 

24 A: Urn, that, uh, Ms. Gradinaru was the, uh -- she had an 

25 allegation against her of, um, financial exploitation for 
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1 tak~ng a resident's morphine. 

2 Q: When, urn -- how did you investigate this allegation? 

3 A: Urn, well, I, urn _.:.. a (Inaudible), .uh, was planned, um; 

4 and I went on-site, which means to the adult family home 

5 itself. Urn, and I -- I interviewed Ms. Gradinaru in 

6 person. Her father was there, um -- uh -- uh, he was he 

7 was in the home supervising the two caregivers that were 

8 also present. And so I interviewed him as well, and the 

9 two caregivers. And during the --my time in the home, um 

10 -- the, urn, hospice nurse came by for a visit. And so I 

11 interviewed her as well. Urn, I obtained, uh, (Inaudible) 

12 to the, urn-- Elaine -- she's the resident -- her medical 

13 records, and various other documents in the home that were 

14 relevant to the investigation. 

15 Q: Now, could you please -- uh, when you interviewed the -

16 - what did you learn from your interview of the hospice 

17 nurse? 

18 A: Well, the -- r was actually really -- reviewing records 

19 at the time when the hospice nurse came into the home, and, 

20 urn, Ms. Gradinaru had told her that she was being 

21 investigated, urn, by me. And, uh, so the group health 

22 nurse came -- came to me, and she told me that -- you know, 

23 she was curious as to why I was there. So I took that 

24 opportunity to, urn, interview that nurse, who had 

25 with me to the medication area, and that's where she 
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1 discovered the, urn, vial -- or bottle -- of the liquid 

2 morphine, and the seal had been broken. And she wasn't 

3 aware of the incident beforehand because this particular 

4 resident hadn't required the use of the morphine, and had -

5 - had she required it, urn, group health hospice nurses 

6 wanted to be notified. And they hadn't been notified. 

7 Q: Now, did you actually see the, uh -- the vial with the 

8 morphine in it? 

9 A: I did. 

10 Q: Okay. And did you observe the broken seal? 

11 A: I did. 

12 Q: Okay. Now, you said that you spoke with ~s. Gradinaru 

13 in person? 

14 A: I did. 

15 Q: What did Ms. Gradinaru tell you about the incident you 

16 were investigating? 

17 A: Urn -- uh, well, she had told me that, urn, she was in 

18 pain because of her, urn, pancreatitis, and, urn, depression 

19 -- that she was experiencing depression because her ex --

20 her ex -- well her husband had left her a year ago, and she 

21 was she was distraught over the divorce proceedings, and 

22 that she was having an upcoming -- licensing was corning to 

23 do a review, and she had asked her ex-husband to, urn, 

24 assist her in preparing for that. And he said no. She was 

25 upset because he had left her with some household accounts, 
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1 and they had two -- two daughters. Urn, and she had also 

2 explained to me there, urn-- she had an, uh -- I'm sorry, I 

3 can't remember the exact date, but she had attempted to 

4 commit suicide during this whole divorce, but she had taken 

s her own narcotic medication, and she was seeing a,mental 

6 health therapist, and taking anti -- urn, depressant 

7 medication, but then in December of 2009 her insurance had 

8 run out, so she stopped both the therapy, and the 

9 depression medication. Urn, she explained that, urn, the 

10 morning of October 9, urn, she had taken the vial of, urn, 

11 morphine from the medication cabinet from Elaine's 

12 particular medication. And she put it in her pocket. And 

13 she had discussed with her father over the phone, who was 

14 also an adult family home provider in -- in the 

15 neighborhood, urn, that she was going to the pharmacy, and 

16 she had said that he had asked her if he could borrow 

17 morphine for one of his residents. So she went over to his 

18 house, and -- and -- and then she had told me that her 

19 father said, "No. No. It's -- she misunderstood on that, 

20 that's not what" -- he didn't want the morphine. And .so 

21 she (Inaudible), and she was going to the pharmacy, and on 

22 the way she stopped at the Park and Ride, and she was upset 

23 about -- with her ex-husband, that he wasn't helping her 

24 with this inspection that was forthcoming. So.she had said 

25 that she, um -- she poured some of the morphine into the 
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1 cap, and, um -- and she took it, and it tasted very bitter. 

2 And she had texted her ex-husband asking if she could go to 

3 his apartment to sleep it off, and he said no. And he 

4 didn't want to help her. Um, and so she tried to sleep in 

5 the car, and she had assumed that her ex-husband must have 

6 called her dad, because her father arrived at the Park and 

7 Ride, and he told her, urn, according to her, that he had 

8 asked her to follow him to his home. And she did, and she 

9 proceeded to get she she was in a lot of pain, and 

10 she had said she passed out, and her brother came, and took 

11 her to the emergency room. 

12 Urn, and Ms. Gradinaru could -- she couldn't remember 

13 if she had told the emergency room staff that it was an 

14 attempt at suicipe or not. 

15 Q: After your investigation, did you write a report 

16 memorializing it? 

17 A: I did. 

18 Q: Okay. Could you please turn to Exhibit Eight? Do you 

19 recognize this document? 

20 A: I do. 

21 Q: Is this what is it? 

22 A: This is my investigator's report. 

23 Q: Is this report an accurate, uh, summary of your 

24 investigation? 

25 A: Is it -- well, there -- there are two, urn, summaries, 
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1 which the (Inaudible) and I apologize for them, but I'll be 

2 happy to send them out. 

3 Q: Okay. Can you please point out those two inaccuracies? 

4 A: Yes. On page two --

5 Q: Uh-huh. 

6 ·A: --where it says it's the --there's an italicized, uh, 

7 statement --

8 Q: Uh-huh. 

9 A: -- meaning that the person wasn't interviewed, but I 

10 had come upon a statement. And I attributed this to -- as 

11 an excerpt from the hospital social worker's statement of 

12 10/12, urn, but it -- it really was Katherine Ander, the, 

13 urn, facility practice investigator. 

14 JUDGE PINKETT: So the excerpt is from Katherine 

15 Anders Statement of Deficiencies? 

16 A: No, it's from the complaint -- from the complaint 

17 resolution unit. Urn, the -- the social worker from the 

18 hospital was the original complainant on this case, and on, 

19 urn, 10/19 -- it -- it's a running narrative of what this 

20 person is, urn, alleging had happened. And, urn, on the 

21 second or third page of that same complaint, there was a 

22 a supplemental by Katherine Ander on 10/19. Ahd it was 

23 actually, urn -- this is what she had stated to, urn, CRU 

24 when she made the referral to RCPP. 

25 JUDGE PINKETT: So Katherine Ander made a referral to 
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1 RCCP, and in the referral to the complaint -- that came 

2 through the Complaint Resolution Unit -- so her referral 

3 was through CRU, correct? 

4 A: Correct. 

,5 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Just a second. And was it a 

6 written referral? 

7 A: Urn, no. Uh, well, urn --

8 JUDGE PINKETT: Or is this 

9 A: It -- it was a --

10 JUDGE PINKETT: what a secretary at CRU wrote down? 

11 A: No. So what happened was, urn, the original complaint 

12 was with the social worker, and there's a narrative that's 

13 attached of what the social worker was alleging happened. 

14 JUDGE PINKETT: Right. It's -- I'm a little bit 

15 familiar, uh, with this process. A person calls in CRU 

16 hotline, correct? 

17 A: Correct. 

18 JUDGE PINKETT: So that's staff who takes the call, 

19 and types it up, correct? 

20 A: Correct. 

21 JUDGE PINKETT: So that creates the written document 

22 you're referring to, correct? 

23 A: Correct . 

24 JUDGE PINKETT: In that written document, there's an 

25 addendum where Katherine Ander called in? 
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1 A: Yes. What she had done is she had -- I believe she had 

2 emailed, urn, the director of the Complaint Resolution Unit 

3 to provide this supplemental information, and to have it 

4 referred to the Resident and Client Protection Program. 

5 JUDGE PINKETT: So she emailed the Complaint 

6 Resolution -- Resolution supervisor, then you believe the 

7 supervisor cut and pasted her email onto this narrative? 

8 A: That is that they typically do. 

9 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. But you're not sure on this 

10 case? 

11 A: I -- sometimes they -- they -- I looks exactly like the 

12 email, and sometimes it's just the narrative of the email. 

13 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. 

14 A: And --

15 JUDGE PINKETT: Just a second. 

16 A: Okay. I do recall that this particular time it was not 

17 a cut and paste. It was the narrative of the email. 

18 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. So that suggests to me that the 

19 supervisor, then, copied what Katherine Ander wrote to her 

20 onto the -- as an addendum onto the complaint that was 

21 originally called into the hospital social worker? 

22 A: Correct. 

23 JUDGE PINKETT: (Inaudible) assigned? 

24 A: Correct. 

25 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Just a second. All right. 
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1 Q: So Ms. Moran, if I can --

2 JUDGE PINKETT: Go ahead. 

3 Q: -- make sure that I understand these corrections. 

4 Looking at page two of Exhibit D8, were the -- is it --

5 based on what you testified, should it be corrected to say, 

6 "Excerpt from, uh, the CRU report of Katherine Ander, " and 

7 the date should be changed to October 19, 2010? 

8 A: That's correct. 

9 Q: Okay. Any other changes that need to be made to the 

10 accuracy of this report? 

11 A: Yes. So on, urn, page five --

12 Q: Uh-huh. 

13 A: under the identification list, it's sort of-- it's 

14 should say, urn, Katherine Ander in that area after 

15 (Inaudible) . 

16 Q: Uh-huh. 

17 A: Katherine Ander was the, uh, complaint investigator for 

18 District Two. 

19 JUDGE PINKETT: That's DSHS when you said District 

20 Two? 

21 A: Yeah. I'm sorry. 

22 JUDGE PINKETT: No. No. No problem. Go ahead. 

23 Q: Now, after you, uh, complete a report, uh, what happens 

24 next? 

25 A: Urn, I, urn, submit it to my field manager for review. 
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1 And, urn, she may or may not ask for additional information 

2 or clarification, urn, and then it is, urn, reviewed by our 

3 quality assurance administrator, and he makes the 

4 determination if this should be a preliminary {Inaudible). 

5 Q: Well, on the front page of your report this area that -

6 -that says, "Recommendation." Do you see where I'm 

7 A: I do. 

8 Q: Okay. Who makes this recommendation? 

9 A: I do. 

10 Q: What was your recommendation in this case? 

11 A: Urn, to have a, urn, finding -- finding for financial 

12 exploitation. 

13 Q: What was the basis for your recommendation? 

14 A: Om, well, the basis of it was, urn, based on -- on the 

15 investigation, and, urn, the -- the definition of financial 

16 exploitation, I felt that it fit the definition because, 

17 urn, it is to me -- financial exploitation is the illegal or 

18 improper use of property, income, resources, et cetera of a 

19 -- of a vulnerable adult by any person for that person's 

20 profit or advantage, other than the vulnerable adult's 

21 profit or advantage, and the -- the there was no profit 

22 or advantage to the vulnerable adult. 

23 Q: Okay. When you, urn -- well, have you investigated 

24 other cases that involve -- well, actually, Kathy Ander 

25 used the term drug diversion. 
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1 A: Yes. 

2 Q: Okay. And you heard her definition of it? 

3 A: Yes. 

4 Q: Okay. Now, when you, uh, have other cases where 

5 individuals have taken medicatio~ that belonged to 

6 residents for their own use, is it typical that it's cited 

7 under financial exploitation? 

8 MR. LEARY: Objection. That's irrelevant. 

9 JUDGE PINKETT: Just a second. I have to think. Urn, 

10 Ms. Coats-McCarthy, we are -- it it seems like, urn, part 

11 of the case that Ms. Gradinaru's trying to -- to use that 

12 this is unusual, or somehow unheard of that, uh -- uh, 

13 finding a financial exploitation would be for someone who 

14 takes a resident's medications for their own use. And, urn, 

15 the position of the Department would be that that's not 

16 atypical, and in fact typically what happens in cases like 

17 that. 

18 Q: um· --

19 MR. LEARY: Your Honor? 

20 JUDGE PINKETT: I'm sustaining the objection. 

21 Q: Ms. Moran, at any tim~ in the course of your 

22 investigation, did Ms. Gradinaru claim that she did not 

23 take the -- the morphine? 

24 A: No, she admitted that she took the morphine. 

25 Q: After, uh, you made your recommendations -- or what was 
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1 the ultimate, uh, outcome of your recommendation? 

2 A: Um, that it was a -- a breach of (Inaudible} for 

3 financial exploitation. 

4 Q: Could you please turn to Exhibit D7? Do you recognize 

5 this document? 

6 A: I do. 

7 Q: Okay. What is it? 

8 A: It's the Notice of a Preliminary Finding. 

9 Q: Who is this Notice to? 

10 A: Ms. Gradinaru. 

11 Q: Could you please turn to Exhibit D9? Do you recognize 

12 this document? 

13 A: I do. 

14 Q: Okay. And what is this particular document? 

15 A: It's, uh, Ms. Gradinaru's Request for a Hearing. 

16 Q: I have no further questions at this time. 

17 JUDGE PINKETT: Mr. Leary? 

18 MR. LEARY: Thank you, Your Honor. 

19 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

20 BY MR. LEARY: 

21 Q: You would agree with the Appellant that there's no 

22 suggestion that she profited from the use of the morphine, 

23 correct? 

24 A: I don't know if she profited or not. She had told me 

25 that she did take the morphine. 
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1 Q: But you don't have -- there's no evidence, that you're 

2 aware of, that -- that there as a profit -7 she profited 

3 from taking the morphine? 

4 A: Well, I -- I don't know how to respond to that without 

5 giving my own personal opinion, or a --

6 Q: Well, I'm looking at -- you cited her for financial 

7 exploitation. 

8 A: Uh-huh. 

9 Q: And the end of the definition says, uh, "For the 

10 person's pro~it or benefit." You're not asserting that she 

11 profited from the morphine, are you? She didn't sell it. 

12 A: No, I -- I'm asserting that the vulnerable adult in 

13 this case certainly didn't profit (Inaudible) by her taking 

14 

15 Q: Okay. 

16 A: -- that person's medication. 

17 Q: Okay. Now, you saw Department's Exhibit Five, correct? 

18 A: I'm sorry. I don't know where it is. 

19 Q: Well --

20 JUDGE PINKETT: If I -- it --

21 Q: Oh. 

22 JUDGE PINKETT: Thank you. So for the record, Ms. 

23 Coats-McCarthy is showing Ms. Moran a copy of what's been 

24 admitted as 05, the medical record from Overlake Hospital 

25 dated 10/12/2010. 
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1 A: I did. Yes. 

2 Q: Okay. And did you see that during your investigation? 

3 A: Yes. 

4 Q: Om, So while it's not clear whether she told the ER 

5 that there was a suicide attempt, clearly there was 

6 discussion with Overlake, as evidenced by this record of a 

7 suicide attempt, correct? 

8 . A: Coa:::rect. 

9 Q: And that she was admitted to the psych unit because of 

10 that suicide attempt, correct? 

11 A: Correct. 

12 MR. LEARY: No further questions. 

13 JUDGE PINKETT: Any redirect? 

14 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: No, Your Honor. 

15 JUDGE PINKETT: .Thank you, Ms. Moran. I guess you're 

16 not really stepping down. You're just walking around the 

17 table. 

18 A. Okay. 

19 JUDGE PINKETT: All right. Um, does the State rest? 

20 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Yes, Your Honor. 

21 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. Does the Appellant 
) 

22 MR. LEARY: Appellant rests. 

23 JUDGE PINKETT: Okay. All right. Um, I've told both 

24 of your lawyers in the beginning what I see as the crux of; 

25 this case. I'll be curious to read what (Inaudible). Um, 
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1 and I hope it's extensive. 

2 MR. LEARY: How does Your Honor want that. The 

3 attorneys --

4 JUDGE PINKETT: Well --

5 MR. LEARY:- submitting jointly 

6 JUDGE PINKETT: Yes. 

7 MR. LEARY: response 

8 JUDGE PINKETT: Usually, I have the State submit their 

9 closing arguments, and I have -- give the Appellant --

10 delay a day maybe a week after~ and I give the State a 

11 final opportunity if they want to present a rebuttal to 

12 your closing, so that the State, since they have the 

13 burden, urn, gets to have the final say. Urn, and then the 

14 record will close. So I'll issue an order, setting out a 

15 timeline for when I expect these briefs to be filed. Urn, 

16 that timeline really depends on what your work life looks 

11 like. 

18 So I'll entertain -- I mean -~ you know, up to a point 

19 of reasonableness, will entertain when -- when you think 

20 it's possible for you first, Ms. Coats-McCarthy, urn, to 

21 submit. Thrs doesn't need to be on the record since this 

22 is procedural. I'm going to go off the record. The case -

23 testimonial record of the case is closed. 

24 (OFF THE RECORD) 

25 we~re back on the record. We've looked at the 
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1 calendar, uh, for September. The State's closing argument 

2 will be due by 5:00 p.m. on September 12, 2011. The 

3 Appellant's responsive brief will be due by September 19, 

4 2011, at 5:00 p.m., and then finally if the State has a 

5 rebuttal to file it is due September 27th by 5:00p.m., and 

6 I'll issue an order closing the record that restates all of 

7 that. If there are problems, you just need to call 

8 Victoria Wilson, who's my scheduler, and she'll get the 

9 message to me. Talk amongst yourselves first, and then 

10 she'll get a message to me. 

11 All right. If there's nothing further, we're --

12 MS. COATS-MCCARTHY: Your Honor, may I get a copy of 

13 Exhibit Thirteen? 

14 JUDGE PINKETT: You didn't get it. I'll get a copy of 

15 that to you before you leave. We're -- we're done. 

16 Thanks. 

17 (END OF RECORDING) 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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RCW 7 4.34.020 

Definitions. 

RCW74.34.020: Definitions. 

The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter unless the context clearly requires otherwise. 

(1) "Abandonment" means action or inaction by a person or entity with a duty of care for a vulnerable 
adult that leaves the vulnerable person without the means or ability to obtain necessary food, clothing, 
shelter, or health care. 

(2) "Abuse" means the willful action or inaction that inflicts injury, unreasonable confinement, 
intimidation, or punishment on a vulnerable adult. In instances of abuse of a vulnerable adult who is unable 
to express or demonstrate physical harm, pain, or mental anguish, the abuse is presumed to cause 
physical harm, pain, or mental anguish. Abuse includes sexual abuse, mental abuse, physical abuse, and 
exploitation of a vulnerable adult, which have the following meanings: 

(a) "Sexual abuse" means any form of nonconsensual sexual contact, including but not limited to 
unwanted or inappropriate touching, rape, sodomy, sexual coercion, sexually explicit photographing, and 
sexual harassment. Sexual abuse includes any sexual contact between a staff person, who is not also a 
resident or client, of a facility or a staff person of a program authorized under chapter 71A 12 RCW, and a 
vulnerable adult living in that facility or receiving service from a program authorized under chapter 71 A 12 
RCW, whether or not it is consensual. 

(b) "Physical abuse" means the willful action of inflicting bodily injury or physical mistreatment. Physical 
abuse includes, but is not limited to, striking with or without an object, slapping, pinching, choking, kicking, 
shoving, prodding, or the use of chemical restraints or physical restraints unless the restraints are 
consistent with licensing requirements, and includes restraints that are otherwise being used 
inappropriately. 

(c) "1\/lental abuse" means any willful action or inaction of mental or verbal abuse. 1\/lental abuse includes, 
but is not limited to, coercion, harassment, inappropriately isolating a vulnerable adult from family, friends, 
or regular activity, and verbal assault that includes ridiculing, intimidating, yelling, or swearing. 

(d) "Exploitation" means an act of forcing, compelling, or exerting undue influence over a vulnerable adult 
causing the vulnerable adult to act in a way that is inconsistent with relevant past behavior, or causing the 
vulnerable adult to perform services for the benefit of another. 

(3) "Consent" means express written consent granted after the vulnerable adult or his or her legal 
representative has been fully informed of the nature of the services to be offered and that the receipt of 
services is voluntary. 

(4) "Department" means the department of social and health services. 

(5) "Facility" means a residence licensed or required to be licensed under chapter 18.20 RCW, assisted 
living facilities; chapter 18.51 RCW, nursing homes; chapter 70.128 RCW, adult family homes; chapter 
72.36 RCW, soldiers' homes; or chapter 71A20 RCW, residential habilitation centers; or any other facility 
licensed or certified by the department. 

(6) "Financial exploitation" means the illegal or improper use, control over, or withholding of the property, 
income, resources, or trust funds of the vulnerable adult by any person or entity for any person's or entity's 
profit or advantage other than for the vulnerable adult's profit or advantage. "Financial exploitation" includes, 
but is not limited to: 
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(a) The use of deception, intimidation, or undue influence by a person or entity in a position of trust and 
confidence with a vulnerable adult to obtain or use the property, income, resources, or trust funds of the 
vulnerable adult for the benefit of a person or entity other than the vulnerable adult; 

(b) The breach of a fiduciary duty, including, but not limited to, the misuse of a power of attorney, trust, 
or a guardianship appointment, that results in the unauthorized appropriation, sale, or transfer of the 
property, income, resources, or trust funds of the vulnerable adult for the benefit of a person or entity other 
than the vulnerable adult; or 

(c) Obtaining or using a vulnerable adult's property, income, resources, or trust funds without lawful 
authority, by a person or entity who knows or clearly should know that the vulnerable adult lacks the 
capacity to consent to the release or use of his or her property, income, resources, or trust funds. 

(7) "Financial institution" has the same meaning as in RCW 30.22.040 and 30.22.041. For purposes of 
this chapter only, "financial institution" also means a "broker-dealer" or "investment adviser" as defined in 
RCW 21.20.005. 

(8) "Incapacitated person" means a person who is at a significant risk of personal or financial harm 
underRCW 11.88.010(1) (a), (b), (c), or(d). 

(9) "Individual provider" means a person under contract with the department to provide services in the 
home under chapter 74.09 or 74.39A RCW. 

(10) "Interested person" means a person who demonstrates to the court's satisfaction that the person is 
interested in the welfare of the vulnerable adult, that the person has a good faith belief that the court's 
intervention is necessary, and that the vulnerable adult is unable, due to incapacity, undue influence, or 
duress at the time the petition is filed, to protect his or her own interests. 

(11) "1\tlandated reporter" is an employee of the department; law enforcement officer; social worker; 
professional school personnel; individual provider; an employee of a facility; an operator of a facility; an 
employee of a social service, welfare, mental health, adult day health, adult day care, home health, home 
care, or hospice agency; county coroner or medical examiner; Christian Science practitioner; or health care 
provider subject to chapter 18.130 RCW. 

(12) "Neglect" means (a) a pattern of conduct or inaction by a person or entity with a duty of care that 
fails to provide the goods and services that maintain physical or mental health of a vulnerable adult, or that 
fails to avoid or prevent physical or mental harm or pain to a vulnerable adult; or (b) an act or omission by a 
person or entity with a duty of care that demonstrates a serious disregard of consequences of such a 
magnitude as to constitute a clear and present danger to the vulnerable adult's health, welfare, or safety, 
including but not limited to conduct prohibited under RCW 9A.42.1 00. 

(13) "Permissive reporter" means any person, including, but not limited to, an employee of a financial 
institution, attorney, or volunteer in a facility or program providing services for vulnerable adults. 

(14) "Protective services" means any services provided by the department to a vulnerable adult with the 
consent of the vulnerable adult, or the legal representative of the vulnerable adult, who has been 
abandoned, abused, financially exploited, neglected, or in a state of self-neglect. These services may 
include, but are not limited to case management, social casework, home care, placement, arranging for 
medical evaluations, psychological evaluations, day care, or referral for legal assistance. 

(15) "Self-neglect" means the failure of a vulnerable adult, not living in a facility, to provide for himself or 
herself the goods and services necessary for the vulnerable adult's physical or mental health, and the 
absence of which impairs or threatens the vulnerable adult's well-being. This definition may include a 
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vulnerable adult who is receiving services through home health, hospice, or a home care agency, or an 
individual provider when the neglect is not a result of inaction by that agency or individual provider. 

(16) "Social worker" means: 

(a) Asocial worker as defined in RCW 18.320.010(2); or 

(b) Anyone engaged in a professional capacity during the regular course of employment in encouraging 
or promoting the health, welfare, support, or education of vulnerable adults, or providing social services to 
vulnerable adults, whether in an individual capacity or as an employee or agent of any public or private 
organization or institution. 

(17) 'Vulnerable adult" includes a person: 

(a) Sixty years of age or older who has the functional, mental, or physical inability to care for himself or 
herself; or 

(b) Found incapacitated under chapter 11.88 RCW; or 

(c) Who has a developmental disability as defined under RCW 71A 10.020; or 

(d) Admitted to any facility; or 

(e) Receiving services from home health, hospice, or home care agencies licensed or required to be 
licensed under chapter 70.127 RCW; or 

(f) Receiving services from an individual provider; or 

(g) Who self-directs his or her own care and receives services from a personal aide under chapter 
74.39 RCW. 

[2013 c 263 § 1; 2012 c 10 § 62. Prior: 2011 c 170 § 1; 2011 c 89 § 18; 2010 c 133 § 2; 2007 c 312 § 1; 
2006 c 339 § 109; 2003 c 230 § 1; 1999 c 176 § 3; 1997 c 392 § 523; 1995 1st sp.s. c 18 § 84; 1984 c 97 § 
8.] 

Notes: 
Application-- 2012 c 10: See note following RCW 18.20.010. 

Effective date -- 2011 c 89: See note following RCW 18.320.005. 

Findings -- 2011 c 89: See RCW 18.320.005. 

Intent -- Part headings not law-- 2006 c 339: See notes following RCW 70.96A325. 

Effective date -- 2003 c 230: "This act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public 
peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its existing public institutions, and takes 
effect immediately [rvlay 12, 2003]." [2003 c 230 § 3.] 

Findings-- Purpose-- Severability-- Conflict with federal requirements --1999 c 176: See 
notes following RCW 7 4.34.005. 

Short title -- Findings -- Construction -- Conflict with federal requirements -- Part headings 
and captions not law --1997 c 392: See notes following RCW 74.39A.009. 
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Conflict with federal requirements-- Severability-- Effective date --1995 1st sp.s. c 18: See 
notes following RCW 7 4.39A.030. 
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